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Abstract 

This thesis provides an in-depth study of the properties of pseudo-distributive laws 

motivated by the search for a unified framework to model substitution and variable 

binding for various different types of contexts; in particular, the construction presented 

in this thesis for modelling substitution unifies that for cartesian contexts as in the work 

by Fiore et at. and that for linear contexts by Tanaka. 

The main mathematical result of the thesis is the proof that, given a pseudo-monad 

S on a 2-category C, the 2-category of pseudo-distributive laws of S over pseudo-

endofunctors on C and that of liftings of pseudo-endofunctors on C to the 2-category 

of the pseudo-algebras of S are equivalent. The proof for the non-pseudo case, i.e., a 

version for ordinary categories and monads, is given in detail as a prelude to the proof 

of the pseudo-case, followed by some investigation into the relation between distribu-

tive laws and Kleisli categories. Our analysis of distributive laws is then extended 

to pseudo-distributivity over pseudo-endofunctors and over pseudo-natural transfor-

mations and modifications. The natural bimonoidal structures on the 2-category of 

pseudo-distributive laws and that of (pseudo)-liftings are also investigated as part of 

the proof of the equivalence. 

Fiore et at. and Tanaka take the free cocartesian category on 1 and the free sym-

metric monoidal category on 1 respectively as a category of contexts and then consider 

its presheaf category to construct abstract models for binding and substitution. In this 

thesis a model for substitution that unifies these two and other variations is constructed 

by using the presheaf category on a small category with structure that models contexts. 

Such structures for contexts are given as pseudo-monads S on Cat, and presheaf cate-

gories are given as the free cocompletion (partial) pseudo-monad T on Cat, therefore 

our analysis of pseudo-distributive laws is applied to the combination of a pseudo-

monad for contexts with the cocompletion pseudo-monad T. The existence of such 

pseudo-distributive laws leads to a natural monoidal structure that is used to model 

substitution. We prove that a pseudo-distributive law of S over T results in the com-

posite TS again being a pseudo-monad, from which it follows that the category TS1 

has a monoidal structure, which, in our examples, models substitution. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 History and motivations 

1.1.1 Variable binding and substitution 

Issues surrounding variable binding and substitution have always been an important re-

search topic throughout the history of computer science. Variable binding is a situation 

where a variable becomes associated with another symbol, typically denoting an oper-

ation, or, conceptually equivalently, aJirnction, and as the result of this association, the 

variable loses its full distinction as a symbol and becomes only distinguishable relative 

to the symbol with which it is associated. Drawing an example from some simple math-

ematics, consider an expression x + a, where both x and a denote variables, although 

the implicit intention in the choice of symbols is rather clear here. Then suppose we 

name this expression f using = and at the same time associate the symbol x with this 

symbol f. A typical representation of this situation is the expression f(x) = x+ a. We 

say that the variable x is bound in the expression x + a on the right hand side. We can 

apply the same discussion to an expression y + a to obtain the expression f(y) = y + a. 

Then these two resulting expressions are indistinguishable, in the sense that both x and 

y are associated with f in exactly the same way, and hence, having lost the distinc-

tion as symbols they render the two expressions indistinguishable. This phenomenon 

has traditionally called a-equivalence in the study of A-calculi, where the function 

f(x) = x + a is namelessly denoted by an expression Xx.x + a. Again, we say that the 
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variable x is bound by A and call x a bound variable. 

We have yet to define the precise meaning of "associating" a symbol with another, 

which can be done in more than one way as we see later, but the most common way is 

to regard such an f as higher-order, with the associated symbols as formal parameters 

for the function. 

Now, with a function and formal parameters, the next thing to consider is applying 

an argument to a function. Given a function f(x) = x + a and an argument, say, b, 
the value f(b) of this argument applied to this function is b + a, where the actual 

argument b is substituted for the formal parameter x. In the A-calculus terminology, 

the application of an argument to a function is denoted by juxtaposition, i.e., in this 

case, ()Lx.x + a)b. Substituting the argument b for the bound variable x is represented 

as (x+a)[b/xJ, which is equal to the value of the application b+a. The representation 

M[N/x] for expressions M and N and a variable x should read "the expression obtained 

as the result of substituting N for all the x's appearing in M". We defer the precise 

definition of substitution for later, but what one has to be cautious in the definition is 

to consistently take care of situations where variables appearing in the expression to 

be substituted might become bound as the result of substitution, for example, consider 

the case of (Ay.x+y)[y/x]. When the substitution is interpreted as application of an 

argument to a function, this should not be allowed in general, and M{N/x} should be 

defined accordingly. This is usually done by using a-conversion, i.e., by renaming the 

relevant bound variables in the function body. 

Manipulation of symbols at this level of complexity presents unexpectedly difficult 

problems particularly when we want to process such expressions automatically, i.e., 

using computers, because one needs to formulate precisely and properly how sym-

bols are associated and how and when symbols are distinguished or not distinguished. 

Moreover, this needs to be done in a "good" way in order for us to make use of the syn-

tactic nature of the expressions. Plenty of effort has been put into this area of research 

to establish a good model of variable binding and substitution [dB72, Sto88]. 

Recently there has been some new developments in the direction of category-

theoretic models. In [FPT99, Hof99] presheaf categories were used as the basis for the 

representation of syntax with variable binding. Meanwhile, Pitts and Gabbay [GP99] 
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proposed the use of Fraenkel-Mostowski set theory, and then the Schanuel topos. Our 

focus in the following is the first direction, which was also studied in a modified setting 

for linear binding by Tanaka [TanOO]. 

1.2 Developments so far 

Around 1970, Kelly introduced the notion of club [Ke172a] in order to deal with co-

herence theorems for category theory. 

We will not go into any details on clubs here, except to remark that almost thirty 

years later Fiore et al. [FP1'99] used a structure that is a variant of clubs, to provide 

binding algebras to model variable binding and monoidal structure to model substi-

tution. Using F, the category freely generated from 1 by adding finite coproducts, 

as the category of contexts, they built their model of variable binding, called binding 

algebra, on the presheaf category Set'. The main analogy is that instead of algebras 

over sets as in universal algebra here one considers binding algebras over variable sets, 

which are modelled by presheaves. The presheaf category Set inherits finite product 

structure from lF°'. This structure is a restriction of Kelly's club and it is a conceptual 

improvement in choice, for the application to computer science. 

The kind of binding discussed in that paper is the one which is most common, but 

it is natural to think of other variations in binders, as in [TanOO], where linear binders 

are considered. In that paper, binding algebra and substitution monoids are adapted to 

the case of linear binders, using the free symmetric monoidal category IF on 1. The 

resulting structure is again closely related to Kelly's original clubs, being a variant of 

his clubs over P. 

Having seen these developments in modelling different kinds of binders, Power 

[Pow03] recently described an idea of unifying these structures for different kinds of 

binders by providing a category-theoretic framework along the lines of [TanOO]. That 

not only includes the two examples, but it also allows one to consider a wider variety 

of examples, including, in particular, that given by that Logic of Bunched Implica-

tions [Pym02]. 
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1.3 The aim of this thesis 

The paper [Pow03] is based on the definition of a pseudo-distributive law between 

pseudo-monads given in [Mar99]. However, the definition given in [Mar99] is incom-

plete, in the sense that one of the coherence axioms is missing and the duality in those 

axioms is not reflected in the presentation. 

The aim of this thesis is to provide a solid technical foundation for the above idea 

by Power by studying in detail pseudo-distributive laws between pseudo-monads and 

giving their full coherence axioms. A complete and definitive definition of pseudo-

distributive laws is given, together with a detailed investigation of some of their prop-

erties, followed by a brief investigation of substitution as a main example of its use, in 

particular in association with cartesian binders, linear binders and binders of Bunched 

Implications. 

For ordinary monads, given two monads S and Ton a category C, a distributive law 

S of S over T is a natural transformation S : ST -* TS such that certain commutative 

diagrams involving the multiplications and units of both S and T are satisfied. But what 

we need is the notion of pseudo-distributive law rather than that of distributive law. 

The "pseudo-ness" arises as follows: Take the 2-monad Tf on Cat for finite product 

structure which will be discussed in Section 8.1. Given a small category e, Tfe is a 

free category with finite products on C. Let FP be the category of small categories with 

finite products and product-preserving functors. We claim that FP is equivalent, not to 

the category of Tf-algebras, but to the category of pseudo-Tf-algebras. There is an 

obvious forgetful functor U from FP to Cat. Now consider if this U has a left adjoint. 

If there exists a left adjoint F, since F preserves colimits and Cat has an initial object 

0, the value FO should be an initial object in FP. But this is not the case because FP 

does not have an initial object. For consider the category iso of a pair of objects and an 

isomorphism between them. Any category with finite products has at least two finite 

product preserving functors into it. Therefore it is essential here to have pseudo-ness 

in the structure, more precisely, the notion of pseudo-maps is crucial here. We choose 

to deal with pseudo-algebras, too. 

The central result about ordinary distributive laws is the equivalence between a 

distributive law 8 : ST -4 TS and a lifting of T to S-Alg. But in our examples, what 
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we have is Ps-S-Alg, the 2-category of pseudo-S-algebras. So, correspondingly, we 

must generalise from an ordinary distributive law to a pseudo-distributive law. For 

a pseudo-distributive law, we need to consider a pseudo-natural transformation to-

gether with invertible modifications replacing equality in the commutative diagrams, 

and these modifications are subject to several coherence conditions, which usually are 

very complex. 

Now consider the composite TS determined by a pseudo-distributive law ST -* TS. 

Although the examples of pseudo-monads that we study later in this thesis are actually 

2-monads regarded as pseudo-monads, we cannot avoid pseudo-monads because the 

composite of 2-monads has the structure of a pseudo-monad, not of a 2-monad. This 

result is essential in our construction, hence we choose to develop our discussion at the 

level of pseudo-monads from the start. 

We study the properties of pseudo-distributive laws by starting from the non-pseudo 

version of them; we first give proofs of the properties of ordinary distributive laws, and 

then we extend the discussions to the case of pseudo-distributive laws. One cannot fail 

to notice that the commutative diagrams appearing in the proofs for the non-pseudo 

case become part of the construction in the pseudo-case, i.e., are replaced by pieces 

of data such as 2-cells and modifications, and that what needs to be proved then is 

coherence for those data. 

In [Mar99] Marmolejo gave a definition of a pseudo-distributive law between pseudo-

monads. However this was done in a very specific setting, namely, Gray-enriched cat-

egories, where Gray is the symmetric monoidal category whose underlying category is 

2-Cat with tensor product [GPS95]. In the paper he gave nine coherence axioms, but 

most of these are described in a way for which the duality among these axioms is not 

easily understood. We have worked out a better and definitive definition of a pseudo-

distributive law in a generic 2-categorical setting, as shown in Chapter 7 including a 

coherence axiom which was missing in Marmolejo's paper. 

Having defined the pseudo-distributive law in full, it is necessary to have a detailed 

discussion of how the two pseudo-monads and their pseudo-algebras interact under the 

existence of a pseudo-distributive law. More specifically, the facts of interest here are 

that to give a pseudo-distributive law 8 of S over T is equivalent to give a lifting of 
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T to Ps-S-AIg, the 2-category of pseudo-S-algebras, or to give an extension of S to 

Kl(T), the Kleisli bicategory of T, and that the functor TS acquires the structure of a 

pseudo-monad. We have provided a precise description and proofs of those properties 

for the case of ordinary monads with a distributive law, which is reformulated into 

the pseudo setting for the pseuod-algebra case by carefully replacing the commuting 

diagrams with invertible modifications. Our proof also shows that in the non-pseudo 

setting the equivalence is in fact an isomorphism. 

To provide the unifying framework for substitution, it is also necessary to introduce 

the notion of pseudo-strengths of a pseudo-monad and study their properties. This is 

one of the main results given in Chapter 8. We present the definition of a pseudo-

strength with ten coherence axioms; one can find many similarities between these 

axioms and those of a pseudo-distributive law, which reflects the fact that a pseudo-

strength can be regarded as a special case of a pseudo-distributive law. 

We present the unifying framework for substitution as one example of applications 

of.our analysis on pseudo-distributivity. The construction is based on the existence of 

a pseudo-distributive law of a pseudo-monad S over a pseudo-monad T, where S is one 

of the pseudo-monads that gives a category which models a certain type of context, 

while T is the (partial) pseudo-monad for free cocompletion. Here we need to address 

the size issue of this particular pseudo-monad on Cat because the free cocompletion 

of a small category e is not small in general. More detailed discussion is found in 

Section 8.1. 

There are other areas where the analysis of pseudo-distributive laws in this thesis 

can be applied. One of them is the study of concurrency and bisimulation by Winskel 

and Cattani [WC04] using open maps and profunctors; the structure used there involves 

pseudo-comonads and Kleisli constructions. The analysis of pseudo-distributive laws 

in this thesis can be easily applied to the case of pseudo-comonads. 

1.4 Outline 

Chapter 2 provides the basic knowledge required for the rest of the thesis. Sec- 

tion 2.1 contains a quick summary of several topics from ordinary category theory, 
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including monads and their algebras, adjunctions, monoidal categories and monoids. 

Then the notion of 2-categories and related notions such as cells, 2-functors, 2-natural 

transformations are defined in Section 2.2, followed by the definition of pseudo-functors, 

pseudo-natural transformations, modifications, and then finally pseudo-monads and 

their morphisms in Section 2.3. A brief introduction to the notion of pasting is also 

included. Section 2.4 introduces the notions of pseudo-algebras of a pseudo-monad, 

pseudo-maps between pseudo-algebras, and 2-cells between pseudo-maps, all of which 

together define the 2-category of pseudo-algebras. The last section contains the defini-

tions of bicategories and bimonoidal bicategories. 

Chapter 3 is devoted to the study of the properties of distributive laws in ordinary 

categories, which will be extended to the pseudo case in 2-categories in later chapters. 

It starts with the definition of distributivity of a monad S over an endofunctor H, and 

also over a natural transformation in Section 3.1. Then we introduce the notion of 

a lifting of an endofunctor H to the category of S-algebras in Section 3.2. In the 

following three sections it is proved that the category DistS  of distributive laws of a 

monad is isomorphic to Lifts Alg I 
the category of liftings of endofunctors to the category 

of algebras of the monad. 

In order to prove the similar isomorphism for distributive laws over a monad rather 

than an endofunctor, we need the notion of lifting of a monad T to a monad T on S-Alg: 

the multiplication i: T2 -4 ? of? should be given by the lifting of 1A as a natural 

transformation. Consequently, the proof of the isomorphisms requires some analysis 

of the relation between T 2  and T 2  and also how that relates to distributive laws. We 

investigate this issue in Section 3.6 for the case of H2 , where H is an endofunctor. 

We establish the relationship between the square of a lifting of H and a particular 

distributive law of a monad over H2 . This leads to the discussion in Section 3.7 on 

distributive laws of a monad over a monad. The last section (Section 3.8) in Chapter 3 

studies the properties of the composite TS under the existence of a distributive law of 

a monad S over a monad T. We see that in this case the functor TS is a monad. 

Chapter 4 is in a sense dual to Chapter 3; the relationship between distributive laws 

over a monad T and the Kleisli category K1(T) of the monad T is established. First the 
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definitions of the notion of distributive laws of endofunctors over a monad T are given 

in Section 4.1 and an extension of an endofunctor to Kl(T) is defined in Section 4.2. 

Then in Sections 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 the proof that there is an isomorphism between the 

category of distributive laws of endofunctors over a monad and that of extensions of 

endofunctors to the Kleisli category of the monad is given. In the following section 

(Section 4.6) we develop an analysis similar to that in Section 3.6 of the relationship 

between an extension of H2  and distributive laws. The rest of the chapter contains 

the proof that the category of distributive laws of monads over a monad T is also 

isomorphic to the category of extensions of monads to the Kleisli category K1(T) ofT. 

We conclude the chapter by stating a theorem that summarises the results in Chapter 3 

and 4. 

Chapter 5 The discussion in the first five sections in Chapter 3 is extended to the 

pseudo-setting, by systematically replacing the commuting diagrams with invertible 

modifications or 2-cells. In Section 5.1 the definition of pseudo-distributivity of a 

pseudo-monad S over pseudo-endofunctors, pseudo-natural transformations, and mod-

ifications are given, and it is shown that these data constitute a 2-category called 

PsDistS .  Similarly, in Section 5.2, the liftings of pseudo-endofunctors, pseudo-natural 

transformations and modifications to the 2-category of pseudo-S-algebras are defined, 

and they define a 2-category LIftPSSAI&.  One can define pseudo-functors between these 

two 2-categories, as shown in the following two sections (Section 5.4, 5.3), which 

define an equivalence of 2-categories (Section 5.5). 

Chapter 6 is the pseudo-version of Section 3.6 (and also of Section 4.6), expanded 

and generalised. The motivation for this chapter is the same as that for those sec-

tions. The properties of H2  investigated for ordinary endofunctors are in fact derived 

from the monoidal structures on DistS  and LftSA1g  and the isomorphism between them 

preserves those structures (Section 6.1). In the pseudo-case, in Section 6.2, the situa-

tion is much more complex; the structure on Ps.DistS  is a special case of bimonoidal 

structure. Still, the pseudo-functors that define an equivalence between PsDistS  and 

LftPS SA1g  preserve these structures, i.e., they are 2-strong bimonoidal 2-functors, to be 

precise (Section 6.3). 
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Chapter 7 is the pseudo-version of Section 3.7. The precise definition of a pseudo-

distributive law of a pseudo-monad over a pseudo-monad is given in Section 7.1, 

together with its complete set of coherence axioms. These define the 2-category 

PSDISt SmOnadS  of pseudo-distributive laws of a pseudo-monad S over pseudo-monads, 

which is a variant of PsDistS.  Then, in Section 7.2, the 2-category Lift' of 

liftings of pseudo-monads to the 2-category of pseudo-S-algebras is defined. The 

equivalence of these two 2-categories is proved in Section 7.3. The existence of a 

pseudo-distributive law of a pseudo-monad S over a pseudo-monad T implies that the 

composite TS is again a pseudo-monad, and this together with a few more properties 

are stated and proved in Section 7.4. 

Chapter 8 contains the main application of the theoretical development of the thesis, 

i.e., the construction of the generic substitution monoidal structure is given in depth. 

We start the chapter by examining several examples of pseudo-monads, including Tf 

and Tsm, and their pseudo-algebras in Section 8.1 and examples of pseudo-distributive 

laws between them in Section 8.2. We also introduce the (partial) pseudo-monad T 0  

for the free cocompletion and address the relevant size issues, too. After defining and 

studying the notion of strength for ordinary monads in Section 8.3, and that of pseudo-

strength for pseudo-monads in Section 8.4, we show that an arbitrary pseudo-monad 

T on Cat yields a canonical monoidal structure on the category Ti in Section 8.5. The 

significance of that monoidal structure, as we explain as examples in Section 8.6, is 

that when T is the pseudo-monad T 0 Tfp , it yields precisely Fiore et al.'s substitution 

monoidal stucture, and likewise for Tanaka when T is Moreover, at the level 

of generality proposed here, we can follow the main line of development of both pieces 

of work. 

Chapter 9 summanses the thesis and discusses possible directions for future work. 



Chapter 2 

Preliminaries 

This chapter contains definitions of category theoretic terms used in this thesis. These 

will serve to fix notation and also to remind readers of some basics, including monads 

and their algebras, 2-categories and 2-functors, and most importantly, pseudo-functors, 

pseudo-monads and pseudo algebras. 

2.1 Monads and their algebras 

In this section, the notions of a monad (ordinary) and its algebras are defined. After 

the definition of the category of algebras, T-Alg, we state several important results on 

the relationship between monads and adjunctions, which are used in Section 3.8. We 

finish the section with the definitions of monoidal categories and monoids in them; 

these are needed in Chapter 8. 

Definition 2.1 (monad). A monad (T, It ,  i) on a category C consists of a functor 
T: C -~ C and two natural transformations, the multiplication : T 2  -+ T and the unit 
ti: Id -+ T, such that the following diagrams, one for the associativity of It and another 
for the left and right unity of r, commute: 

T3 	
TJL 	

T 2 	 T 	liT 	T2 
' Ti 	T 

T 2 	.T 	 T 
IL 

11 
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Definition 2.2 (monad morphism). Given monads (T, , r) and (T', ji', n'), a natural 
transformation a: T -+ T' is called a monad morphism from (TJL,1) to (T',1il,') if 
the following diagrams commute: 

T2 	
Ta 	aT' 

TT' 	T'2  IT l
a 

  T I  
Definition 2.3 (algebras for a monad). Given a monad (T,jz,i) on C, a T-algebra 
(A,a) is a pair consisting of an object A of e and an arrow a: TA —* A of e, called 
the structure map of the algebra, such that the following two diagrams, one called the 
associative law and the other the unit law, commute: 

T 2A 	TA 	A 	TA Ta nA 

ILAj 	
Ia 

a 

_____ 

TA 	A 	 A 

A map f: (A, a) -+ (A', a') of T-algebras is an arrow f : A -+ A' in e which makes the 
following diagram commute: 

TA 
Tf 

TA' 

These data constitute the category T-Alg of T-algebras and T-algebra maps. There is 

the obvious forgetful functor GT : T-Alg -+ C. 

Now we state several important results about monads and adjunctions. Given a 

category C and a monad on it, there exists a canonical adjunction induced by this 

monad. On the other hand, an adjunction defined on C also defines a monad on C. 

Lemma 2.4 (a monad induced adjunction). If (T, j, ii) is a monad on C, then there 

exists an adjunction
FT  

(FT,GT,1T,ET) : C 	T-Alg. 
GT 

FT sends an object A in C to the free T-algebra (TA, ItA : T 2  A —+ TA), 1T  is the unit r 
of the monad, and the component 0fgT  at a T-algebra (A, h) is h. 

Id 
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Lemma 2.5 (an adjunction defines a monad). Any adjunction 

F 
(F,G,1,E) : e  

G 

gives rise to a monad (GF, GCF,i) on C. 

The following lemma states that the composition of two adjunctions again defines 

an adjunction. 

Lemma 2.6 (composition of adjoints). Given two adjunctions 

F 
(F,G,i,) : e . 

G 

the composite functors yield an adjunction 

 
(F',G',l',E') : D -* 

 

(F'F, GG', G'F 
F'F 

F'cG'):C. 
GG' 

Now we consider the relationship between an adj unction and the adj unction canon-

ically induced by the monad that the adjunction defines. 

Lemma 2.7 (comparison of adjunctions with algebras [Mac981). Let (F, G, r, ) be 
an adjunction, where F: IS -f D, and T = (GF, GEF, ii)  the monad it defines in C. Then 

there exists a unique functor K: 'D -* T-Alg such that GTK = G and KF = FT .  

K 	
.T-Alg 

C 

The comparison functor K is constructed as follows: for an object A and an arrow 

f:A—*BinT, 

KA(GA,GCA) 	Kf=Gf: (GA,GEA) (GB,GCB). 

In the rest of the section, we define the notion of a monoidal category with symme-

try and closeness, and that of a monoid in a monoidal category. 
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Definition 2.8 (monoidal category). A monoidal category (, ®, I, a, A, p) consists of 

a category C, a bifunctor ® : C x C —* C, an object I of C, and three natural isomor-

phisms a, A and p, whose components are given as, for any objects A, B and C, 

AA:I®AA 

PA :A®IA 

such that the following two diagrams commute: for any A, B, C and D in C, 

a 
AØ(B®(CØD)) —a (A®B)Ø(CØD) — ((AØB)(&C)ØD 

idØa 	 a®id 

A®((BØC)®D) 	
a 	

(A®(B(&C))ØD 

A®(IØC) 	 (AØI)®C 

A®C 

Sometimes a third axiom A = pj: I® I -+ I is included in the definition but this has 

been found redundant by Kelly [Ke164]. 

There exists a notion of morphisms between monoidal categories: a strong monoidal 

functor is a functor between monoidal categories with additional structure that pre-

serves monoidal structure up to isomorphisms. For a precise definition see [Mac98]. 

Definition 2.9 (symmetry). A monoidal category C = (C,®,I,(x,A,p) is called sym-

metric if it is equipped with a natural isomorphism y, whose components are given as, 

for any objects A,B in C, 

for which the following diagrams commute: 

A®B 
YA,B 

 B®A 
	

A®! 
YA,! 

 1®A 

\\ 
	 XA 

A®B 
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A®(B®C) 	(A®B)®C 	C®(A®B) 

id®y 	 a 

A®(C®B) 	(A®C)®B 	(C®A)ØB 
a 	 y®id 

Definition 2.10 (closedness). A symmetric monoidal category C = (C, 0,1, a, A, p,y) 

is closed if, for any object A in C, the functor - OA : C -* C has a specified right adjoint 

OA :CC 

Definition 2.11 (monoid). A monoid (X,jt, ii) in a monoidal category (C, 0,1, (x, A, p) 
consists of an object X of C, together with arrows p. : X OX -+ X and 11:  1 -+ X such 
that the diagrams 

X®(x®x) 
a

- (XOX)OX_
pOidx 

 X®X 

X®X 
I-L 

commute. 

Tlox  
I®X 	X®X 	X®I 

2.2 2-Categories 

In addition to the objects and arrows that constitute an ordinary category, in a 2-category, 

extra structure is introduced which is defined beween arrows. We call such extra struc-

tures 2-cells. Accordingly, objects and arrows are often called 0-cells and 1-cells, 

respectively. The notion of vertical and horizontal compositions play an important role 

in the definition (See [Mac98]). Constructions in 2-categories are often expressed us-

ing diagrams of a certain kind: typically, their vertices denote the 0-cells, arrows the 

1-cells, and the areas delimited by arrows in a particular way denote 2-cells. Such di-

agrams are used extensively throughout in the rest of this thesis. For a detailed discus-

sion of 2-categorical diagrams and the notion of pasting, first introduced by Bénabou 

in [136n67], we refer to the papers [Pow90, KS74]. 

Definition 2.12 (2-category). A 2-category C consists of the following data: 
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a set Co of objects, called 0-cells. 

• for each pair of 0-cells A and B, a category C(A, B) (horn-category), whose ob-

jects are called 1-cells of C and whose arrows are called 2-cells of C. 

• for each triple of 0-cells A, B and C, a functor 

compA,B,c : C(B,C) x C(A,B) --> C(A,C) 

called composition. 

. for each 0-cell A of C, a functor 

UflitA : J —+ C(A,A) 

The functors comp and unit are subject to the commutativity of the following diagrams. 

C(C,D) x C(B,C) x C(A,B) 	
compB,c,D x idqA8 ) 

idqc,  X COFflPABc 

C(C,D) x C(A,C) 
	 corn pn ,c, 

C(B,D) x C(A,B) 

corn PA ,B,D 

C(A,D) 

C(A,B) - 
idqA B)  X UflitA 

C(A,B)xC(A,A) 

UflitB X idqA ,B) 

C(B,B) x C(A,B) 
	

C(A,B) 
compA ,B,B 

Here J is the trivial category with one object 0 and its identity arrow (the terminal 

object in Cat). We denote the value unit(0) in C(A,A) by idA. 

The fact that 1-cells are defined as objects of a category and 2-cells as arrows im-

plies the associativity and the unit law for the vertical composition of 2-cells, and the 

two diagrams imply the associativity and the unit law for both the horizontal composi-

tion of 2-cells and the composition of 1-cells. 

Notation 2.13. We denote the horizontal composition of 2-cells by o, and the verti-

cal composition by .. Composition in general is denoted simply by juxtaposition or 

sometimes by o. 
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Definition 2.14 (2-functor). Let C, D be 2-categories. A 2-functor F from C to D 

consists of 

. a function F0 : Co -* IDo 

. for each pair A, B of 0-cells, a functor FA,B : C(A, B) -* ID(FoA, FoB) 

subject to the commutativity of the following diagrams; 

FB,C x  FA,B C(B,c) x C(A,B) 	 1D(FB,FC) x I[)(FA,FB) 

corn PA,B,c 	

C FA, 	

corn PFA,FB,FC 

C(A,C) 	 ff1(FA,FC) 

UflitA 

C(A,A) 	 ID(FA,FA) 
FAA 

The operation of F on 1-cells and 2-cells is defined in terms of functors on horn-

categories. This means that, if we use F1 and F2 to denote the object part and the arrow 

part of the functor, 

fora2-cella:f--+f':A-+B,F2aisoftypeF1f--*Fif:F0A_+F0B, 

given another 2-cell 13 of type f -* f", F2(13.  a) = (F213) . (F2a) holds; 

and 

for the identity Of : f -+ f on any 1-cell f, F2(idj-) = idp1 j holds. 

In the second item above, the dotS denotes the vertical composition of 2-cells both in 

C(A,B) and D(F0A,F0B). 

Moreover, the two diagrams above demonstrate the functoriality of F over comp, 

that is, 

1. F(yoa) = (Fy)o (F(X), 

over the horizontal composition of 2-cells, and 
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2. comp(Fg,Ff) = F(comp(g,f)) and F(idA) = idFA, 

over the composition of 1-cells. 

Definition 2.15 (2-natural transformation). Let F, G be 2-functors from C and D. A 
2-natural transformation a from F to G consists of a collection of 1-cells indexed by 
0-cells of C, such that, for each component aA : FA -+ GA at a 0-cell A, the following 
diagram commutes: 

C(A,B) 	
F 	

J11(FA,FB) 

G 	 cLB0- 

ILD(GA,GB) 	 If(FA,GB) 
— °cLA 

Example 2.16. The 2-category Cat. The 0-cells are given by all small categories, 

1-cells given by all functors between them, and 2-cells given by all natural transforma-

tions. 

2.3 Pseudo-monads 

From now on, we use the pasting of diagrams extensively. The two basic situations for 
pasting is 

f 

V 
	

9 

The first of these represents the 2-cell 3g  ua: uf -+ uhg —* gv and the second is the 
2-cell vy f: uf -* vkf —~ ug, where the dot . denotes the horizontal composition. 
Therefore we give meaning to such composites as 

I 	u.1 
/ 4/ 4\ 
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If in a diagram such as 

one area has no 2-cells marked in it, it is to be understood that the identity 2-cell is 

meant, which implies that wg = kv. 

One can generalise the pasting operation further, so as to give meaning to such 
multiple composite as 

This is meant to indicate a vertical composite of horizontal composites of the form 

There is usually a choice of the order in which the composites are taken, but the result 

is independent of this choice [KS74]. 

Now we give the definitions of pseudo-functor, pseudo-natural transformation, and 

modification. 

Definition 2.17 (Pseudo-functor). Let C, D be 2-categories. Apseudo-functor(F, h,h) 

from C to 1D consists of the data for a 2-functor, plus 

. for each triple A, B and C of 0-cells, an invertible natural transformation, 

h: compFA,FB,Fco  (F x F) —* F ocompA,B,c:  C(B, C) x C(A, B) —* D(FA, FC) 

whose component at (g,f)  gives the isomorphism FgoFf F(gof). 

C(B,C) x C(A,B) F x F I(FB,FC) x ff(FA,FB) 

COflZpAft,C 	 .IJ- Ii 	 COnZPFA,FB,FC 

C(A,C) 	
F 	

llJ(FA,FC) 
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. for each 0-cell A, an invertible 2-cell h: UflitFA —+ F(unitA) 

UflitA I 
C(A,A) 	

F 	
IED(FA,FA) 

subject to the following three coherence axioms, expressed using the diagrams below: 

 

C(C, D) x C(B, C) x C(A, B) FxFxF 
	

(FC,FD)XII(FB,FC)XII(FA,FB) 

idqc,D ) xcompA,s,c 	4Fxh 	i4Fc,FD) X  COrnPFA,F,FC 

C(C,D) x C(A,C) 	
FxF 	

ffJ)(FC,FD)x111(FA,FC) 

corn PA,c,D 1 	4 h 	 corn pFA,Fc,FD 

C(A,D) 	
F 	

EJ(FA,FD) 

equals 

C(C,D) x C(B,C) x C(A,B) F x F x F IED(FC,FD) x E(FB,FC) x If(FA,FB) 

compB,c,Dx idqAfi ) 	4hxF 	compFB,Ec,FD X 1dFA , FB) 

C(B, D) x C (A, B) 	
FxF 	

1fl(FB,FD)xB(FA,FB) 

corn PA,B,D 1 	4h 	 compFA ,FB,FD 

C(A,D) 	
F 	

11(FA,FD) 

C(A,B) 
11/il, 

UflitBXid ! 

	

C(B,B)xC(A,B) FxF 
	

(FB,FB)xll(FA,FB) 	= id 

corn PA,B,B 	 4h 	 cornpFA,Fa,FB 

C(A,B) 	
F 	

D(FA,FB) 
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(3) 	C(A,B) 

idXunitA l 

C(A, B) x C (A, A) 	ffJ(FA,FB)X111(FA,FA) 	= id 
FxF 

compAA,B 	 4 h 	 compFA,FA,FB 

C(A,B) 	
F 	

If(FA,FB) 

Definition 2.18 (Pseudo-natural transformation). Let F = (F, h, i) and G = (G, k, 
) 

be pseudo-functors from C to D. A pseudo-natural transformation a from F to G 

consists of the following data: 

. for each 0-cell A, a 1-cell ciA : FA -+ GA, 

. for each pair A,B of 0-cells, an invertible natural transformation aA,B,  called 

pseudo-naturality of a, 

aA,. (G(—) o(xA) -~ ((XBoF(—)) : C(A,B) -~ IIID(FA,GB), 

whose components are 2-cells in D(FA, GB), indexed by 1-cells in C(A,B). 

and subject to the coherence conditions expressed in the diagrams below: for every 
composable pair of 1-cells f : A -+ B and g : B -+ C, 

GA 	

GB 	

GC 

UA 	 .1J- FB a'c 	= 

h(f N 

F(gf) 
FA 	 FC 

and the component of cLA ,B at idA 

GB 

GA/ >GC 

cLA 	 cxc 

FA 	
F(gf) 	

FC 

	

FA 	 GA 
cLA 

	

F(idA)idFAj 	 JG(idA)idGAidA  

cIA 

	

FA 	 GA 

is equal to the 2-cell idaA  : ciA - a4 in ID(FA, GA). 
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The pseudo-naturality a',B  is expressed in the following diagram: 

C(A,B)
G 

 • D(GA,GB) 

Fl 	
aA,B 	

I_OaA 

111(FA,FB) 	
a8  o 

-1fl(FA,GB) 

Given an arrow fin C(A,B), the component c4B  at f is a 2-cell 

FA 	GA 
aA 

ABGf Ff 	Ff JJ.a" 	Gf 

FB 	GB 

The naturality of aA,B  amounts to the following equality: given arrows f,f' : A -* B 
and a 2-cell y : f -+ f'in C, 

FA 	 GA 
CCA 	_J Fj 4 c48 Gf I Gy Gf' 

aB FB 	 GB  

FA 	 GA 
aA 

= Ff Fy Ff 	Gf' 

FB 	
a8 

GB 

Notation 2.19. We usually suppress the superscripts A,B  whenever they are clear from 

the context. 

Definition 2.20 (Modification). Let a and 13 be pseudo-natural transformations. A 
modification X from a to 13 consists of a collection of 2-cells { X 4  : aA -p 13A} indexed 
by 0-cells A of C, such that, for every 1-cell f : A -* B, the following holds: 

aA FA 	GA 

Ff 	Jl.aj 	Gf= 

aB 

FB 4 XB GB 

13B 

aA 

FA 4 L4 GA 

13A 
Ff 	4 1'i 	Gf 

FB 	GB 
13B 

Now we are ready to give the definition of pseudo-monad: 

Definition 2.21 (Pseudo-monad). A pseudo-monad T = (T, 11 , i, 'r, A, p) on a 2-category 

C consists of 
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. a pseudo-functor T : C -+ C 

a pseudo-natural transformation j: T2  -* T 

a pseudo-natural transformation r : Id -+ T 

. an invertible modification T: tt o T,i -+ j.o pi, 

T 

T 

T2 
jL 

. invertible modifications X : jzoT -* idT and p : /LoflT -+ idT, 

i T T  

T 

2 iT 
Ti T 

23 

subject to the two coherence axioms below: 

T4 	
T21a 	

T3 

T2\ 

\ 
Tt 

T 3 	tT T 	 T 

	

3 	
TA 	

2 

	

T2 	
IL 

and 

	

T2 TiT3 	TIL 

AT 	A= 

	

T2 	
[L 

T4 	
T2a 

T 3  

ILT 2  

= 	T3 	
TL 	

T 2 	T 2  

	

T2 	ILT 

Ti T 
T 2 	T 3  

10 

Tji 

We also need the notion of the monad morphism for pseudo-monads: 
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Definition 2.22 (pseudo-monad morphism). Given pseudo-monads (T, a, r, t,A, p) 
and (T', jz', ri', 'r', A', p') on a 2-category C, a pseudo-monad morphism a from T to T' is 
a pseudo-natural transformation a: T -+ T', together with two invertible modifications 

	

T2 Ta 
	aV 

	

ITT' 	 Id 

	

all 	 Ja 

T 	 T' 
a 

subject to the following three coherence axioms: 

T3 T2a 
T2T' 

 TaV 
 TT'2 

 aT12 
 T'3 

	

Tit 	4 TUA 	
TIL'! T'' 

T 2  JJ'r T2 	
Ta 	 aT' 

 TT' 	. T' 

UA 

T 

11 

	

T2a 	TaT' 	12 aT'2 T'3 T3 	T 2 T' 	TT 

	

tT' 	 'T'1 

	

Ta 	 aT' 
TT' 	 T'2  JJt' T'2  

LI 	
,// 

T 
a 

T2 
Ta 
 T' 

 aT' 	 Ta 	, aT' T'2 

	

'T 	T'2 	T 2 	•TT  

7 	
= 
Tll/ 	

Till/I 

T 	.T 	 T' 	T 	 T' 
id 	 a 	 a 	 id 

T2 Ta 
	aT' 	 Ta 	, aT' 12 

	

ITT' 	T'2 	T 2 	TT 

Y4  P 

= liT1 
I __ _ 

T 	. T 	 T' 	T 	 T' T I  id 	 a 	 a 	 id 
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2.4 The 2-category of pseudo-T-algebras 

Now we consider algebras of pseudo-monads, in the pseudo-setting. 

Definition 2.23 (Pseudo- T -algebra). Given a pseudo-monad (T, ji, r, t,X, p) on a 

2-category C, a pseudo-T-algebra (A, a, a, a1 ) consists of the following data: 

. aO-cellAofC 

. al-cella:TA —+A 

. invertible 2-cells a : ao Ta —+ aouA, a1  : aolA —* idA 

T 2A 
Ta

TA 
	

A 	
11A 	

TA 

TA 
	

A 

subject to the following coherence axioms: for the associative law, 

TA 
Ta

TA 

TA Ta 

T 2  A 	tA T 2  A 	a TA 

IIA 

A T a I 
and for the left unit law, 

T1A 	 Ta 
TA 	T 

, 
A 	.TA 

	

I-'A 4 a. 	ja 

TA 	A 
a  

2 Ta 
T 3A 	T 2  A 

TAI 
	

a tLAI\ 
Ta 

TA 	TA JJ-a 	TA 

TA 
a 

T 
TA 	

1A 
T2A 

= Ta 

TA 
a 
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and from these two axioms follow another axiom for the unit law: 

	

1TA2 	Ta 	 1TA TA 	'TA 	'TA 	TA 	T 2A 
11  

\ -7 

	

j 	La 	Ia 	aJ 	Ila 	JTa 

	

TA 	'A 	A 	T1A 'TA a 

A 

Definition 2.24 (Pseudo-map). A pseudo-map (f, fa,b)  of pseudo-T-algebras from 
(A,a,a,a1 ) to (B,b,b,L ,bfl ) consists of a 1-cell f : A —+ B and an invertible 2-cell 

fa,b : boTf-+foa 

Tf 
 TB 

	

A 	

fa,bJb 

subject to two coherence axioms: 

T2f

Tf 

AA 	 a, \b - 

TA Ja 	TA 	'TB 

\a I fa,b 1 b  
A 

X a

TA TB 

 fa,b I b  

T 2  A T2f 
 T 2  B 

IL  Lf 
IIB 

T  

= TA 	TB 	bA  TB 

\4 
7a, b \,, b 

A 

TB 
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Definition 2.25. An algebra 2-cell from (f,fab) to (g,g ,,,) is a 2-cell x: f ==> g 
subject to the following coherence axiom: 

TA 
Tf

TB 

afa,b 	b 

f 
A 4X B 

g 

Tf 

TA -iJ-Tx TB 

Tg 
= 	aga,b 	b 

A 
g 

2.4.1 The 2-category Ps-T-AIg 

Definition 2.26 (the 2-category of pseudo-algebras). The above definitions together 

form a 2-category of pseudo-T-algebras, Ps-T-Alg, where the 0-cells are pseudo-T-

algebras, the 1-cells are pseudo-maps of pseudo-T-algebras, and the 2-cells are al-

gebra 2-cells. The composition functor is defined as follows: for pseudo-T-algebras 

(A,a,a12 ,a1 ) and (B,b,b,,b 1 ), the composition functor is given as 

compA,B,c : Ps-T-Alg((B, b), (C, c)) x Ps-T-Alg((A, a), (B, b)) —+Ps-T-Alg((A,a),(C,c)) 

which sends a pair of 1-cells, (f,lab) : (A,a,a,1,a) —+ (B,b,b,b1 ) and 

: (B,b,b,,b1 ) —+ (C,c,c,c1 ), to (gf,ja,c) : (A,a,a,a1 ) —* (C,c,c,c1 ), 

where gf is the composite of 1-cells in C and gfa,c  is defined as the composite of 

invertible 2-cells, gfa,c = (b,CoTf) . (gof), as shown below: 

TA 
Tf 

 TB  Tg TC 

aI 
470 b 1 	4 9b,, 	IC 

From this it is easy to see that (gf, la,c) satisfies the axioms for pseudo-maps and that 

this is a well-defined definition. The identity in Ps-T-Alg( (A,a) , (A,a)) is (1dA,jaa). 
The functor comp defines the composition of 2-cells as the horizontal composition, 

which obviously preserves pseudo-maps. 
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2.5 Bicategories and bimonoidal bicategories 

Definition 2.27 (bicategory). A bicategory C consists of the data for a 2-category 
(Definition 2.12) , i.e., 0-cells, 1-cells, and 2-cells together with families of functors 
comp and unit, with the commutativity constraints for those functors replaced by the 
existence of some natural isomorphisms whose components (invertible 2-cells) are de-
scribed in the following diagrams: 

COB? PB CD X idqA B) 
C(C,D)xC(B,C)xC(A,B) 	' ' 	• C(B, D) x C(A, B) 

idqc, D) X COBZPA,B,C 4 aA,B,C,D 	 COflZPA,B,D 

C(C,D) x C(A,C) 	 compA,c,D 	
. C(A,D) 

idqA ,B)  X UflitA 
C(A,B) 	 C(A,B)xC(A,A) 

unit8 x idA,B) 	 jcOmPAAB 

C(B,B)xC(A,B) 	 C(A,B) 
COtflPA ,B,B 

subject to the following two coherence axioms: suppressing the subscripts for the 
components and using o instead of comp, for a composable quadruple of 1-cells f,g, It 
and k, they are expressed as commutative diagrams: 

ko(ho(gof)) 	(koh)o(gof) 	((koh)og)of 	go(idBof) 	
a 	

(goid8)of 

idkoUj 

	 I Oc 0 idf 

ko((hog)of) 	
a 	

(ko(hog))of 	 gof 

Evidently, a bicategory is a 2-category if all the invertible 2-cells described above 

are identities. Also note the similarity of the coherence axioms to the commutativity 

axioms for monoidal categories defined in Definition 2.8. This reflects the well known 

fact that a monoidal category is regarded as a one object (0-cell) bicategory. 

In Chapter 6, we need the notion of bimonoidal 2-category, which can be con-

ceptually described as a 2-category with a tensor given by a pseudo-functor. In fact, 

the above identification of a monoidal category with a bicategory extends to the level 

of 3-category, i.e., a tricategory with one object is a bimonoidal bicategory. In the 

following, we give the relevant definition needed for the discussion in Chapter 6. 
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Definition 2.28 (bimonoidal bicategory, [GPS95]). A bimonoidal bicategory (C, ®, I, a, A, p) 

consists of the following data: 

. a bicategory C, 

. a pseudo-functor ® : C x C -+ C, called the tensor, 

an object I e C, called the unit, 

. three pseudo-natural isomorphisms 

A : I® — Id 

p: — ®IId 

. four invertible modifications as described below: 

N 
id®a 	 .ftml 	 a®id 	 pøid 

ED 

a 

a 	 a 

N 
X®id 

	 N 

-®- 	 -®- 

The four invertible modifications are subject to the three coherence axioms given 

below: 
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1 (P®id)®id  
a 	 a 

idøa 	 11 iR l aøid 

	

((J)) 	
a 	

((J)) 

	

idØX 	 a 
(- ® -)ø - 

'dØa 	

iliiio'. 

(id®A)®id 2 ®id ((-e1)®-)®- 

/a 

	

- ®((I® - )® - ) 	 (- ®(1 ® - ))® - 

and 

a 
—®(—®--)  

a 	 p ® id 

 0 	 — (( - ® - )®I)® - a 	 a 

idøal 	 ti1 	 aøid 

a 

— ® (— ® (I® —)) 
id®(id®A) a 

—®(—®—) 

- 

GD 	 (id®p)®id ñ 4 ®id 

a 

A strong bimonoidal bifunctor is defined to be exactly a trifunctor of one object tn -

categories [GPS95], and that means that all the structure of the bimonoidal bicategory 

is preserved up to coherent equivalence, the coherence axioms corresponding exactly 
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to the pentagon and triangle in the definition of monoidal category [GPS95]. 



Chapter 3 

Distributive Laws 

In this chapter we study distributive laws of a monad over an endofunctor and a natural 

transformation and also over a monad. Given a monad (S, It,ri)  and an endofunctor 

H on a category e, a distributive law 6 is a natural transformation Ei: SH -p HS that 

satisfies two axioms. The main theorem of the chapter is that the existence of such a 

distributive law induces a lifting of H to the category of S-algebras, S-Alg, and vice 

versa. We then consider the case where H is a monad. 

The results presented in this chapter are known in one way or another from the lit-

erature (for example [BW85]), but it is worthwhile for the development of the thesis to 

spell them out here in detail, because it will offer great guidance through the discussion 

of pseudo-distributive laws in the following chapters, where the axioms in this chapter 

systematically become data (invertible 2-cells), and the proofs become constructions. 

This chapter comes in two parts: in the first five sections we study the relationship 

between a distributive law of a monad S over an endofunctor and a lifting of the endo-

functor to the category of S-algebras S-Alg, and that between distributivity of a monad 

over a natural transformation and a lifting of the natural transformation to S-Alg. In 

Section 3.1 we give the definition of a distributive law of a monad S over an endofunc-

tor H, followed by the definition of the notion of the distributivity of S over a natural 

transformation. In Section 3.2, we define a lifting of an endofunctor H to the category 

of S-algebras, S-Alg. A lifting of H to S-Alg is an endofunctor H such that UH = HU 

holds for the forgetful functor U : S-Alg -+ C. This means H sends an S-algebra (A, a) 

to (HA, a), where a is the structure map from SHA to HA, and an S-algebra map f 

33 
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to Hf, which is again an S-algebra map. We then describe the condition for a natural 

transformation between endofunctors with liftings to S-Alg also to lift. These defini-

tions yield the categories of distributive laws of S over endofunctors, called DistS,  and 

of liftings of endofunctors to S-Alg, called LftsA1 g . 

In the following two sections we go on to prove that a distributive law of S over an 

endofunctor induces a lifting of that endofunctor to S-Alg, and vice versa. We do simi-

larly for natural transformations. We rephrase our discussion in terms of categories and 

prove that DistS  and LflSA1g  are isomorphic in Section 3.5. Note that this isomorphism 

becomes an equivalence in the pseudo-case as we see in Chapter 7. 

Next, in Section 3.6, we state a few propositions that pave our way for the study 

of distributive laws over a monad in Section 3.7. The goal of the discussion here is to 

establish the relation between the composite H oH and the distributive law of the form 

Ho o OH. We prove that the first is a lifting of H2  and the latter is a distributive law of 

S over H2  and that the isomorphism of the categories described in the previous section 

sends one to the other. This result is essential in the discussion in the following section 

because the definition of lifting of a monad T to a monad T on S-Alg requires that both 

the multiplication It and the unit Tj lift to S-Alg. The discussion in this section will be 

elaborated in Chapter 6, extending the discussion further to the pseudo case. 

In the second part of the chapter, we consider the situation where the endofunctor 

carries the structure of a monad: distributive laws of S over monads are those over 

endofunctors with two additional axioms which follow from the compatibility with 

the multiplication and the unit of monads. We also see how our definition of liftings 

extends to those of monads, the main point of which is the lifting of natural transforma-

tions It and r. The definition of distributive laws over a monad is given in Section 3.7 

and that of liftings of a monad to a monad on S-Alg in Section 3.7.1. Then we establish 

the relation between such distributive laws and such liftings, which follows from the 

isomorphism for the case with endofunctors. We prove that the isomorphism of cate-

gories for endofunctors preserves the monad properties: they induce functors between 

the categories, DIStoflads  and Lift, that define an isomorphism between them. 

In the last section, Section 3.8, we study several properties given two monads S 

and T and a distributive law ST —* TS of S over T. First we prove that the composite 
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functor TS acquires the structure of a monad induced by the distributive law. Then 

we investigate the structure of algebras of this composite monad TS, and compare 

those with the algebras of the lifting T of T to S-Alg. We show that the comparison 

functor between the Eilenberg-Moore adjunction defined by the monad TS and that of 

the composite of those defined by the monads S and T is isomorphic, proving that the 

categories TS-Alg and T-Alg are canonically isomorphic. These results are extended 

to the pseudo-case in Section 7.4. 

3.1 Distributivity of a monad S 

We start our discussion with the definition of a distributive law of a monad over an 

endofunctor. Such a distributive law consists of a natural transformation satisfying 

two conditions, whereas we will need two extra conditions when we extend it to a 

distributive law of a monad over a monad later in this chapter. When we move onto the 

discussion of pseudo-distributive laws, the axioms here become data, i.e., invertible 

2-cells that satisfy several coherence conditions. 

	

Definition 3.1. Given a monad 	and an endofunctor H on a category e, a 

distributive law of S over H is a natural transformation 

:SH 	HS 

which makes the following diagrams commute: 

2 	S6 

	

SH 	SHS 	.HS 

( -lL) 

SH 	o 	HS 

TIH (s-i) 

SH 	HS 
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We call the first diagram the associative law for distributive laws, or -jt, and the 

second the unit law for distributive laws, or 

In the presence of distributive laws of S over endofunctors H and K, a natural 

transformation a : H —p K with a certain property can be regarded as a transformation 

of these distributive laws, or to put it differently, "S distributes over a" with respect to 

these laws. 

Definition 3.2. Given distributive laws & : SH —* HS and & : SK -* KS and a natural 

transformation a: H —+ K, we say S distributes over a with respect to &' and 8K if  

oH 

	

SH 	HS 

	

saj 

	I as 	 (3.1) 

	

SK 	KS 

holds 

The distributive laws of S over endofunctors and the natural transformations that S 

distributes over as defined above form a category. 

Proposition 3.3. The data defined above form a category we denote by Dists  as fol-

lows: objects of Dist3  are pairs (H, : SH -* HS) of an endofunctor H on e and a 

distributive law of S over it, and an arrow from (H, &') and (K, o)  is given by a 

natural transformation a : H -+ K that S distributes over with respect to ö" and &. 

Proof. The composition of arrows is given by composition of natural transforma- 

	

tions (3.1). The rest follows by routine 	calculation. 	 El 

Notation 3.4. We often omit the first component in the objects whenever it does not 

cause confusion and just write 8 H  instead of (H,6 : SH -* HS). 

3.2 Lifting to S-AIg 

Given a monad (5, IL,1)  and an endofunctor H on a category e, we define the notion of 

a lifting of H to the category S-Alg. 
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Definition 3.5. A lifting of H to S-Alg is an endofunctor H on S-Alg for which 

UH = HU holds, where U is the forgetful functor from S-Alg to C. 

Hence H is an endofunctor on S-Alg such that for an S-algebra (A, a) and a map of 

S-algebras f: (A,a) -~ (B,b), we have 

UH(A,h) = HU(A,h) = HA 	 (3.2a) 

UHf = HUf = Hf. 	 (3.2b) 

From (3.2a) we know that H(A,a) consists of an S-algebra structure on HA, hence 

in the following we write H(A, a) = (HA, ) where the structure map : SHA —* HA 

should satisfy the following commuting diagrams. 

_____Sa 
S2 HA 	'SHA 
	

HA flHA SHA 

14/A l 	(3.3a) 

SHA 	HA 
	

HA 
a 

For the arrow part, (3.2b) states that Hf: H(A,a) —* 14(B,b) is an S-algebra map, so 

the diagram below commutes: 

SHA 
SHf

SHB 

a l 	I 	 (3.3b) 

HA 	HB 
Hf 

Notation 3.6. We write 2jIq  to denote the structure map of the value of H at (A,a), 

whenever necessary to make it clear which lifting is concerned. Otherwise we will 

simply write 21. 

Given liftings H and K of H and K, respectively, a natural transformation a : H —* K 

with a certain property is also a natural transformation from H to K. 

Definition 3.7. Given endofunctors H and K on e with their liftings H and K and a 

natural transformation a: H —* K, we say "a lifts to S-Alg from H to K" if, for any 
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S-algebra (A,a), aA is an S-algebra map from H(A,a) to K(A,a), or equivalently, aA 
makes the diagram 

ScLA 
SHA 	SKA 

(3.4) 

HA 	KA 
aA 

commute. 

In the following, we also use the notation a : H —* K to refer to a regarded as a 

natural transformation between liftings and call it a lifting of a to S-Alg. 

All the liftings of endofunctors on e to S-AIg and the natural transformations be-

tween endofunctors on C that lift to S-Alg as defined above form the category Lifts Alg 
as follows: 

Proposition 3.8. The data defined above form a category we denote by Lift 5 Aig:  objects 

Of LIftsAl g  are pairs (H,i) of an endofunctorH onC and an endofunctorH on S-Alg 

such that UH = HU holds, and an arrow from (H,H) to (K,K) is given by a natural 

transformation a : H —+ K that lifts to S-Alg from H to K. 

Proof. Follows by routine calculation. The composition of arrows is given by the 

composition in C. 	 El 

Notation 3.9. We omit the first component in the objects whenever it does not cause 

confusion and just write H instead of (H,fI). 

3.3 From liftings to distributive laws 

Before moving on to the discussion of distributive laws over monads, in the next few 

sections we prove the isomorphism between distributive laws over endofunctors and 

liftings of endofunctors to S-Alg. We proceed by first providing the proofs that each 

of them induces the other, and then proving that the correspondences in those proofs 

define an isomorphism of categories between the category of distributive laws and that 

of liftings. 
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We start by proving that a lifting of H to S-Alg induces a distributive law of S over 

H, then we define a functor from LftSAIg  to DistS.  To that end, we need to study some 

properties of free S-algebras. 

Recall that, given any monad (S,j.t,i), the component iA  of the multiplication al-

ways yields an S-algebra (SA, ILA),  the free S-algebra on A. Now, consider the value at 

(SA, ILA) of a lifting 11 of H for each A. We observe the following: 

Lemma 3.10. The collection {}A  of the structure maps of H(SA,/2A)for each object 

A of C is natural in A, that is, it defines a natural transformation I: SHS - HS. 

Proof. First note that, for any arrow f : A —* B, the arrow Sf: SA -4 SB is an S-algebra 
map from (SA,PA) to (SB,ILB), so is sent by I-I to an S-algebra map from (HSA,A) to 
(HSB,B). Then one can obtain the naturality square for f immediately by applying 
the diagram (3.3b) to Sf with a = /2A and b = JLB: 

SHSA 
SHSf

SHSB 

ILA 

HSA 	HSB 
HSf 

U 

Our next observation is that the structure map a of any S-algebra (A,a) is always 

an S-algebra map from iA to a: 

Lemma 3.11. For any S-algebra (A, a), the structure map a : SA —* A is an S-algebra 

map from (SA,/1A) to (A,a). 

Proof. Follows from the associative law for S-algebras. 	 El 

Since this a is sent by H to the S-algebra map Ha : H(SA,IIA) -+ H(A,a), the 

following diagram commutes for any a : SA -+ A: 

SSA SHa H 
	

SHA 

ILA I 	Ja 	(3.5) 

HSA 	rHA 
Ha 
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Now we are ready to prove the next proposition: we construct a natural transforma-

tion using i discussed above and prove that it satisfies the conditions to be a distributive 

law. In the later chapters when we discuss pseudo-distributive laws, the commutative 

squares are replaced by invertible 2-cells, and the proofs become constructions. 

Proposition 3.12. Given a monad (S, .L, r) and an endofunctor H on a category e, a 

lifting H of H to S-Alg gives rise to a distributive law of S over H. 

Proof. From Lemma 3.10, we have the natural transformation ji: SHS —+ HS, whose 

component at A is the structure map jlA  of H(SA, hA).  Using this natural transformation 

we construct a distributive law ®h1(i)  by letting 

eF1 (14) = io SHi : SH 
SH 

 SHS 	HS. 	 (3.6) 

It is immediate that this defines a natural transformation. Then it remains to prove that 
eF (ui)  satisfies the associative law 

(-) and the unit law (6-n) for distributive laws. 
First, for the associative law of ®FJ  (H) and jz, the component at A is given as 

	

S2HTA 	SiA 	SH1SA 	bSA S2HA 	S2HSA — SHSA 	SHS2A — HSA 

~~,~(3) jSHjtA 

IHA 	(1) 	.\ 	(2) 	SHSA(4) 	HILA 

SHA 	
SH1A 	 ILA 

	

SHSA 	 .- HSA 

which commutes. The reason for commutativity of each area is given as follows: (1) 

commutes by the naturality of jz, (2) by the associative law for the S-algebra structure 

hA, (3) by the right unit law for the monad 5, and (4) by the diagram (3.5) with a = 
For the unit law of 0F1  (H) and r, 

HA 

11HA (6) 	HSA 

1HSA  1(\7) ~~_ 
SH 	SHSA — HSA 

SH1A ILA 
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the square (6) commutes by the naturality of, and the triangle (7) by the unit law for 

the S-algebra map A. This proves the proposition. 	 LI 

At the level of natural transformations, the proposition above induces the following 

correspondence between the arrows in LftsA1g  and those in DistS. 

Proposition 3.13. Given endofunctors H, K on a category e , together with their 

liftings H, K to S-Alg, and a natural transformation a : H -* K, the following holds: 

if a lifts to S-Alg from H to K then S distributes over a with respect to the induced 

distributive laws et1(ii)  and ®K(R) .  

Proof Assume that a lifts to S-Alg from H to K, that is, for any S-algebra (A,a), the 
diagram (3.4) holds. Now recall that etI(I) = o SHTi and eK(K) = o SKii. 
What we need to show is that the diagram (3.1) commutes for these distributive laws: 

SH1A 	_____ 
SHA 	SHSA A HSA 

SLA 	 SUSA 	OCSA 

SKA 	• SKSA 	KSA 
SK1A 

IA 

This holds because of the diagram (3.4) for the S-algebra (SA, ILA) and the naturality 

of a. This proves the proposition. 	 07 

This amounts to saying that if a natural transformation a : H -* K is an arrow 

in LftSAig  it has to be an arrow in Dists  too. We now define a functor using the 

correspondence estabilished in Proposition 3.12 and Proposition 3.13. 

Corollary 3.14. The mapping eFI  in Proposition 3.12 defines afaithfulfunctor efrom 

LftsAl g  to Dist5. 

Proof. Define e(H,fl) = e"(iI) and e(a) = a: 	-f (k) for any a : R - k. 
It is straightforward to verify its functoriality and faithfulness. 	 LI 

3.4 From distributive laws to liftings 

Now we prove the opposite direction: the discussion proceeds similarly, by first prov -

ing that a distributive law induces a lifting, then after a little discussion on natural 
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transformations, we finally define a faithful functor from DistS  to LftsA1g . 

Proposition 3.15. Given a monad (S, 	and an endofunctor H on a category e, a 

distributive law of S over H gives rise to a lifting of H to S-Alg. 

Proof Given a distributive law 6 : SH —+ HS, we construct an endofunctor EE H  (6) on 

S-Alg as follows: for an S-algebra (A, a), define the value of :" (6) at this S-algebra as 

= (HA,HaO6A). 

To see this is indeed an S-algebra we examine the commutativity of the following 
diagrams: 

S2HA 	SHSA 	SHA
SHa  

öSAJ 

, HSa 
!LHA 	HSA - HSA 

HA 	 Ha 

SHA—.-HSA 	HA 
Ha 

HA 	1HA 	SHA 

Z 1a  
HSA 

In the diagram on the left, the big square on the left commutes by (ö-j), the upper 

right one by the naturality of 6, and the one on the bottom right by the associative law 

for the algebra a. In the diagram on the right, the upper triangle commutes by (6-71), 

and the lower one by the unit law for the algebra a. 
For the arrow part of E''(ö), given an S-algebra map f: (A,a) —+ (B,b), we define 

H(6)f to be Hf: :"(6)(A,a) -~ E"(6)(B,b). It is easy to see that this satisfies the 
diagram for algebra maps: 

SHA 	
HSA Ha_HA 

SHf 	HSf 	Hf 

SHB 	HSB 	HB 
68 	Hb 

the left square commutes by the naturality of 6, and the right one because f is an 

S-algebra map. The endofunctor E"(S) clearly satisfies the conditions to be a lifting 

of H, and this proves the proposition. 0 
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Just as in the previous section, we can now state the following property of natural 

transformations a : H - K: 

Proposition 3.16. Given distributive laws & and 8' over endofunctors H and K and 

a natural transformation a: H —* K, the following holds: ifS distributes over a with 

respect to & and & then a lifts to S-Alg from (6") to 

Proof. Assume diagram (3.1) holds for a. Then, for each S-algebra (A,a), pasting the 
diagram (3.1) for the component at A together with the naturality square for the arrow 
a we obtain diagram (3.4) for a 

Ha 
SHA A HSA 

SaAI 	 I (XSA 	 I CCA 

SKA 	KSA 	KAa 
Ka '-'A 

showing that a lifts to S-Alg from (ö") to 
	

10 

This amounts to say that if a natural transformation a : H --> K is an arrow in 

DistS, it has to be an arrow in LiftS-Algl  too. We now define the functor using the 

correspondence estabilished in Proposition 3.15 and Proposition 3.16. 

Corollary 3.17. The mapping :H  in Proposition 3.15 defines afaithfulfunctor Efrom 

Dist to LIftsA1 g . 

Proof Define(H,')='(8")and(a)=a:E(S*')_-*(ö")foranya : 8H 	SK 

Verifying functoriality and faithfulness is easy. 	 El 

3.5 Proving the isomorphism 

We present in this section our first theorem, which states that the correspondence 

shown in the previous two sections is an isomorphism, or more precisely, that the 

functors ® and defined in the previous two sections are mutually invertible between 

the category of distributive laws and that of liftings. 

B 
LftsA1g 	DistS 

-t 
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Recall that the object part of the functor e is defined to send H to O(i) = 0 o SHr, 

just as in Proposition 3.12, while the functor sends 8H  to a functor --711(6H)  as defined 

in Proposition 3.15. 

In the next lemma we prove that these mappings yield a bijection between objects 

of DistS  and LftSAl g • 

Proposition 3.18. Given a monad (S, JL, ii) and an endofunctor H on 

for any lifting H of H to S-Alg, 

holds, or equivalently, for any S-algebra (A, a), 

2' =HaooSHflA. 	 (3.7) 

for any distributive law S : SH —* HS of S over H, 

S = 

holds, or equivalently, 

5A =HIIAOSSAOSH1A. 	 (3.8) 

Proof. For 1., we start with the equality on objects. The value of (e(i)) at an 

S-algebra (A,a) is 

(e(i))(A,a) = (HA,Haoe(fi)A) 

where by definition the structure map decomposes as 

Haoe(H)A 	 7Afl  

We need to show that this equals to the structure map ' of (A, a). To see that holds, 
we verify that the diagram 

SHSA 11A  HSA 

1Sila Ha 

SHA 	SHA 	HA 
tdHA 
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commutes, where the triangle on the left commutes by the unit law for an S-algebra 

a and the square on the right commutes by the diagram 3.5. Hence the object part of 

E(e(H)) is equal to that of H. Since the forgetful functor from S-Alg to e is faithful 

and both H and (®(H)) lifts H, equality on arrows is immediate. 

Next, for 2., the component of ®((W')) at A is given as 

g(_H)) = (&r1) 
OSH1A = H/IA O 8H  OSH1A 

which is shown to be equal to öA in the following diagram: _____ 

SHSA SA HS2A HILA HSA 

SH11AJ 	H 11A//' "  

SHA 	HSA 

The square on the left commutes by the natürality of 8", and the triangle on the right 

by the unit law of the monad. This proves 	= 6H This completes the proof 

of the proposition. 	 LI 

Our goal in this section is the following theorem: 

Theorem 3.19. The categories DisiS  and LIftsAlg  are isomorphic. 

Proof. We show that the functors e and E define an isomorphism of categories be-

tween DistS  and LftsA1g.  Proposition 3.18 means that both e and E are mutually in-

verse on objects. Since by definition they are faithful functors, they are isomorphisms 

of categories between DistS  and LftSA1g 
 

. 

In Chapter 5 we prove the pseudo-version of this theorem, but there we do not have 

an isomorphism but only an equivalence of 2-categories. 

3.6 Lifting of H2  

In this section we investigate the properties related to the composite endofunctor H2 , 

which we will need in the discussion in the next section when we consider lifting 
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the multiplication it of a monad. Given a lifting H of H, it is easy to see that H2  

is a lifting of H2 . The equation (3.7) tells us that the structure map of the value, 

H2(A,a) = (H2A, a1f1), of H2  at (A,a) is given by 

fl2 =H6!'O71AOSH1HA. 

Applying (3.7) again, this is further decomposed as 

= H2aOHOHSH1AO4AOSH1HA 

and since we know E(H) = oSHi', we have 

j2 
= H2aoHe(H)A o®(II)HA. 

One would naturally expect the last two components of the composed arrow on the 

right hand side to be a distributive law. Indeed this is the case, as we see in the next 

lemma. 

Lemma 3.20. Given a distributive law ö : SN —+ HS of a monad S and an endofunctor 

H on a category C, the natural transformation 

SHH 
oH 

 HSH 
HO 

 HHS 

is a distributive law of S over H 2  

Proof. We only need to verify that the two conditions (6-1) and (8-i)  of distributive 
laws hold for the natural transformation H6 o 6H SN 2  —p H2S. For the associative 
law (ö-), 

S2H2 SOH 
	SHO 	OHS 	HOS 

— SHSH -ø SH2S -0- HSHS 	H2 S2  

H2 	(2) 	HS2H 	(3) 	H2  

SH2 	
OH 	

HSH 	
HO 	

H2S 

where the area (1) commutes by the naturality of 6 and (2) and (3) commute by (6-it) 

for 6. 
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And for the unit law (S-ri), 

SH 2 	HSH 	H2 S 
Ho 

where the both triangles commute by (s-ri) for & 

The above discussion amounts to the following proposition. 

Proposition 3.21. Given an endofunctor H on C, a lifting H of H to S-Alg and a 

distributive law S of S over H, 

= (He(i) o e(i)H) 	 (3.9) 

HSoSH = O((8)2) 	 (3.10) 

hold. 

The above proposition leads to a further discussion: the operations appearing on 

the left hand side extend to strict monoidal structures on LIftSA/g  and Dists,  and the 

isomorphisms e and EE are both strict monoidal functors, i.e., they preserve those strict 

monoidal structures. In Chapter 6, we state this more formally and further investigate 

the pseudo-case. 

3.7 Distributive laws of S over monads 

Now we turn our attention from endofunctors H to monads T on C and establish a 

version of the theorem proved in Section 3.5 for distributive laws of S over a monad 

T. First we define the notion of distributive laws of S over monads and the category 

DSt,OnadS , consisting of distributive laws over monads and monad morphisms that S 

distributes over. Next, we define liftings of monads to S-Alg and the category Lift'r, 

consisting of liftings of monads and monad morphisms that lift to 5-Aig. Then, we 

prove that the functors ® and induce an isomorphism between those categories. In 

the proof of the theorem, the result stated in the previous section plays an essential 

role. 

47 
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We start with the definition of distibutive laws of S over a monad. Distributive laws 

over monads are those over endofunctors with two additional conditions which follow 

from the compatibility with the multiplication and the unit of monads. Let (S,jr5,r) 

and (T,IIT,T1T)  be monads on C. A distributive law of S overT is defined as follows: 

Definition 3.22. Let (S,i.c,ti) and (T,ILT,1T)  be monads on C. A distributive law S 
of S over T is a natural transformation S : ST —+ TS that makes the following diagrams 
commute: 

s2 r 	STS 	TS2 	T 

liST 	 TAS 	rl5T  I \~ '>,P 
ST 	 TS 	ST 	•TS 

ST 2 	STS 
T8

T2 S 	S 

Sj T 	 ,T5 	SiT 	 (3.11) 

ST 	 .TS 	ST 	TS 

Just as in the case of endofunctors, distributive laws over monads form a category, 

in which we consider only the arrows that are monad morphisms. Recall the definition 

of a monad morphism defined in Section 2.1. 

Proposition 3.23. The following data form a category we denote by Disoflads:  the 

objects are pairs ((T,ILT,1T),S)  of a monad (TjcT,1T)  anda distributive lawS of S 

over it, and an arrow from ((T, ItT ,1 T) 5T) to ((T', j. T' , tiT') ,  5T') is given by a monad 

morphism cx: (T, pJ, 1T) 
-~ (T', pJ' 1T')  that S distributes over with respect to 5T  and 

3.7.1 Lifting a monad to S-AIg 

Now we define the lifting of monads: the main point is the liftings of the natural 

transformations /2 and t. 
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UT=TU 	 (3.12a) 

	

U,T =llTU ,  U1T=1TU 	 (3.12b) 

hold, where U is the forgetful functor from S-Alg to C. 

The condition (3.12a) means that T is a lifting ofT as an endofunctor, hence, just as 

in the Definition 3.5, for any S-algebra (A, a) and any map of S-algebras f: (A, a) -4 (B, b), 

the value T(A,a) = (TA,1) is an S-algebra and the structure map : STA —+ TA satis-

fies the diagrams (3.3a) for H = T. And Tf: T(A, a) —+ T(B, b) is an S-algebra map, 

satisfying the diagram (3.3b) for H = T. 

Since T is a monad, in addition, we have conditions (3.12b), which tell us that? 

must be a lifting of T as an endofunctor such that the components of A T  and 1T  at an 

S-algebra (A,a), which are S-algebra maps, 

l(A,a) : ?2 (A,a) 	?(A,a) 
(3.13) 

114 a> :IdsAlg 	?(A,a) 

are given by the components AT  and T of T  and il T , respectively. Since, T 2  is a 

lifting of T 2 , and idsAi g  is a lifting of ide, the condition (3.13) means that T  and 11T 

are liftings of pJ and 1T  to S-Alg, in the sense of Definition 3.7, with respect to these 

liftings. 

Here, again, we only consider the monad morphisms as arrows. The following 

property of liftings of natural transformations defined in Definition 3.7 is easily veri-

fied. 

	

Lemma 3.25. Given a monad morphism a: (T , /IT , 1T) 	(Ti',liT',1T'), if the natural 

transformation a: T —p T' lifts to S-Alg from ? to T' as endofunctors, then it is a 

monad morphism from (T , tT ,  11T) to (?',', if'). 

Now we consider a category of liftings of monads and monad morphisms between 

them: 

Proposition 3.26. The following data form a category we denote by Lif': objects 

are pairs ((T, AT, iT),?) of a monad (T, jzT,1T)  and its lifting ? as a monad to S-Alg, 
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and an arrowfro;n ((T, jT,yT)  ?) to ((TI,JLT',flT'),  T') is ghen by a monad morphism 

a: (T, ItT , T, T) 	(T', MT' ,  11  T) that lifts to S-Alg from T to V. 

3.7.2 Isomorphism for the monad case 

Evidently, a monad is an endofunctor with additional structure. Both the distributive 

laws over monads and the liftings of monads are defined accordingly. In Section 3.5 we 

saw that the functors ® and EE define an isomorphism of categories between DistS  and 

LlftsAlg . In this section, we consider the categories DIStOnadS  and Lifts,  and show 

that the functors ® and EE naturally induce functors that again define an isomorphism 

between those categories. 

Proposition 3.27. The functor 0 in Proposition 3.12 induces afunctor from Lif 4 ' 

to DI5t onads . 

Proof. We define 

Om • LIm0 l5  RSA1g  —* DSt onads  

as gm((T ,T 1T) ?) = ((T , T , lT) , 0(T)) and Otm((x) = a. It is obvious that an ar-
row a in Lift 4rs  is necessarily an arrow in DIStonads.  Then what we are left to show 

is that, the distributive law 0(T) satisfies the extra conditions (3.11) for the distribu-
tivity over a monad. In order to do so, we only need to note that, by the definition of 
liftings of monads, both ,T : T 2  —* T and r : Id —+ T lift to S-Alg (3.13). This implies 
both IJ  and 1T  are arrows in Lifts AIg• Hence e(T) = iT is an arrow in DistS  such 
that, for any object A of e, 

ST2A 	T2 SA 

I ASTA 

STA 	 TSA 

commutes. Since 0(T 2 ) = Te(?) o e(?)T follows from Proposition 3.21, we have 
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the ,.iia1a1I1 

T(®(T))A 
T2SA ST 2A 	TSTA 

SPAT  

STA 	 - 	 TSA 

commute, which is indeed the associative axiom for e(?) and ILT.  A similar argument 
holds for r1T  and the diagram 

idSA 
SA 	'SA 

ST1 	 I TISA 

STA 	TSA 

holds. Note e(IdsA1 8 ) = Ida. Hence e(T) is indeed a distributive law over a monad. 

This proves that em is a functor from LIfts  to DSt onads . 	 LI 

Proposition 3.28. The functor in Proposition 3.12 induces afunctorfrom DiSt OfladS  

to Lifts .  

Proof. from LIftm0n&  to DStonads.  We define a functor S-Alg 

DISt oflads  + 	 S-Alg  

as :m((T,T,lT),6T) = ((T,iT,nT),(E(T),,zE(6T),r(6T))) and Em(a) = a. We 
need to show that iT  and 1T  lift to S-Alg from (8T)2  to (6T)  and, from (Id) 

to (T),  respectively. We verify that for both cases the suitable instances of the 
diagram (3.4) commute. For the multiplication ILT,  it should lift from E(T)2  to 

(ST) .  From Proposition 3.21 it follows that (T)2 = E(ThT 0 6TT) holds, so for any 
S-algebra (A,a), the equality a( ) = a ° ) holds. Therefore, the diagram (3.4) 
for 11T  is given as 

ST2A 6TA  TSTA T 
	

T2SA T 
2  a T 2  A 

SAAT 	 14AJ 

STA 	 TSA 	TA 
A 	 Ta 
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Ir th, 	 SS 1S 	T ..T 	 ._. i....... ...i L.. 
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rality of 1T,  For the unit 1T,  since E(Id) = IdsAlg  holds, the diagram is given as 

	

SA 
idsA 

 SA 	
a 	

A 

sii.1 
 
	

I 

T1 S
A 

STA 	TSA 	TA 
Ta 

which commutes by the unit law öT.yT  and the naturality of 1T  For the arrow part of 

	

Em again, it is easily seen to be well-defined. 	 1-01 

From the above two propositions and Theorem 3.19, we have the following result. 

Corollary 3.29. The categories D15oflads  and Lifllds  are isomorphic. 

3.8 The composite monad TS 

The composite TS of two monads (S,IiS,l)  and (T,T,1T)  on a category C is not 

necessarily a monad, but when there exists a distributive law of S over T, it is the case 

that TS is a monad on C. In this section we prove this fact, and then investigate the 

relation between the algebras of this monad TS and the algebras of the lifting of T 

induced by the distributive law. 

Proposition 3.30. Given a distributive law 6: ST —* TS of a monad (S,p,iy) over 
a monad (T,,zT,T)  on a ordinary category C, the composite functor TS acquires the 
structure for a monad on C, with multiplication given by 

	

TS 	
TS TSTS 	TTSS 

Proof. We define the multiplication IATS  as above and the unit TI TS as 	: Id 	TS 

and claim that (TS,/,TS,lTS)  is a monad on C. Obviously, by definition, 

= Tio 11TS2 = T50 T2p 

holds. It does not matter which to choose in the actual calculation, but in the following 

we agree that we always use the second decomposition, i.e., we always calculate S first. 
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Similarly for 	Then, we are left to prove that 12TS  and 1TS  satisfy the axioms ior 
monads. For the associative law, the diagram 

TSTSTS 
TSThS 2 	2 TST S 

TST2 2 TST S 
TSLTS 

TSTS 

T6STSI (1) ThTS 2  (4) ATS 

T2S2 TS • TSTS T2STS (8) TÔS 
T 2SS I STtL S  

T2 I5S2  (5) T 2 S 
1 1 

T 2 TS (2) T 3 S 3  T 3 S2  T 2S 2  
T 3 S TS 2  

T 3pS (6) T 3  (9) 

T 2 STS T 3 S2  T 3 S T2 S 
T 2 öS T 3  TjzS 

JTSTS (3) A TTS 2  (7) TTS (10) TS 

TSTS T 2S 2  T 2 S TS 
TS T 2 

AS ,TS 

commutes for the following reasons: the squares (1), (4) and (5) by the naturality of 
, (3),(7) and (9) by the naturality of itT,  (2) and (8) by the axioms for distributive law 

8j 5  and respectively, and (6) and (10) by the associative laws for monads S and 
T, respectively. Next, the left unit law is given as 

TST 	2 	
TSTITS 

TS 	 TS 	 TSTS 

N (1) 	 JThS 

JT S 	(3) 

TSt 	 T2 AS 

T 2 S 

	

NN IIP 	 A TS 

TS 

which commutes (1) and (4) by the left unit laws for monads S and T, respectively, 
and (2) by the axiom for distributive law &.rT  and (3) by the naturality of 1T•  Finally, 
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tI, ,,-,ht .,,-.t 
L11¼, 11511% 11111%. 1%IVV 

1TSTS 	flSTS 

	

TSTS 	STS 	 TS 

TöS! 	
(5) 	J6s (8) 

	

2S2 	
1TTS2 

T 	 TS2 < / 
T2! 	(6) TSJ 

/ 

	

T2S 	
TTS

i 	 TS 

A TsI (7)Z 

TS 

the commutativity is given by: (5) and (6) by the naturality of 1T,  (9) and (7) by the 

right unit laws for monads S and T, respectively, and (8) by the axiom for distributive 

law 1T  This concludes the proof that (TS,,lTS,lT)  is a monad. D 

3.8.1 Comparison between the algebras 

Having seen that TS is a monad under the exisitence of a distributive law 8 of S over T, 

now we consider its algebras and the relationship between the category of TS-algebras 

and that of the algebras of the lifting induced by the distributive law. 

First we have a look at the algebra of the composite monad TS. A TS-algebra 

(A, / : TSA -+ A) is, by definition, a pair of an object A of e and an arrow / : TSA -+ A 

such that the following diagrams commute: 

	

ThSA 
2S2A T2 
	

T2SA ISA TSA TSTSA 	T 

TSIJ 

TSA 	 - 

TIA 	S T  A 	 SA 1SATSA 

(3.14) 

And a map f: (A,!) -+ (A', 1') of TS-algebras is an arrow f : A -4 A' in e such that the 
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Cl I n5na  CtnhI 

TSA 
TSf

TSA' 

11 
F' 

commutes. These define the category TS-Alg. 

Now, in turn, we consider the algebras of a monad on the category S-Alg which is 
given as the lifting (6) of T induced by the distributive law 6. A (6)-algebra has the 
form of ((A,h),k), where (A,h : SA -+ A) is an S-algebra and the structure map k is an 
S-algebra map k: (TA,ThO6A) - (A,h), which means that k is an arrow k: TA —+A 
in e such that the following diagram should commute: 

STA 	
TIz 

TSA 	TA 

Skj 

SA 
I' 

Moreover, the arrow k should also satisfy the commutativity of the following two 
diagrams, in order to be a structure map of a E(6)-algebra: 

(A,h) 	E(5)(A,h) 

(8) 	I k   Ik 

	

5)(A,/z) 	(A,h) 	 (A,h) 
k 

Since all the arrows in the above diagram represent S-algebra maps, the requirements 
reduce to the commutativity of the following two diagrams: 

Tk 	 IIA  T2  

	

A 	TA 	A 	TA 

pAT 	lk 	k 

	

TA 	A 	 A 
k 

which means that the arrow k has the property of a structure map of T-algebras, i.e., 
(A,k) forms a T-algebra. And a map f: ((A,h),k) -~ ((A',h'),k') of (6)-algebras is 
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C' 	 . / A L.\ 	/ Al Ll\ ... ..l. 	 .i..- 
all Jai¼U1a iiiap J . \rl, I&/ 7 \f1 It / Wlllll iiiai'.x. ill uiaiaiii 

(ö)(A,h) 

I k-' ______ 

(A,h) 	 (A',Iz') 
f 

commute. All the arrows in this diagram are S-algebra maps, however the commuta-
tivity of this square only depends on the commutativity of the square 

Tf 
TA TA' 

k 

which means that f : A —4 A' is also a T-algebra map, not only an S-algebra map. 

The opposite direction of the above discussion also holds; to summarise, we have 

the following proposition: 

Proposition 3.31. Given an object A and arrows It : SA - A and k: TA —* A of e, a 

structure of the form ((A,h),k) is a E(ö)-algebra if and only if 

(A,h) is an S-algebra 

k: TA —+ A is an S-algebra map from (TA, Th oSA)  to (A, h 

(A, k) is a T-algebra, 

and, given an arrow g : A —* A' and EE (ö) -algebras ((A, h), k) to ((A', h'), k'), the arrow 

g is a (ö)-algebra map from ((A,h),k) to ((A',h'),k') if and only if 

g is an S-algebra map from (A, h) to (A', h') 

g is a T-algebra map from (A,k) to (A',k'). 

All the i(S)-algebras and maps between them again form a category which we 

denote by E(ö)-Alg. 

Now, in the rest of the section we investigate the relationship between these two 

categories of algebras and establish that there exists a canonical isomorphism between 

them. We start with considering the adjunctions that the monads involved define. 
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Proposition 3.32. There exists a unique cornpurisonfuncior K from () -Aig to TS-Aig. 

Proof. From Lemma 2.4, for the monad (S,.c,r) on e and 

S-Alg, we have adjunctions 

	

(FS , GS ,r,$
) : e 	, S-Alg 

F5  

G) 
: S-Alg 	()-Alg. 

Then, Lemma 2.6 says that these two adjunctions yield a composite adjunction 

GSG) 
(FE()S , GE()S ,n E(ö)S ,E (ö)s) : C ______ 

F) FS 

as defined in the lemma. Then we can in turn use Lemma 2.5 to construct a monad 

GF(S)s from this adjunction. Now it is routine to show that this monad in fact 

equals the composite monad (TS,IITS,11TS).  Therefore, we can use Lemma 2.7 to 

obtain the comparison functor K, which is required in the proposition. Li 

Therefore, we have a unique comparison functor 

K:()-Alg 	TS-Alg 

such that KF"7(8)s = FTS and GTSK = 	between the above adjunction 

	

(F()5, 	&)S E(S) 

and the adjunction (FTS ,  GTS, 11TS,  ETS) which is induced by the monad (TS, A TS , 1 TS) 

Lemma 2.7 designates the construction of K as follows: for a (6)-algebra ((A,h),k), 

K((A, h), k) = (G 5G ()  ((A, h), k), G5G6 ((ö) . F(ö)ESG(8))((A,h),k)) 

which reduces to (A,koTh). And a (ö)-algebra map f: ((A,h),k) -+ 

where f : A -+ A' is both an S-algebra map and a T-algebra map, is sent to a TS-algebra 

map 

Kf: (A,koTh) -+ (A',k'oTh'). 
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What we next need to show is that this comparison functor K is an isomorphism. 

To this end, we now define an inverse K — ' of K, 

K 1  : TS-Alg —~ (6)-Alg. 

Given (A, 1: TSA —~ A) a TS-algebra, we define the object part of K 1  as; 

K(A,1) = ((A,lor A ),loTr). 

The following lemma verifies the well-definedness of the above definition. 

Lemma 3.33. The algebra ((A, l0lcA),  lo TT) is a (ö)-algebra. 

Proof. We prove the statement in three steps. 

1. We first show that (A, 1 01A)  is an S-algebra. The associative law for the algebra is 

given in the left diagram below, and the unit law in the right diagram. 

S 

A 	iASA 

k 
\TSA 

SRA  SI  
S2A STSA SA 

1 T Sf SA 
i.-,\ 
' 	 I 

T 
1  SA 

Its  (1) TSTSA 
TSI 
-'- TSA 

(3) 	
11 

SA TSA 'A 
T 

iSA 

In the square for the associativity, the commutativity of the square (1) in the left is 

demonstrated in the next diagram. The right top square (2) commutes by the naturality 

of 1T  and the right bottom square (3) commutes by the diagram on the left in (3.14), 

the associative law for TS-algebras. For the diagram on the right, note that 1TSO  r 

is 11;  the diagram on the right above commutes immediately by the diagram on the 

right in (3.14), the unit law for the structure map 1. 
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'T'h 	 ,.S4 tI 	 (1 \ 
1 11%., 	 J1iIII1UC1 V 1LJ J1 1.11%.. 9L4U1 	 I) 	 V 	1.) 	 V 	 &) t S.J1I VV . 

S1cA 

	

S2A 	 STSA 

(a) 	
' T 

	

1 	

/ 	'T1STSA 

TS2A (b) TSTSA 

TöSA 

fLAS 	
1 

	

TA AS 	 T 2S 2A 

(c) 	(d) 	I T 2 ASA 

TSA 
flTSA 

 T2SA 

	

SA 	 TSA 
flSA 

The reason of the commutativity of each area is given as follows: (a) by the unit law 

for the distributive law 6 and Tj T  (b), (c) and (d) by the naturality 0f1T,  and (e) by the 

unit law for the monad T. 

2. Next, we show that 1 o Tr S  is an S-algebra map. The proof for this map to be an 

S-algebra map is of type 

(TA,T(lo A )o6A) —+ (A,loi), 

is given by the following diagram: the commutativity of the square (*), which follows 

from the coherence theorem of distributive law, is demonstrated in the next diagram, 

and the squares (1) and (3) commute by that 0f1T  and r, respectively. For the squares 

(2) and (4), they commute because / is a TS-algebra, i.e., by the associative law for the 
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i 	 t_.. 	 ..TS - •.T c' 'r2 ..S - 
L1.,L4L lilap l. i0L%.. L1IL 	UCIIIIILIULI 	- 	) 0 .1 	00. 

STil s SI 
STA 	 • STSA 	SA 

	

1I1TSAJ 	(1) 	
liSA 

TSA 	 (*) 	TSTSA -. TSA 
TSI 

T1T 	 TS 
SA 	 I 	(2) 	1 

T2SA 
TsA 	AATS TSTSA 	TSA 	I 

 I 

TIl 	
(3) 	

ITS1 	
(4)\ I 

TA 	 TSA 

And for the square labelled (*), we have the following commutative diagram hold 
mainly by the unit laws of the monads T and S, to remove jTs  and e's, by one unit 
law for 8 and rr, and by several naturality squares: 

STT 
ST 	 •STS 

TS ils  

, /" ITSTS 

TS 	 TS 2 	TSTS 

T 11 T SI 
T 2 S TS 	T 2 S2  

T 2 L 

T 	 2 S iTS 	

TJTS 

TSTS 	T 2 S 2 	T 2 S 	 TS 
TS 	T 2  

3. The last step is to show that (A, / o TTI) is a T-algebra. For this we need to show 
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T2A 	
TTi 

	

SA 	TA 

TT1SAI 	
(1) 	TTI A  

	

IiAT 	(3) TSTSA 
TSI

TSA 

ILTS! 	
(2) 	11 

TA 	TSA 

The square (1) commutes by the naturality of rr,  (2) by the fact that 1 is a structure map 
of a TS-algebra. And for the rectangle (3), we have a closer look in the diagram below 
on the left: the rectangle (a) commutes by the naturality of 12T•  For the remaining two 
triangles, (b) is the unit triangle for the distributive law 8 and 11S and (c) is the right unit 
law for the monad S. Secondly, the unit law for (A, lo Tr) is given straightforwardly 
by the diagram below on the right, the upper triangle of which is the equality by the 
definition of TI TS  and that of the horizontal composition of natural transformations, and 
the lower one by the unit law for 1 being TS-algebra map. 

T2A T 
2 	 S 	 T 

	

TIAS T2SA 	TnSA TSTSA 	A 	 TA 

T2idsA! 	(c) (b) I T8SA 

pAT 	(a) T 2 SA 	 T 2 S 2A 	 TSA 
T 2  

TA 	TSA 	 A 
Tr 

Now it follows from Proposition 3.31 that ((A, loTA),  10 Tr) is a (8)-algebra. 0 

We are yet to define the arrow part of K'. A map 

g: (A,l : TSA -+A) —* (A',l': TSA' —A') 

of TS-algebras is sent by K' to g itself, which is a E(6)-algebra map such that 

To see that this indeed is a (6)-algebra map, we only need to verify that g : A —+ A' 
is both an S-algebra map and a T-algebra map, with respect to the respective structure 
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'.-S'.. 11Iap. 1III 1 vI1I1U 	 dS SIIOWII UCIOW, U)' tile iidLU1dHL 01 	dflU ri 	tne top 

squares (1) and (3)), and by the fact that g is a TS-algebra map (the bottom ones (2) 
and (4)). 

SA 	
Sg 

ISA' 

1  A I 	(1) jncAl 

TSA 
TSg  

TSA' 

1  ________ 

 Jii 

Tg 
TA TA' 

T1iJ (3) 

TSA 
TSg  

TSA' 

1 

111 

From the above discussion, it follows that the functor K 1  is well-defined. 

Having defined the functor K, we are now left to see that it is indeed an inverse 

of K. 

Lemma 3.34. The comparison functor K is invertible. 

Proof We show that K 1  o K = id and K o K 1  = id. We start from proving the first 

equation. For the object part, let ((A,h),k) be a (ö)-algebra. Then 

K 1  oK(((A,h),k)) = K'((A,koTh)) 

= A,kOThO1c A ),kOThOT11) 

which is equal to ((A,h),k) because, first the arrow k o Th o TTI S  is equal to k as in the 
diagram 

TA 

Tils  , I \"~ 

TSA 	TA 
Th 	 k 

which commutes by the unit law of the S-algebra h, and, secondly, the arrow k o Th OlcA 
is equal to h because of the naturality of 11T  (the square on the left) and of the unit law 
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Sc 4-I,-. '-r 	 1. 1..I.. 
'.JI LIR, I -aiU1a 	(,LII L11aII,I). 

Ii 

TISA 	 T 
TSA 	TA 

	

Th 	k 

It is also easy to see that the arrow part of K 1  oK is an identity. Hence we have 

K 1 oK=id. 

For the proof of the second equation Ko K 1  = id, let (A, 1) be a TS-algebra. Then 

KoK'((A,l)) =K(((A,lor A ),loTr)) 

	

= 	 TT IA  

The structure arrow 1 o TTI S  o T(l OflicA) is equal to 1 because the following diagram 

TSA 	 T2SA 	
TI 
	 TA 

id! 	(1) 	 (2) 

TSA 	T 2 SA 	TSA • 	TSTSA 	Til s  
ISA 	 T 2 /LA 	 ThSA 

(3) 

A 	 TSA 

commutes by the left unit law for the monad T (1), the naturality of r (2), the right 

unit law for the monad S (the triangle on the left), the unit law for y of the distributive 

law 8, and one of the axioms (3.14) for the TS-algebra 1(3). 

Again, it is easy to see that the arrow part ofKoK 1  is an identity. This concludes 

the proof of the proposition. 	 LI 

From what we have seen so far, we can state the following theorem: 

Theorem 3.35. There is a canonical isomorphism between TS-Alg and (8)-A1g. 

Proof. Follows immediately from Proposition 3.32 and Lemma 3.34. 	 LI 

We summarise the above discussion on the composite TS in the following theorem: 
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Theorem 3.36. Given a distributive law S: ST -+ TS of a monad (5, , i) over a 

monad (T,jlT,rT)  on a ordinary category C, 

the composite functor TS acquires the structure for a monad on C, with multipli-
cation given by 

ThS 	
TS TSTS 	TTSS 

TS-Alg is canonically isomorphic to E(S)-Alg 

the object TS1 has both canonical S-algebra and T-algebra structures on it. 

As we will see in the later chapters, the results in this section all extend without 

fuss to the pseudo setting. 



Chapter 4 

KIeisIi Category and Distributive Laws 

Just as in the previous chapter, we consider here the situation where there exist both 

a monad (T,,IT,1T)  and an endofunctor H, which we later upgrade to a monad, on 

a category C. In Chapter 3 we fixed a monad and investigated distributive laws of 

the monad over endofunctors (or monads), and how they are related to liftings of the 

endofunctors (or the monads) to the category of algebras. In this chapter, we again fix 

the monad T but consider distributive laws over it and how they relate to the Kleisli 

category Kl(T) of T. It is shown that there exists an isomorphism between them just 

as in the case of distributive laws and liftings. 

This chapter mirrors the structure of Chapter 3: the main difference is that, in this 

chapter, instead of distributive laws of a monad S over endofunctors, we study those of 

endofunctors over a monad T; instead of the category of S-algebras (Eilenberg-Moore 

category), we consider the Kleisli category Kl(T) ofT; apart from these the discussion 

takes the same path. 

We start from the definition of a distributive law of an endofunctor H over a monad 

T and the notion of a natural transformation distributing over T. We show that they 

form the category Dist1  of distributive laws over T (Section 4.1). 

In Section 4.2 we study the extensions of endofunctors to the Kleisli category 

Kl(T) of T. After recalling the definition of the Kleisli category K1(T) of a monad 

T, we study some of its basic properties, in particular the adjunction between C and 

Kl(T). The counit of this adjunction plays an important role in the rest of the chapter. 

Then we give the definitions of an extension of an endofunctor H to Kl(T) and of the 

65 
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notion of a natural transformation extending to K1(T). Again, they form the category 

Ext 1(1(T)  of extensions of endofunctors to Kl(T). 

In the following three sections we prove the categories DistT  and ExtK/(T)  are iso-

morphic: in Section 4.3 we define a functor 1' from ExtKl(T)  to  DistT  and in Section 4.4 

a functor F from DIStT  to Ext K1(T)•  Then in Section 4.5 we prove that they are mutually 

inverse and define an isomorphism of categories between DistT  and Ext K1(T)• 

In Section 4.6, as preparation for the monad case, we prove some properties re-

garding the square of an endofunctor. This section corresponds to Section 3.6 in the 

discussion of distributive laws and liftings. 

Finally, we consider the case of distributive laws of monads over T in Section 4.7 

and 4.8. After defining extensions of monads to Kl(T) in Section 4.7, we prove that 

T and F induce functors between Distqonads  and Ext9 determined by monads and 

define an isomorphism of categories in Section 4.8. 

4.1 Distributivity over a monad T 

In this section we define the notion of a distributive law of an endofunctor H over a 

monad T. We have, in the previous chapter, seen the definition of a distributive law of 

a monad S over an endofunctor, and the following definition is a natural dual. 

Definition 4.1. Given an endofunctor H and a monad (T, , ii) on a category C, a 

distributive law of H over T is a natural transformation S : HT —+ TH such that the 

following diagrams commute: 

HT 2 	HTH 
TO 
 T 2  H 

H IL T 
	

(4.1) 

HT 	 TH 
	

HT 8 TH 

Similarly to the case of distributive laws of a monad over endofunctors, in the 

presence of two distributive laws 5Jq : HT —* TH and W' : KT —+ TK, given a natural 

transformation a : H —+ K, we can consider the situation where a distributes over T 

with respect to these distributive laws. 
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Definition 4.2. Let 6' : HT -+ TH and 6'<  : KT -* TK be distributive laws of H and 

K over T, respectively. Then a natural transformation a: H -f K distributes over T 

with respect to 6" and 6" if the following diagram 

HT 	TH 

aT 	 Ta 	 (4.2) 

KT 	TK 6K 

commutes. 

Proposition 4.3. Given a monad (T,/i,Tl) on a category C, the following data form 

a category we denote by DiStT:  objects of DIStT  are pairs (H, 6 : HT -+ TN) of an 

endofunctor H on C and its distributive law over T, and an arrow from (H, 6") and 

(K, 6") is given by a natural transformation a: H -* K that distributes over T with 

respect to & and 8K. The composition of arrows is given by composition of natural 

transformations. 

Notation 4.4. Just as before, we often omit the first component in the objects whenever 

it does not cause confusion and just write & instead of (H,6 : NT -* TH). 

4.2 Extension of S to the Kleisli Category 

In this section, we turn to the Kleisli category Kl(T) of the monad T. After recalling 

the definition of Kleisli category, we have a close look at the well-known adjunction 

(J,G,rl,E) between C and Kl(T). We examine the naturality of the counit e of this 

adjunction as it plays an important role in the following sections. We also state two 

equations on the adjoint arrows, derived from the adjunction. 

4.2.1 Some properties of Kleisli categories 

Definition 4.5. Let (T, ti , 11)  be a monad on a category C. The Kleisli category Kl(T) 

of T is a category that has, for each object A in C, an object AT,  and, for each arrow 
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f of type A -* TB in C, an arrow h of type AT -p BT in K1(T). We use the notation 

h = fb and f = h to express this relation between arrows. The composition in Kl(T) 

is defined in terms of that in C, as follows: let h : AT -+ B- and k : BT -* CT be arrows 

in Kl(T). Then k o h is defined as 

koh= (PcT  

yielding an arrow of type AT -4  CT in Kl(T). It is straightforward to see that this 

construction is associative. The identity is given as idA =TI A : AT -+ AT, which is the 

left and right unit for the composition due to the unit law of the monad T. 

As is well-known, there is a canonical adjunction between C and Kl(T), for which 

the mapping between adjoint arrows is in fact given by - and - 

Proposition 4.6 (Another monad induced adjunction (Kleisli)). Given a monad 

(T,p,) on C, there is an adjunction 

(J,G,i,e) : C 	Kl(T) 

where J and G are functors such that JA = AT and GBT = TB on objects A in C and 

BT in Kl(T), and for arrows f : A -+ B inC andh : AT -* BT in Kl(T), 

Jf=(1Bof):AT 	BT 

Gh = B 0  Th : TA 
Th 

 T2B 
B TB. 

Note that GJ = T holds not only on objects but also on arrows. The unit r : Id -* GJ 

of this adjunction is provided by the unit 11  of the monad T, and the counit e : JG -+ IdKl ( T ) 

is given by 

EA r  = i4A: (TA)T —* A. 

Now we verify that the unit £ is indeed a natural transformation. For an arrow 

h : AT -+ BT in Kl(T), the naturality of is given by the commutativity of the following 

square in Kl(T) 

EAr = idTA 
(TA)T 	 AT 

JGh 	 I h 
(TB)T BT 

EBT =TB 
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where the composite arrows are calculated as 

h o FAT = (i.LBoThoidTA) 

= (1.150 TjdTB ° Th 

= i4Bo (Th. 

Since JGh = (llTBo JL0 Th = (ILTBo T1TBO  Th = T-B o (Th = (Th holds, 

this demonstrates the naturality of e. 

Then there exist bijections 

C(A,GBT) = C(A,TB) . 	 Kl(T)(AT,BT) = Kl(T)(JA,BT) 

A 	TB 	A 

AT J T 	AT h BT 

which are natural in A and BT.  The naturality of these bijections amount to the follow-

ing equations: for arrows f : A -+ TB and g : B -+ TB' in Kl(T) and m : A' -~ A in C, 

9of1' = (Ggof) 	 (4.3a) 

(fom)' = f! o Jm, 	 (4.3b) 

and two more equations involving only 0 , which are inverses of these. Note the first 

equation (4.3a) gives the definition of composition of arrows in K1(T). 

4.2.2 Extension to 1(1(T) 

Here we consider the situation where there exist both a monad (T,jzT,1T)  and an 

endofunctor H, which we later upgrade to a monad, on a category C. We define the 

notion of an extension of H to Kl(T), which is an endofunctor on Kl(T) that commutes 

with the left adjoint J and H. We then state a useful lemma which gives the values of an 

extension at adjoint arrows. After considering the extensions of natural transformations 

and some of their properties, we give the definition of extensions of monads on C to 

K1(T), which is the second of the two main ingredients of the later discussion in this 

section. 
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Definition 4.7. Given a monad (T, It T ,  1T) and an endofunctor H on a category C, an 

extension of H to Kl(T) is an endofunctor H on Kl(T), for which NJ = JH holds. 

The condition requires the functor H to satisfy HAT = (HA)T on an object AT,  and 

for an arrow m : A -+ B in C, 

= (J 5  oHm) t'. 	 (4.4) 

Since H is a functor, we have equalities H(k oh) = Hk o Hh and HidA 

where h : AT —* B and k : BT -+ CT are arrows in C. The first of the two equations 

amounts to the equality 

(ic0T(110(1Th)1)t' il(I tCT 	 (4.5) 

And, since the identity arrow idA : AT -+ AT in Kl(T) is fl,  the second equation 

gives the equality 

= 1HA 	 (4.6) 

Moreover, we have the following lemma: 

Lemma 4.8. For any arrow h : AT -~ BT in Kl(T) 

h = ((IEBr)ioHhti) t' 	 (4.7) 

holds. 

Proof. Recall EBT = i S . Then, the right hand side calculates: 

((Thd- 5) 1 oHh1 ) t' = Hi45 oJHh1 	 by (4.3b) 

= Hi45 o HJh1 

 fj = (/4oTidTBoroh1)1' 

=Hh 

The notion of extension to Kl(T) naturally extends to natural transformations. 
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Definition 4.9. Given extensions H, K of endofunctors H and K, respectively, and a 

natural transformation a: H -+ K on C, we say "a extends to Kl(T) from H to K" if, 

for each A in C, JaA is the component at AT of a natural transformation in Kl(T), or 

equivalently, there exists a natural transformation i: H —* K, such that iJ = Ja holds. 

Then, from the naturality condition a for the components of the counit c of the 

adjunction, we have the following lemma to charactense this notion: 

Lemma 4.10. Given extensions H, K of endofunctors H and K, a natural transforma-

tion a : H -+ K extends to Ki (T) from H to K if and only iffor each A the following 

holds: 

(KsA T )oaTA = GJaA0(HEA T ) 1 . 	 (4.8) 

Proof. If there exists a natural transformation E1: H -+ K such that ftJ = Ja, then from 

its naturality it follows that for each component EAT  of E, the equality 

KEAT O L(TA)T = aAT 0  HEAT 

should hold. The adjoint of the left hand side is an arrow (KEAT) 0  aTA in C, which 

equals the adjoint of the right hand side GJaA 0  (HEA T ), proving that the equality (4.8) 

holds. 

For the opposite direction, assume the equality (4.8) holds for a. Then, for any 

arrow h : AT -+ BT in C, one can calculate 

KhoJaA = ((KEB T )oKh)oJaA 

= ((KsB T )ioKhoaA) t  

= ((KEB T )oaTBoHh' 

= (GJaB0 (HEB)'oHh' 

= JaBo ((HcBT )oHh 

= JaBoHh, 
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proving the commutativity of the naturality square 

(HA)T 
faA' 

 (KA)T 

Ih1 
	 I kh 

 

(HB)T 	(KB)T. 
JaB 

U 

Extensions of endofunctors on and natural transformations between them form a 

category. 

Proposition 4.11. Let (T, p, Ti) be a monad on a category C. The following data yields 

a category we denote by ExtKl(T):  objects (H, H) are pairs of an endofunctor H on 

C and its extension H to Kl(T), and an arrow from (H,H) and (K,K) is given by a 

natural transformation a: H -+ K that extends to Kl(T)from H to K. The composition 

of arrows is given by that of natural transformations. 

4.3 From extensions to distributive laws 

Now we can prove the following proposition. 

Proposition 4.12. Given a monad (T, ,1T,1T)  and an endofunctor H on C, an exten-

sion H of H to Kl(T) gives rise to a distributive law from HT to TH in C. 

Proof. We define a mapping T'1  from extensions of H to Kl(T) to distributive laws 

of H over T. The value of T at H is a natural transformation T(H) : HT -+ TH, 

whose component T(H)A of T(H) at A is defined to be the arrow (HEA)  in C. We 

need to prove that this is a distributive law. First, we need to see that it is a natural 

transformation. The naturality square for an arrow m : A —* B in C is 

(HE A T ) 

HTA 	THA 

HTm 	 THm 

HTB 	THB 
(HEBT) 
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for which a proof of commutativity is given as follows: the composite of the top and 

the right sides are 

THmo (HA) 0 = GJHmo (HA) 

= GHJmo (HeA T ) 1  

= (IIJm0HCA T ) 1  

= (Heso HJGJm)1  

= (lcs oJHGJm) 1  

= (HEB T ) 1 
 oHTm, 

proving the commutativity of the square above. 
Next, to see that our choice of distributive law satisfies the associative and the unit 

laws, we examine the two axioms. For the associative law of T(H) and 

HT2A (1TT) THTA T(HrAT) T2HA 

H1 

HTA  
(H 	

THA 
sA T ) 

This commutes simply by the definition of composition in Kl(T). The top and the 

right sides compose as 

( 0 
( 	

( PeA) 1 	E(TA)T)1 = 	/L 0 TidTA oid HA o T(H 	 T2A) 

= (i(L) 

which is equal to (HEA) 1  oHp from the Lemma 4.8, proving the commutativity of 

the diagram. Finally, the unit law of T(i) and 1T  is 

HA 

H1 

HTA 	'- THA 
(ñi4A  ) 

whose commutativity follows immediately from Lemma 4.8 and the equation (4.6). 

This concludes the proof of Proposition 4.12. 	 0 
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Corollary 4.13. The mapping I in Proposition 4.12 defines afunctor I from ExtKl(T) 

to DistT. 

Proof. Define 1(H, i) = T(I) and 1((x) = a : 1(Th -41(K) for any a: H — K. The 

definition of the arrow part is justified by Lemma 4.10. The condition 4.8 makes the 

diagram 3.1 hold for a: 1(H) -+ 1(K). 	 D 

4.4 From distributive laws to extensions 

Proposition 4.14. A distributive law S : HT -+ TH of an endofunctor H over a monad 

(T, , ii) gives rise to an extension of H to Kl(T). 

Proof. We define a mapping IT" from distributive laws of H over T to extensions of 

H to Kl(T). Define P1'(S) to be an endofunctor on Kl(T) such that the values at an 

object AT and an arrow h : AT -+ BT of Kl(T) are given as I"(S)AT = (HA)T and 

= (85oHh. We verify the functoriality of ["(5): both conditions on the 

composition and the identity hold because of the two axioms of 5. For the composition, 

given a pair of arrows h : AT -+ B- and k: BT -4 CT in Kl(T), we have 

['H(5)koFH(5)h = (ScoHko(SsoHh 

(G(Sc oHk 05B0 Hh 

= (iiHcoTScoTHk 1 oSBoHh 

= (I-LHCOTSCOSTCOHTk 1 OHh 

= (5coHizcoHTk 1 oHh 

= (ScoH(koh) 	FH(S)(koh) 

and for the identity, 

= (8A0H11A) b  = 11HA 

Finally we prove that F"(S) is an extension of H to Kl(T). It obviously satisfies 

the condition on objects. For arrows, given any arrow m : A —* B in C, we have 

= 	 (TI m) = (So H1BO  Hm)' = (11j-jBo Hm)b 

as desired. This completes the proof of Proposition 4.14. 	 El 
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Corollary 4.15. The mapping F in Proposition 4.14 defines afunctor F from DistT  to 

ExtKl(T). 

Proof. Define F(H,6H : HT —* TH) = ["(6") and ['(a) = a: ['(6'') 	F(&) for 

any a: 61 	6K• Justification for the definition of the arrow part is similar to that in 

the definition ofT (Corollary 4.13, by Lemma 4.10.) 	 El 

4.5 Isomorphism between DistT  and ExtK,(T) 

Theorem 4.16. The functors T and F are mutually inverse and, indeed, define an 

isomorphism of the categories ExtKl(T)  and 01St.1-. 

Proof. The constructions shown in the previous two sections are mutually inverse. 

Given an extension H, the induced distributive law T(H) defines an extension F(T(H)) 

that sends h : A —* BT to 

(T(H)5oHh = ((iEBT )oHh =Hh, 

which is the same arrow as the one H sends h to, meaning they define the same ex-

tension. Meanwhile, given a distributive law 6, the induced extension 17(6) defines a 

distributive law T(17(6)), whose component atA is given by 

(F(6)EA T ) = 6A oHE = 6,4 oHidTA = 6A 

proving that it defines the original distributive law 6. This completes the proof of the 

theorem. 	 El 

4.6 Extension of H2  

In this section, we consider distributive laws and extensions of the endofunctor H2 , 

along the lines of Section 3.6. The discussion in this section can be formulated in 

terms of strict monoidal structures on ExtKl(T)  and  DistT,  and it extends to the pseudo-

case in a similar manner as in Chapter 6 for the liftings. 

Given an extension H of an endofunctor H to Kl(T), it is immediate that the 

composite i2  is an extension of H2 . On the other hand, given a distributive law 
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o : HT —+ TH of H over T, we have the following lemma to construct a distributive 

law ofH 2 : 

Lemma 4.17. Given a distributive law 8: HT —* TH of an endofunctor H and a monad 

T on a category C, the natural transformation 

HHT 
Ho 

 HTH 
OH 

 THH 

is a distributive law of H2  over T. 

Proof. By a similar discussion as Lemma 3.20. 	 LI 

The following proposition relates the functors T and F to the above discussion. 

Proposition 4.18. Given an endofunctor H on C and an extension H of H to Kl(T) 

and a distributive law S of H over T, 

= F(T(H)HoHT(H)) 	 (4.9) 

OH oHS = T(F(6) 2 ) 	 (4.10) 

hold. 

Proof. Immediate from the definitions of T and F. 	 I 

Similarly to the case for liftings, the isomorphisms T and F are both strict monoidal 

functors. 

4.7 Categories Dist monads and Exts 

In the rest of the chapter we consider extensions of monads to Kl(T) and study their 

relationship to distributive laws of monads over T. In order to do so, we first define the 

variants of DIStT  and Ext K1(T)'  which we denote by Dist °  and Ext9rs . 

The category DiStmonadsis  very similar to DSt,oflads  defined in Section 3.7. 

Proposition 4.19. The following data form a category we denote by Dist20s:  objects 

are pairs ((S,,),O: ST —+ TS) of a monad (S,p,r) anda distributive lawS of S 

over T, and an arrow from ((5, p.c ,  O S) ,  S : ST —+ TS) to ((Si', /, S) 5S' : S'T —+ TS') 

is given by a monad morphism c: (5, p, i) (5',  p5' 
, 1S) that distributes over T with 

respect to O  and &'. 
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We now give the definition of an extension of a monad S: 

Definition 4.20. Given monads (S,p,r) and (T,4uT,1T)  on a category C, an exten-

sion of S to Kl(T) is a monad (5, , ES), for which SJ = JS holds and its and il s  extend 

to Kl(T), meaning pJ = jS and 1 Sj  = j1S hold. 

The first condition means, just as the case of an endofunctorH, S satisfies SAT = (SA)T 

on an objectAT, andS(om) t' = (lcB oSm) b  holdsforan arrow m :A —*B inC. 

And, from Lemma 4.10, the naturality of 12 and r implies that Sis an endofunctor 

that makes the following equations hold: 

(ScA T )oj4A = GJjio()P  

(SEA T ) 8 	= GJr 	 (4.12) 

Just as in the case of liftings of monad morphisms, we have the following lemma: 

Lemma 4.21. Given a monad morphism a: (S,j,rr) 	(5F 12S',1S') if it extends to 

Kl(T), then its extension & is a monad morphism from (S,r,r) to (S',p',r'). 

Hence we can construct a category as follows: 

Proposition 4.22. The following data form a category we denote by ExV/: objects 

are pairs ((S, ,S, 
i s ), 5) of a monad (S, its , 1S)  and its extension S as a monad to Kl(T), 

and an arrow from ((S,jiS,r),S)  to ((S',p',r'),S) is given by a monad morphism 

a: (S,p,r 5 ) —+ (S',,ri5) that extends to Kl(T)from S to S'. 

4.8 Restricting isomorphisms 

In the following, we prove that the isomorphisms T and F induce functors between 

these categories and define an isomorphism between them. 

Proposition 4.23. The functor T in Proposition 4.12 induces afunctorfrom 	nonads  

to DjSt! 0 s. 

Proof. Define T((S,,r 5),S) = ((S, iis,is),r(s)) and T(a) = a. We show that the 

distributive law T(S) is that of S as a monad over T, by examining the two additional 
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axioms for r" and 1S  For the multiplication law of 8 and t, recall that AS  extends to 

,S therefore the equation (4.8) holds for JL5 , which is 

(SCAT) 1 o14'A = TAAS  

On the other hand, from Lemma 4.8 we have the equality 

(eA) = (SE(sA)T) o S(SEAT). 

Putting the two equations together, we have the following diagram commutes: 

S2TA 
S(cAT)i 

 STSA 
(E(sA)T) 

 TS2A 

PA 

STA 	 TSA 
(SEA T ) 

For the unit law of W and rr, a similar discussion as above for Y1  holds. Since TI S  

extends to K1(T), the equation (4.8) 

(SEA T )OflcA = TTI AS  

holds. By definition, (EAT)' 1  = idTA; therefore it amounts to the commutativity of 

TA 

STA - 	TSA 
(SEA T ) 1  

This concludes the proof of Proposition 4.23. 	 LEI 

Proposition 4.24. The functor F in Proposition 4.14 induces afunctorfrom Dist'T"ds  

to Ex(/7. 

Proof. Define F((S,t,ii),& : ST —* TS) = ((S,,),F(&)) We show that the ex- 

tension F(ös)  of S to Kl(T) is a monad, i.e., its  and 1S  also extend to Kl(T). Using 
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Lemma 4.10, we only need to prove the following equalities: for p, 

(F(&)cAT) 0 !4A = 8Ao SidTA OILTA 

2 = °A ° I1S 
 

TA 

= T4 0 6SA 0 S6A o SidTA 

= TItAs  o ((F( S )) 2 cA T ) i , 

and for i-1 

(F(65 )EA T )oY A TA 

= TIJA 

This defines a monad (F(&),i () ,i]' ) ). This completes the proof of Proposi-

tion 4.24. 

From the above two proposition and Theorem 4.16, we have the following: 

Corollary 4.25. The categories 	and Distpo1ads  are isomorphic. 

4.9 Discussion 

We state the following theorem as a summary of Chapters 3 and 4 for distributive laws 

of a monad over a monad: 

Theorem 4.26. Let (S, 12S ,  1S) and (T, IT ,  1T) be monads on a category C. Then the 

following are equivalent: 

a distributive law : ST —f TS of S over T. 

a lifting of T to S-Alg 

an extension of S to Kl(T) 



Chapter 5 

Pseudo-Distributive Laws I 

In Chapter 3 we proved that, given a monad S on a category e, the category of dis-

tributive laws of a monad S over endofunctors is isomorphic to that of liftings of endo-

functors to S-Alg, the category of S-algebras, and that the discussion extends naturally 

to the case where the endofunctors have the structure of monads. In this chapter, we 

further extend our discussion to the case of pseudo-distributive laws on a 2-category. 

We prove that, given a pseudo-monad S on a 2-category C, the 2-category of pseudo-

distributive laws of S over pseudo-endofunctors is equivalent (in the category-theoretic 

sense) to that of liftings of pseudo-endofunctors to the 2-category Ps-S -Aig of pseudo-

S-algebras. 

The reason we need to study pseudo-distributive laws is that in applying our theory 

on substitution in the later chapters, we will be dealing with composites of 2-functors, 

and there we need pseudo-distributive laws rather than 2-distributive laws; all the lead-

ing examples are of pseudo-distributive laws that are not strict. 

In Section 5.1 we first define pseudo-distributive laws of a pseudo-monad S over 

pseudo-endofunctors, which we will extend to those over pseudo-monads in Chapter 7. 

Our discussion in principle follows the one on ordinary (non-pseudo) distributive laws, 

but we systematically replace the commutative diagrams with invertible 2-cells, and 

spell out the three coherence axioms which those 2-cells should satisfy. We also define 

pseudo-distributive laws over pseudo-natural transformations and consider pseudo-

distributivity over modifications. In contrast to the ordinary case in Section 3.1, where 

the distributivity of S over a natural transformation is given as a property the natural 

81 
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transformation may possess, in the pseudo-case, the pseudo-distnbutivity of S over a 

pseudo-natural transformation requires additional data that is associated to the pseudo-

natural transformation to make S distribute over it. On the other hand, the pseudo-

distributivity of S over a modification in turn is given as a property it may satisfy. To 

end the section we show that the definitions in the section form a 2-category Ps DistS 

of pseudo-distributive laws of S over pseudo-endofunctors. 

The definition of liftings of pseudo-endofunctors to Ps-S -Aig is given in Section 5.2, 

followed by the definition of liftings of pseudo-natural transformations and modifica-

tions. Just as in the non-pseudo case (Section 3.2), a lifting of a pseudo-endofunctor 

H to Ps-S -Aig is defined to be a pseudo-endofunctor H for which UH = HU, where U 

is the forgetful 2-functor from Ps-S -Aig to C. Here for the pseudo-case, we have more 

pieces of data to define and again the commutative diagrams are replaced by invertible 

2-cells. A comparison similar to that in the previous section between the pseudo and 

non-pseudo cases exists in the discussion of liftings. In Section 3.2, the notion of a 

lifting of a natural transformation is in terms of a property of the natural transforma-

tion, whereas in the pseudo-case it is an extra piece of data that is associated to the 

pseudo-natural transformation in a particular manner, to form a lifting. On the other 

hand, the lifting of a modification in turn is given as a property it may satisfy. Then 

we see that these form the 2-category LftpssA/g  of liftings of pseudo-endofunctors to 

Ps-S -Aig. 

Our goal in this chapter is to prove that there exists an equivalence of 2-categories 

between PsDistS  and LiftpSsA/S.  We construct the 2-functors that provide the equiva-

lence in two sections: in Section 5.3 we first look at the construction from LftP S SA1 g  

to PsDistS.  After proving in Section 5.3.1 a few lemmas about the properties of 

free pseudo-S-algebras that we need, we give the construction for each cell, that de-

fines the 2-functor t from LiftPSSAIS  to PsDistS.  Then in Section 5.4 we give the 

construction for the opposite direction and define the 2-functor 'V from PsDistS  to 

Lftps sA1g . Finally, in Section 5.5 we prove that these 2-functors define an equiva-

lences of 2-categories. 

In the next chapter, Chapter 6, we investigate, in both the non-pseudo and pseudo 

cases, the square H2  of an endofunctor H; the motivation is the same as that for Sec- 
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tion 3.6. For the pseudo-case, we provide a more general analysis of the structure, in 

particular, we consider the operations constructing a lifting of H2  from that of H and 

a distributive law of S over H2  from that over H, and how those operations relate to 

each other. That provides the basis for the discussion in Chapter 7, where we extend 

the pseudo-endofunctors in the discussion of this chapter to pseudo-monads. 

5.1 The 2-category PsDistS 

5.1.1 Pseudo-distributive laws over pseudo-endofunctors 

Recall the definition of pseudo-monads in Section 2.3. A pseudo-distributive law of a 

pseudo-monad (S, it, r, t,X, p) over a pseudo-endofunctor consists of a pseudo-natural 

transformation, together with two invertible modifications, one of which is the associa-

tive law involving it and the other the unit law involving 71. Both of these modifications 

are subject to three coherence axioms. 

Definition 5.1. Given a pseudo-monad S = (S, jt, T1, 'r, X, p) and a pseudo-endofunctor 

H on a 2-category C, a pseudo-distributive law (6, , ) of S over H consists of the 

following data: 

a pseudo-natural transformation 

6:SH 	HS 

. invertible modifications i and ff given as 

S 2H_!SHS_LHS 2 	 H 

ILH! 	
jHIL 	TIH (5.1) 

SH 	 HS 	 SH 	.HS 

In addition to the axiom for modifications, the above invertible modifications are sub-
ject to the following three coherence axioms: Axioms (H-i) and (H-2) involve the 

modifications X and p of the pseudo-monad S. Axiom (H-3) involves the modification 
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T. 

(H-i) 	S 2 H --.- SHS --- HS 

	

/i 	H/i 

/
J, 

.IJ. XH 

SH 	' -SH 	 HS 
idSH 

(H-2) 	S2H 	SHS 	HS 

	

JJ./i 	
Hill 

SH 	SH 	 HS 
IdSH 

s2OS  

	

H 	SHS—'HS 2  

= S71H1 
	 4  8,1 HSl1N 

	

SH 	 HS 	HS 
0 	 IdHS 

	

S 2H 	SHS 	HS 

= SHl  4 TIS \~~ HTI 

	

SH 	
id 

	

HS 	HS 
0 	 HS 

(H-3) 	S 3 H ---- S2HS SHS 2  HS 3  

SpH U.S/i 	SH1L 

S2H -IJ.tH  S2H SHS—'HS 2  

I IiH Ifli 

SH HS 

528 
S 3H - 

11 
sos 

S 2HS - SHS 2  
Os2  
-. HS 3  

4 A8 I AHS 
/iS  HAS 

S2 H - SHS HS 2  JJ. Ht H52  

5.1.2 Pseudo-distributive laws over pseudo-natural transformations 

Under the existence of pseudo-distributive laws (HH,H)  and ( K JIK ,ITK ), where 

SH -+ HS and & : SK -+ KS, we can consider a situation where S distributes over 

a pseudo-natural transformation a : H -+ K in terms of the horizontal composition, as 

in 
H 	 H 

C 	j. C 
S 
 .0 	= 	C 

S
C 	C. 

K 	 K 
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A transformation of this kind is realised by an invertible modification with certain 

properties specified in the following definition: 

Definition 5.2. A pseudo-distributive law of S over a with respect to 	and 8K  is an 

invertible modification a" of the following form, 

oH 
SH HS 

	

sal 	
Ja* 	I as 

	

SK 	'KS 

satisfying, in addition to the axiom of modifications, the two axioms given below: 

S2H SO"- SHS 	.- HS 

AH I \'Al;1  4sa  \c?'P 4a*\S_  
SH 4j S 2K 	SKS 	KS 2  

SOK 	OKS 

\ \kK  

SW' 
5 H - SHS - HS 

IiH 	 H HtL\ 

= SH 	 .- HS 4 a KS2 (a*1) 

a* 	
tKtL 

SK 	 KS 

SH 

HTI 

a1
an1aS = 

KTI  

SH 

H 4 i SK a* HS 	(a*2) 

I as 

K 	 .KS 
Kil 

5.1.3 Pseudo-distributive laws and modifications 

We extend our discussion further to modifications. Consider a modification ç: a —* 13 
from H to K, with pseudo-distributive laws a*  and 13* with respect to 81  and ö', as 

defined in the previous section. If C has a certain property, then it can be considered as 

an arrow from a*  to 13", or, equivalently, in a sense, S distributes over C. 

Definition 5.3. Let a, 13: H -+ K be pseudo-natural transformations with distributive 

laws a*  and 13" with respect to ö" and 6K•  Given a modification ç: a -+ P, we say "S 
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distributes over with respect to a*  and 13* "if it satisfies the condition 

SF! 	'F/S 
	

SH 	'-F/S 

SP sç sa 4 a 	aS = Sf3 	4 13* f35 S aS 
	

(5.2) 

5K 	KS 
	

SK 	' -KS 

51.4 The 2-category PsDistS 

The data defined above form the 2-category PsDistS  of pseudo-distributive laws of S 

over pseudo-endofunctors. 

Proposition 5.4. Given a pseudo-monad S on a 2-category C, the following data form 

a 2-category we denote by Ps-Dist. 

. the 0-cells of Ps DistS are pairs (H, (,ji,ii)) of a pseudo-endofunctor H on C 

and a pseudo-distributive law (S SH —p HS, 11, ). 

• A 1-cell in Ps-Dist of type 5H 	K is a pair (a, a*)  of a pseudo-natural trans- 

formation a: H -+ K and a distributive law a* of S over a with respect to Sf' 

and &. 

. A 2-cell in PsDistS  of type ((X, a*) 	(13 13*) is a modification ç: a —* 13 that 

distributes over S with respect to ef and 13*. 

Proof. The composition is given, for the 1-cells, by the composition of pseudo-natural 

transformations and the pasting of diagrams, and for 2-cells, by the usual horizontal 

composition. A routine calculation shows that PsDistS  is well-defined. 	 LI 

Notation 5.5. For a 0-cell (H, (5H,,)), we often suppress the pseudo-endofunctor 

and the 2-cells of the pseudo-distributive law and just write 5", and similarly, for the 

1-cell ((x,a*)  we often just write a*,  when it does not cause confusion. 

We see later that the 2-category PsDistS  is equivalent to the 2-category LftP S SA1 g  

of liftings of pseudo-endofunctors to Ps-S-Alg, which we define in the next section. 
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5.2 The 2-category LIft PsSAIg 

In this section we leave pseudo-distributive laws for a while and study the liftings 

of pseudo-endofunctors on C to Ps-S-Alg, the category of pseudo-S-algebras (Sec-

tion 2.4). In Section 5.2.1 we give the definition of liftings of pseudo-endofunctors 

to Ps-S-Alg, followed by the definition of liftings of pseudo-natural transformations 

in Section 5.2.2 and the notion of lifting modifications in Section 5.2.3. Finally, we 

define the 2-category LftP s sA1g  in Section 5.2.4. 

5.2.1 Lifting of a pseudo-endofunctor H to Ps-S -Aig 

Recall the definition of the forgetful 2-functor U from Ps-S-Alg to C (Section 2.4). 

A lifting of H to Ps-S-Alg is defined to be a pseudo-endofunctor H on Ps-S-Alg that 

satisfies UH = HU, just as in the non-pseudo-case, except that the definition here 

includes the 2-cell part of the lifting in addition to those for objects and arrows, and 

the commutative diagrams are replaced by invertible 2-cells. 

Definition 5.6. Given a pseudo-monad S = (5, , r, 't,X, p) and a pseudo-endofunctor 

H on a 2-category C, a lifting of H to Ps-S -Aig is a pseudo-endofunctor H on Ps-S -Aig 

for which UH = HU holds, where U is the forgetful 2-functor from Ps-S -Aig to C. 

The above definition says that, given a 0-cell, a pseudo-S-algebra (A,a,a,,a1 ), 

1-cell (f,ia,b) : (A,a,a,,a1 ) —* (B,b,b,2,b1 ), and a 2-cell x: (f,fa,b) — (g,a,b), in 

Ps-S -Aig, the lifting H should satisfy 

UH(A,a,a,1,a1 ) = HU(A,a,a,1,a1 ) = HA 	 (5.3a) 

UH(f,fab) = HU(f,fa,b) = Hf 	 (5.3b) 

URX = HUX = HX 	 (5.3c) 

Hence, for 0-cells, the equation (5.3a) states that H sends a pseudo-S-algebra (A, a, a1 ) 

to a pseudo-S-algebra of the following form: 

fi(A,a,a,a1 ) = 
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where the structure map 21 is of type SHA —4 HA, and 21 and 21 are invertible 2-cells 

in C described in the following diagram: 

	

Sa  
S2HA 	-'- SHA 

IHA 

	

SHA 	--'- HA 
a 

TIHA 
HA 	-'- SHA 

HA 

and they satisfy the coherence axioms for pseudo-algebras given in Section 2.4. 

Notation 5.7. In the following discussion, whenever we need to distinguish more 

than one lifting, we use superscripts, as in fl(A,a,a,a1 ) = (A , 21H,, ) to mdi-

cate which lifting is associated to the hats. 

For 1-cells, what (5.3b) means is that H sends a pseudo-algebra map 

(f,fa,b) (A,a,a 12 ,a1 ) —* ( B,b,b,1,b1 ) 

to a pseudo-algebra map (Hf, 1) 

(f,la,b) = (Hf,iJ) : (HA,21,21,21) —* (HB,b,b,b), 

where Hf is an invertible 2-cell in C of the form: 

SHA 
SHf

SHB 

21 	1l142 	 (5.4) 

HA 	HB 
Hf 

satisfying the two coherence axioms for pseudo-algebra maps given in Section 2.4. 

Notation 5.8. In the following we sometimes write H(f,b)  instead of Hf to denote 

this 2-cell. 

For 2-cells, the equation (5.3c) states that H sends an algebra 2-cell x: (f' fa,b) —+ (g, a,b) 

to an algebra 2-cell HZ:  (Hf, 	) —* (Hg, 	satisfying the coherence axiom 

for algebra 2-cells. 
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5.2.2 Lifting pseudo-natural transformations 

Given a pseudo-natural transformation a: H —* K: C -+ C, and liftings H, K of H, K 

to Ps-S -Aig, we can consider a lifting of a. 

Definition 5.9. A lifting of a to Ps-S -Aig from H to K is a pseudo-natural transforma-

tion a: H -+ K for which Ua = aU holds. 

From the equation Ua = aU we have the following two conditions: 

for each pseudo-S-algebra (A,a,a,L ,a1 ), the component of & at this pseudo-

algebra is given by the component ciA of a at A, that is, we have an invertible 

2-cell 

SHA 
ScZA 

 SKA 

	

HA 	KA 
ctA 

that makes ciA into a pseudo-algebra map from H(A, a, a, a1 ) to K(A, a, a, a1 ). 

the pseudo-naturality of a extends to that of . Abbreviating pseudo-S-algebras 

(A,a,a,a1 ) as (A,a), for each pseudo-algebra map (f,Jab) : (A,a) —* (B,b), 

the pseudo-naturality of & 	 is defined to be an algebra 2-cell of the form 

ii(A,a) 
UA 

a(fJ) 	kf 

	

ui(B,b) 	k(B,b) 
aB 

that satisfies the pseudo-naturality conditions. In order for a to lift to a, the 

component cij of the pseudo-naturality of a at f : A —* B should provide such an 
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algebra 2-cell, hence it needs to satisfy the following additional condition: 

SaA 	SKf 
SHA 	'- SKA 	'- SKB 

a 	4 aA ¶ 	1 Ua,b) " 

aA 	 Kf 
HA 	KA 	s-KB 

af 

HB 

5.2.3 Lifting modifications 

SKA 

V Sa>\
SHf  

	

= SHA 	• SHB 	
B SKB 	(5.5) 

J.LI(L,,) H
UBb 

	

HA 	sHB -KB 
Hf 	aB 

Given pseudo-natural transformations cx, 13 : H —~ K and their liftings 	: R —~ R, a 

modification y: cx -+ 13 with a certain property lifts uniquely to a modification from 

to 13. 

Definition 5.10. We say "y lifts to Ps-S -Aig from & to 13" if, for each pseudo-algebra 

(A, a, a, a1 ), the component YA  at A satisfies the condition required to be an algebra 

2-cell from (ccA ,bFA  to (13A,13A,a) , i.e., it satisfies the equality 

SUA 

SHA SaA SKA 	SHA 4 sy SKA 

SI3A 
2fl 	J; 	 (5.6) 

(XA 	 13A 
HA 4 YAKA 	HA 	KA 

1A 

5.2.4 The 2-category Lift PsS A 19 

All liftings of pseudo-endofunctors on C to Ps-S-Alg form a 2-category LftP$SAIg  with 

pseudo-natural transformations and their liftings as 1-cells. 

Proposition 5.11. Let S be a pseudo-monad on C. The following data form a 2-category 

we denote by LIftP s sA1g . 

• The 0-cells of LIftp s sAl g  are pairs (H, I) ofpseudo-endofunctors H on C and H 

on Ps-S -Aig, such that UH = HU holds. 
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• A 1-cell in LiftPssAlg from (H,H) to (K,k) is apair (a,a) of a pseudo-natural 

transformation a: H —* K and a: H —* K, such that UI = aU holds. 

• A 2-cell in LiftPs sAlg  from (a, ) to (13,13) is a modification y: a — 13 that lifts to 

Ps-S -Alg from a to 13. 

Proof. The composition of 1-cells is given by that of pseudo-natural transformations, 

and the rest follows by routine calculation. 	 LEI 

In the remainder of the chapter we establish the equivalence between LftpSSAjg  and 

Ps_Dists. 

5.3 From liftings to pseudo-distributive laws 

Our final goal in the following three sections is to construct 2-functors 

LftPssA1g . 	Ps DistS 

and show that they form an equivalence of 2-categories. For the sake of clarity, we first 

give the construction for a fixed H; in this section we establish the construction from 

liftings to pseudo-distributive laws and in the next section in the opposite direction. 

In Section 5.3.1 we start by studying some properties of a particular pseudo-S -

algebra, whose structure map is a component /2A  of the multiplication i t of the monad 

S, which we will need for the rest of the section. 

Then we move on to construct 0-cells of PsDistS  from those of LIIPSSA1g  in Sec-

tion 5.3.2 and similarly for 1-cells and 2-cells in Section 5.3.3 and Section 5.3.4. Using 

these constructions we define a 2-functor from LftPSSA1g  to Ps DistS. 

5.3.1 Pseudo-S-algebra ItA 

Just like the non-pseudo case, the components of the multiplication It of the pseudo- 

monad are always pseudo-algebra structure maps. In this section, we give a proof of 

this fact and then investigate some properties of such pseudo-algebras and their liftings. 
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Lemma 5.12. For any 0-cell A of C, the component IA  of the multiplication IL is the 

structure map of a pseudo-S-algebra. 

Proof. We define ItA ,, = TA and ItA ll  = PA as shown in the diagrams below, and claim 

that (SA, pA, TA, PA) constitutes a pseudo-S-algebra. 

S3A SILA . 92A 
	

SA 	
T1SA 	

S2A 

ILSA 1 	4 tA 	ILA 	 P-A 

S2A 	SA 
	

SA 
P-A 

It follows immediately from the coherence axioms of pseudo-monads that these data 

satisfy the axioms for pseudo-S-algebras. 	 El 

Now we consider the value of H at (SA,P-A,'tA,PA). This pseudo-S-algebra is ex-

pressed as (HSA,)1A,fA,), with each component described as: 

. a 1-cell (in C) j : SHSA —* HSA 

. invertible 2-cells ' : 	o S -+ °P-HSA and 	: 	0 1HSA -* idHSA 

S2 HSA 	SHSA 
	

HSA 
1HSA 

 SHSA 

P-HSA 
	 P-A 

SHSA 	HSA 
	

HSA 
ILA 

satisfying the coherence axioms for pseudo-algebras. 

Our next observation is that the three pieces of data described above are in a sense 

natural in A, in other words, the first and the other two are components of a pseudo-

natural transformation and modifications, respectively. 

Lemma 5.13. The collections {}A,{'}A,{}A of the data of (HSA,A,IA,), 

for each A in C, define a pseudo-natural transformation I: SHS —* HS, and invertible 

modifications , i, respectively, in the 2-category C. 
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Proof. For the collection of the structure maps {}A  first note that for any 1-cell 

f : A -+ B, Sf is a pseudo-algebra map between (SA,tLA,tA,PA) and (SB,!IB,TB,PB), 

and for any 2-cell x: f -~ g : A -4 B in C. SX is an algebra 2-cell from Sf to Sg, both 

resulting from the fact being pseudo-natural transformation: the second component 
- 	 AB_1 
Sf,A,,LB of the pseudo-algebra map Sf s given by (jif' ) , i 	 the component at f of the 

pseudo-naturality of A . The justification for SX being an algebra 2-cell follows from the 

fact that !LAB  is a pseudo-natural transformation. The coherence axioms for Sf to be a 

pseudo-map are satisfied because of the fact that T and p are suitable modifications. 

Now consider the lifting of Sf. By letting a = /1A and b = i5 in the diagram (5.4) 

we obtain the following diagram for 	fA,B) = HSf A , B : 

SHSA 
SHSf

SHSB 

(5.7) 

HSA 	 HSB 
HSf 

We define pseudo-naturality 	to be ( 	ABY• This A,B  defined in this way is 

indeed a pseudo-natural transformation, because the conditions for an algebra 2-cell 

HSX = HSX provide the necessary pseudo-naturality. 
For {'f}A, we show that this defines an invertible modification: a component ' is 

by definition invertible and of type 1A° SA — /LAo ILHSA, whose domain and codomain 

we now know are pseudo-natural transformations. Now, given a 1-cell f : A —* B, the 

axiom for modifications are satisfied as follows: abbreviating (I fA,B as  TISf 

S2 HSA 	SHSA ILA HSA 

s2Hsf 	4 SHSJ' SHSf.!J HSf' HSf 

S1B 	_____ 
S 2HSB 	SHSB 	. HSB 

SHSB 

SHSA 

iA 

= S2HSA 
!LHSA SHSA 11A HSA 

S2HSI 	 M HSf' HSf 

S2HSB 	SHSB 	. HSB 
ILHSB 	AB 

the equality holds because by suitably rearranging the invertible 2-cells one can obtain 

the diagram for the associativity axiom for Sf to be a pseudo-algebra map. Hence ? is 
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an invertible modification. A similar argument also holds for : io iHS —* idHS. The 

axiom for modifications it satisfies is given below. 

SHSA 

Sh >\\ 
HSA 4 11HSI SHSB 4 HSf HSA = 

HSf 	d' JPB % 	HSf 

/ N 
HSB 	

zd 	
.-HSB 

jqs  

SHSA 

_11e ~ ~\' 
HSA 	 HSA 

idHSA 

HSf 	
IHSf 

HSB 	 HSB 
idflSB 

FEW 

To end the section, we state the fact that any structure map a is a pseudo-algebra 

map from the algebra /2A  to a: 

Lemma 5.14. For any pseudo-S-algebra (A, a, a1 , ar), the structure map a is a pseudo-

S-algebra map from (SA,ILA,tA,PA) to (A,a,a,a 1 ). 

Proof. Let the 2-cell 	for the pseudo-algebra map a to be a. Then it is immediate 

from the definitions that it satisfies the necessary axioms. 	 LI 

Now consider the value of a lifting at such a pseudo-algebra map. The lifting of 

this map (a, a) gives a pseudo-S-algebra map 

(Ha,(äa , A )): (HSA,11A,A,1A) 

where the 2-cell fi( a , A ) is of the form 

SHSA 
SHa

HSA 

!1A 

HSA 	HA 
Ha 

satisfying the axioms for pseudo-algebra maps. 
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5.3.2 0-cells 

We show the construction of a pseudo-distributive law from a lifting in the proof of the 

following proposition. The pseudo-natural transformation of the pseudo-S-algebras jl 

plays a central role in the construction. 

Proposition 5.15. Given a pseudo-monad (S, A, r1,t,X, p) and a pseudo-endofunctor 

H on a 2-category C, a lifting of H to Ps-S -Aig gives rise to a pseudo-distributive law 

of S over H. 

Proof. In order to prove the proposition we construct a function J?' from the set of all 

liftings of H to the set of all pseudo-distributive laws of S over H as follows. (We omit 

the superscript H in the rest of this section.) Given a lifting H, the value 

= 

is given by first defining c1(H) = ii" oSHr, that is, 

(Th : SH 
SH1 

 SHS 	HS, 	 (5.8) 

using the pseudo-natural transformation jiF discussed in Lemma 5.13. This is easily 

seen to be a pseudo-natural transformation. 

Next we define the components of the invertible modifications: AA is defined to 

be the invertible 2-cell described in the following diagrams: 

— S2H1A S
2 	 2  

	

HSA 	SHSA 5HsA SHSA 	S
17 

A 	HS2A 

\\\\\:: 

 ISHIIA 

1LA 	 SHSA 	(ALA ,SA 

19- 

SHSA 	 HSA 

	

SH1A 	 —11 

S 2 HA 

ILHA 

SHA 

(5.9a) 
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_(H) 
andlA 

HA 	
1HA 	SHA 

IsH 

HS 
1FISA 

 SHSA 	 (5.9b) 

HSA 

These modifications satisfy the axioms for the pseudo-distributive laws (H-l)—(H-3). 

Hence t" indeed defines a function as required, proving the proposition. 0 

5.3.3 1-cells 

Now we have a look at 1-cells of LifIPSSAIS,  i.e., pseudo-natural transformations that 

lift to Ps-S-Alg. The following proposition gives the construction of pseudo-distributive 

laws over a from a lifting of a. 

Proposition 5.16. A lifting : H -+ K of a : H —* K to Ps-S-Alg induces a pseudo- 

distributive law cI() with respect to the induced pseudo-distributive laws cIH(I7) and 

Proof. Recall that the induced pseudo-distributive laws are given by t' (H) = 
	

o SHIJ  

and c1"(k) = K oSK1. We define the component (&.)A of the modification t(a) at 

Aas 

SHflA A SHA 
______ 

SHSA 	HSA 

SaA Sa SSA 	USA, 	
- aSA 

SKA SKSA 	KSA 
SK1A 

ILA 

We need to verify that this satisfies the axiom for modifications and ((Xt-1) and ( (X *2) .  

First, the axiom for modifications holds as shown below by the pseudo-naturality of a 
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and by the axiom for algebra 2-cell asf: 

SH1A 	______ 

	

SHA 	SHSA A HSA 

	

)VSA 	SSA aA ,MA 	aSA 

	

SHB Sa1 SKA 	'- SKSA 	KSA 

SaBI

//// SKT1A / 	jI /

rk _Si ( 

SKB 	SKSB 	KSB 
SK1B 

Next, the axiom (cC-i):  

SHA 
SH1A 

 SHSA 	HSA 

SHn ,,.viJ.  14/4\ aSA 

	

= SHB 	- SHSB 	HSB asj  KSA 

SaB!

SHT1B 	 H
/ 

S 	SaSB 4 aSB4L '  

	

SKB 	SKSB 	'- KSB 
SKflB 

S2HA 
S2H1A 

 S2HSA SHSA 	
SHflSA 	 H 

SHS2A 	ISA HS2A 

o2 	
5 aSA,LA ' 	 - 

LHA 	
s2KA  

tL OCA 

SHA 	ILKA 

SKA 

equals  

"IA 	
S2KSA 	I4A 	SKSA 

i)" 'ISA 	
SKS2A 	

IASA 	
• KSA 

10  SKA 

SKSA 	
SA 

SKT1A 
SKSA 	

1? 	
KSA 

- 

________ 	_____ 	 ___________SAA S2HA 
S2H11A 

 S2HSA 	
SH 

SHSA 	SHSA 	SA 	HS2A 

10  SHA 

HA SHSA 	flOIA, lisA 	HLA 	KS 2A 

	

SH1A 	

a 	KA 

SHA 	 SHSA 	 HSA 

Sa 	 SA,A 

	

SKA 	 SKSA 	 KSA 
SKYIA -k [LA 

The proof is, in the order of application, by the pseudo-naturality of it, by that of a, 

by the axiom for the algebra 2-cell a[LA,  and by the axiom for the pseudo-algebra map 

'JSA,1LA• 
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Finally for the axiom (a*2),  the following equality holds by the axiom for the 

pseudo-algebra map cJLSA,ILA,  and by the pseudo-naturality of T1
. 

HA 

	

4  11HTL4 	HSA 

SHEA 	/—' \ 
SHA 	.- SHSA 	.- HSA 

ScLA 	SOC, Al 
 SaSA 	4 TSA7A

' 	aSA 

SKA 	SKSA 	.- KSA 
SK1A  

HA 

cIA 

KA 

= /la/ 
SHA 	TWL4 KSA HSA 

ScIA/ 	 ___ 

___  
SKA 	SKSA 	KSA 

SKI1A ILA 

This concludes the proof of the proposition. 	 LE 

5.3.4 2-cells 

Proposition 5.17. For any modification y: cx —+ P  : H —+ K, where H and K are 

pseudo-endofunctors on C, the following holds: if y is a 2-cell in LftPS SAI g  and 

—~ : H —~ K, then y is a 2-cell in PsDistS andy: cI(a) —~ cI(3). 

Proof. The assumption requires y to satisfy the axiom (5.6). Then the condition (5.2) 

that y needs to satisfy to be a 2-cell y: cI() —* (13) in PsDistS  follows from the 

axiom (5.6) and that for modifications. 	 E 

Now we are ready to define the 2-functor c1. For 0-cells, define the function I 

using t' for each pseudo-endofunctors H on C, defined in Proposition 5.15, i.e., we 

define c10(H,H) = (H,(I'(H)), where cT''(I) = H oSHi. For 1-cells, given a 1-cell 

(a,) in Lftps sA1g  we define cI(a,) = (a,(1(a)) as in Proposition 5.16. And, for 

any 2-cell yin LiftPS  SAIg' Lemma 5.17 justifies defining c1(y) = y. 

Proposition 5.18. '1 defined as above is a 2-functor 

Proof. Follows from routine calculation. 	 0 
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5.4 From pseudo-distributive laws to liftings 

In this section, we show the construction in the opposite direction, from pseudo-

distributive laws to liftings. The structure of this section is similar to that of the 

previous section. First we construct 0-cells of LIftPssAlg  from those of PsDistS  in 

Section 5.4.1 and then similarly for 1-cells in Section 5.4.2 and 2-cells in Section 5.4.3. 

5.4.1 0-cells 

Proposition 5.19. Given a pseudo-monad (S, a, r, t,X, p) and a pseudo-endofunctor 

H on a 2-category C, a pseudo-distributive law of S over H gives rise to a lifting of H 

to Ps-S -Aig. 

Proof. We construct a function W11 from the set of all pseudo-distributive laws of S 

over H to the set of all liftings of H to Ps-S-Alg. (Again, we omit the superscript H 

in the rest of this section.) Given a pseudo-distributive law ( : SH - we 

define the value '{'() at this pseudo-distributive law to be the pseudo-endofunctor on 

Ps-S -Aig that sends a pseudo-S-algebra (A, a, a, an ), to 

J() 	P() 
W()(A,a,a,,a 1 ) = (HA, ( ,a 	,a1  ) 

where the structure map is defined to be '() = Ha °6A,  and the invertible 2-cells 

all 	and 	are defined as described in the following diagrams: 

2 	SA 
SHA 	SHSA 

SHa 
-.-SHA 

2 
USA 

112—I 
0a 

2 
0A 

I2HA 4 PA 	HS2A HSA 	 (5. lOa) 
HSa 

HILA 1 4 Ha Ha 

SHA 	HSA -'-HA 
Ha 
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HA 	
lilA 	

.- SHA 

\ç'  

	

HSA 	 (5.1Ob) 

H 
HA 

One can show that data defined as above satisfy the necessary coherece conditions for 

pseudo-algebras. Hence (HA,HaOSA,a IL  ,a1 
) 

is indeed a pseudo-S-algebra. For 

the algebra maps, given a pseudo-S-algebra map (f,fab): (A,a,a,a1 ) —* (B,b,b,,b 1 ), 

we define W(S)(f,f a b) to be (Hf,'1'(S) (Ja,b)),  where the invertible 2-cell 

is given as 

Ha 
SHA 	.HSA 	HA 

SHf 	1t 	HSf ft Hfa,b  Hf 

SHB 	HSB 	.-HB 
Hb 

It is routine to verify that this 2-cell satisfies the axioms for pseudo-algebra 
.-.q'()W() 

maps and that it indeed is a pseudo-S-algebra map from (HA, Ha °A,  all  , a1 
 ) 

to (HB,HboB,b 	 For algebra 2-cells, given x: (f,fa,b) — (g,a,b)' we 

define W(6) (x) = H. Again, it is easy to see that this is well-defined. This proves that 

WH is well defined. Since it is obviously a lifting of H, this completes the proof of the 

proposition. 

5.4.2 1-cells 

Proposition 5.20. Let El' : SH — HS and & : SK —~ KS be pseudo-distributive laws 

over pseudo-endofucntors H and K, and a : H —* K be a pseudo-natural transforma-

tion. Then a pseudo-distributive law a*  of S over a with respect to 8Jq  and 8K  induces 

a lifting lP(a*)  of a to Ps-S -Aig from W"(El') to 
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Proof. As we have seen in Section 5.2.2, to define a lifting of a we need (1) to con-

struct, for each pseudo-S-algebra (A,a,a,a), a 2-cell, which we name p((X*) Aa , that 

makes aA a pseudo-algebra map from 'f"(&')(A,a,a,,a1 ) to 

and (2) to show that the construction in (1) makes the pseudo-naturality of a also lift. 

For (1), we define the 2-cell +f((x*)A,a  as follows: 

SaA 
SHA SKA 

'A 
ii 	*1 
1J.aA 

K 

HSA SA 	KSA 

Ha jJ.aa 	Ka 

HA KA 
cLA 

We need to verify that this defines a pseudo-algebra map. For the axiom with a, the 
following equality holds by, in the order of application, the modification axiom for a*, 

by the pseudo-naturality of a and by the axiom ( a*1) :  

S2KA 	
S 	SKa 

SKSA - SKA 

Z
8A (cL)A(Ha

" sY' 
____  

S 2HA 	SHSA 	SHAct'KSA 

6H 
I 	H)1 7/ Ka SA 

HA 	 HSA 	HSA 4 (Xa  KA 
HSa 

HA! 	
Ha 	Ha 

SHA 	HSA 	 HA 
Ha 

A  

S2KA Sö 
	SKa 

- SKSA 	SKA 

S 2HA 	ILKA 	4 PAK KS 2A 	KSA 
KSa 

=I 	K!LA 	Jj Ka 

AHA 	 SKA 	KSA 	KA 
Ka 

A? 
 

I 
SHA — HSA 	HA 

Ha A 

and for the axiom with a, we have the following equality by the axiom (a*2)  and by 



ci 
HA 	

A 
KA 

I1KA 	
'- SKA 

4A 

N\ KSA 

Ka 

HA 	-KA 
ciA 
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the pseudo-naturality of a: 

KA 

TIHA X S(XA 
HA 	 rSHA 	SKA 

H 	 6K 

HSA—asA-'-KSA = 

• 	4 (Xa 	Ka 

HA 	KA 
ciA 

For the pseudo-naturality ptrt (2), the axiom for algebra 2-cells holds as 

ScLA 	 SKf 
SHA 	- SKA 	-'- SKB 

H 	CL 1  

HSA 	-'- KSA 	KSB 
ciSA 	KSf 

Ha 	I,1 c 	Ka 	Kfa,b 	Kb 

HA 	--KA 	KB 

\_$LC4CA 

	

	 Kf 

af 

HB 

SKA 

Su 

SHf 	Scz8 
SHA 	-- SHB 	-'- SKB 

	

= I 	 ,lVu*_ I 	öK 

HSA 	HSB 	.- KSB 
HSf 	ciSB 

	

Ha 	J Hfai, Hb 	JJ ctb 	Kb 

HA 	HB 	.KB 
Hf 

by the pseudo-naturality of a and then by the axiom for modification W. This proves 

the proposition. 	 U 

5.4.3 2-cells 

Proposition 5.21. For any modification y: a -+ P : H -+ K, where H and K are 

pseudo-endofunctors on C, the following hold: if y is a 2-cell in PsDistS  and 

y: at . : 8H öK theny is a 2-cell in LIftps sAl g  andy: '+'(at) —4 ¶(3*). 
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Proof. The assumption requires thaty satisfy the axiom (5.2). Then the condition (5.6) 

for y to be a 2-cell y : l}I((.t*) 	W(3) in LftP s sA1 g  follows from that axiom (5.2) and 

that for modifications. 
	 I 

Now we define a 2-functor W: define To using WH  defined in Proposition 5.19, as 

= (H,"P'(&')). For 1-cells, given a 1-cell (a,cC) in PsDistS  we define 

P(cL,a*) = (a, W((x*)) as in Proposition 5.20. And, for any 2-cell C in PsDistS,  we 

define W() = ç, again from Proposition 5.21 

Proposition 5.22. 'P defined as above is a 2-functor 

Proof. Follows from routine calculation. 	 I 

5.5 Proving the equivalence 

We have constructed 2-functors and 'F, 

Llftp s.sAl g  . 	PsDistS 
'•I' 

and now we are going to show that they define an equivalence of 2-categories. 

Theorem 5.23. The 2-categories Ps DistS and LIftPssA1g  are equivalent. 

Proof. First, we show that there exists a 2-natural isomorphism 

0:Id 	q' 0 cj. 

Its component at H is an arrow in LftpssA/g  i.e., a pseudo-natural transformation, but 

in this case in fact a 2-natural transformation 

whose component at a pseudo-algebra (A, a, a, a1 ) is a pseudo-algebra map 

+'((fl))W(I(Th) 
(Ofl)(A,a,a,,a1) : 	 —+ (HA,Hao 	OSH1A,a IL 	,a1 	) 
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given as (OÜ)(A,a,a,a) = (idHA, (0)A, a), where the invertible 2-cell is given as 

SHSA 	
A 	HSA 

SZ 	SHaH(äa,,)_ 1  Ha 
SHa 

SHA 	 .SHA 	 HA 
idSHA 

We need to verify that this satisfies the axioms for pseudo-algebra maps; for the unit 

axiom, it follows from the unit axiom for pseudo-map 1(aa, z) and the axiom for mod-

ification a1 . For the associativity axiom, it follows from, in the order of application, the 

modification axiom for a1 , the associativity axiom for pseudo-algebra map 

the fact that Ha1  is an algebra 2-cell, and the right unit law for pseudo-algebra a. The 

2-naturality of Oq is proved by the fact that for any pseudo-map (f, la,b)'  the 2-cell 

Hfa,i, is an algebra 2-cell, and the unit law for pseudo-map (f'la,b) The 2-naturality 

of 0 follows from that of a and the fact that a lifts (aa  is an algebra 2-cell). 

For the opposite direction, we construct a 2-natural isomorphism 

E:cIoW 	Id, 

whose component of E at 6" is an invertible modification 

which is an arrow in PsDistS.  This is a special case of a pseudo-distributive law over 

a 2-natural transformation, that is, over idj-j. Its component (EH)A at A is of type 

(EH)A:HILAOAOSHiA 

and defined as in 

A SHSA 	HS2A 

Sl-I1A 	Jö 	HSI1A \ 

HXA\ 

SHA 	HSA 	HSA 
jdHSA 
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This is indeed a pseudo-distributive law over idH: we need to verify the axioms ((C-i), 

((x*2) and the one for modifications. These follow from routine calculation. The 2-

naturality of c also follows from easy calculation. The 0 and FE defined in this way are 

obviously isomorphic (i.e., invertible). This implies that ct and 'P are equivalences of 

2-categories between P s DistS and LftP S SA1 g . I 



Chapter 6 

Composing Pseudo-Distributive Laws 

In this chapter we further extend the discussion about composition of lifting and com-

position of distributive laws in Sections 3.6 and 4.6 and obtain similar results for the 

pseudo case. We first show that there are strict monoidal structures on the categories 

.DistS and LIftSAI g  and that the functors e and E preserve those structures. We then 

consider corresponding structures in the pseudo setting. In P s DistS and Lftp s sA1g  

the situation is more complex owing to the pseudo-ness. We study the 2-category 

Ps-Endo(C) to explain the special monoidal structure (bimonoidal structure), of which 

the structures on PsDistS  and LiftpS sA18  are instances. This chapter bridges the con-

structions for pseudo-endofunctors and pseudo-monads, hence connecting the discus-

sion in Chapter 5 to that of Chapter 7. 

In Section 6.1 we start where we ended in Section 3.6. The construction for H2  and 

o 8H : SH2  —+ H2 S both generalise to tensor products on LftsA18  and DistS, respec-

tively, providing strict monoidal structures on those categories, and the isomorphisms 

® and E preserve those structures. We do not examine the case of DistT  and  ExtKl(T)  in 

this thesis but similar results hold there by duality too. 

The structure on the 2-category Ps-Endo(C), consisting of pseudo-endofunctors on 

C, pseudo-natural transformations between them, and modifications, is a bimonoidal 

structure. We consider the 2-categories Ps DistS and Lftps sA18  and bimonoidal struc-

ture on those 2-categories. We also prove the 2-functors (D and I' preserve the bi-

monoidal structures. We then conclude the chapter by stating results generalising 

those in Section 3.6; we will use them in the next chapter when we consider pseudo- 

107 
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distributivity over pseudo-monads. 

6.1 Monoidal structure on DistS 

The following proposition describes the strict monoidal structure on Di stS .  

Proposition 6.1. The following data yields a strict monoidal structure on the category 

Disl3: Define a tensor ® on DistS 

0: DistS x  DistS Dis tS 

by 

(H,SH : SH — HS) 0 (K,6K : SK -+ KS) = (KH,SKH : SKH — KHS), 

where 6KH = KSH 0 3KH and, for arrows a: (H, 31) (H', 6H' : SH' —f H'S) and 

3: (K, 3K) 	(K', 3' : SK' —+ K'S). The value 13® a: (KH, 3KH) 	(K'H', 6'"') 

is given by the horizontal composition 3a: KH -+ K'H'. The unit for this tensor is 

(Id,id : S-4S). 

Proof. Well-definedness of the object part follows by a slight generalisation of Lemma 3.20. 

For the arrow part, to see that it is well-defined, i.e., that S distributes over this natural 

transformation, we examine the diagram 

öKH 	K6H 
SKH 	KSH 	KHS 

S13a 	13Sa 	I3aS 

'I,  
SK'H' 	'- K'SH'___________ K'H'S 

6K'HI 	K 1 61-1'  

which commutes since S distributes over both a and I. It is easy to see that this 

tensor is strictly associative and has a strict unit (Id,id : S —+ 5), making DistS  a 

strict monoidal category. El 

Similarly, strict monoidal structure on LftsAlg  is given as follows: 
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Proposition 6.2. The following data yields a strict monoidal structure on the category 

Lifts.Al g : we define a tensor 0 on the category LIfts Ai g  

0: Llfts Aig x LIftsAl g  -+ LIftsAl g  

as 

(H,ui)®(K,I) = (KH,l?II) 

on objects, and for arrows a: (H,ui) -+ (H',ii') and 13: (K,I) —+ (K',k'), the com-

posite 13  ® a: (KH, ku) —4 (K'H','') is again given by horizontal composition 

13a: KH —* K'H'. The unit for the tensor is (Ide, IdsAl g ). 

Proof. The well-definedness of the object part is immediate. To see that 13a lifts to 

S-Alg from KH to K'H', we need to verify that, for any S-algebra (A, a), the component 

(13a)A is an S-algebra map from (KHA,aCH)  to (K'H'A,aI''"). By the equation (3.7), 

the structure arrow decomposes as 

—K 
= 	= Kat1 °/11-JA 0SKT1HA, 	 (6.1) 

similarly for the arrow 	Therefore well-definedness amounts to the commutativ- 

ity of the following diagram: 

SKHA 
SKcLA 

SKH'A 
S3H'A 

SK'H'A 

SK11HAj SK11 H IA  SK'11H'A 

SKSHA 
SKSUA 

'- SKSH'A 
SSH'A .- SK'SH'A 

tLHAi 

(B) k' 
-A jIiHI  

KSHA 
KSXA 

KSH'A 
I3SH'A K'SH'A . 

K (A) Kd!" 

KHA KH'A .- K'H'A 
KctA 13H'A 

which commutes by the fact that a and 13 lift to S-Alg for the squares (A) and (B), 

respectively, and by the naturality of r, 13 and ji for the rest of the squares. Note that 

the component (13(X)A has two equivalent decompositions 13H'A°  KaA and K'ctA 0 I3HA, 

and in the above diagram we chose the former. The composition is obviously strictly 

associative and its unit is (Idc,IdsAl g ), therefore LftsA1g  is again a strict monoidal 

category. [1 
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We have seen in Section 5.5 that the categories LftsA1g  and DistS  are equivalent. 

The following theorem says that they are also equivalent as strict monoidal categories, 

hence the equivalences ® and preserve the structures described above. 

Theorem 6.3. The functors constructed in Chapter 5 

LIftsAlg 	' DistS 

are strict monoidalfunctors. 

Proof. Given two objects (H, i) and (K, k) of LftsAlg  the value of the functor ® at 

(H,fi) ® (K,k) = (KH,I?fi) is a distributive law e(kI), which, by definition of®, 

the equation (6.1) and the naturality of 1K,  yields 

®(Icfl) =ü1"oSKHii 

= K 	HSoSKTIHSoSKHTI  

= JHOKsH1OJjKHOSK1H 

=Ke(I-I)o®(K)H 

= ®(Th®®(k) 

demonstrating that ® preserves the tensor ®. Since ® and EE are isomorphisms (Theo- 

rem 3.19), it means that they define an isomorphism of strict monoidal categories. LI 

Although it follows from the above, a direct proof that E is strict monoidal goes 

as follows: let (H , H : SH —+ HS) 0 (K , 6K : SK KS) = (KH , KH : SKH —+ KHS) 

for objects (H, S'' : SH —>HS) and (K, 8K : SK 	KS) of DistS.  Then, for the lift- 

ing S ) ® S ) = 6 )(8 ) the structure map a 	)'-( ) of the value at an 5- 

algebra (A,a) is calculated as follows: 

K)H) 
=K(o 	

K) 
HA  OSK'qHA 

= KHaoKS H OKLHA °SHA  OSK1HA 

= KHa o K oKHAo KS1HA ° öHA 

= KHa 0 KS. o HA 

= KHa O (K6H O  SKH) 

= (6KH) 
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showing that E preserves the tensor on DistS.  It follows that, since for the units 

e(Idc, idsAl g) =AoSil= ids and (ids)  a hold, ® and E are strict monoidal functors 

between Liftsni and DistS. 

For any category e, the category of endofunctors on e and natural transformations 

between them is a strict monoidal category with composition of endofunctors as the 

tensor and the identity functor on e as the unit. Now, let U1 and U2 be the forgetful 

functors from DistS  and LIftsAlg  to Endo(e), respectively, which send each object to its 

first component. Then the following diagram commutes: 

DistS 	 LIft S-Alg 

N / 	

(6.2) 

Endo(C) 

Corollary 6.4. The diagram (6.2) is a diagram of strict monoidal categories and strict 

monoidal functors. 

6.2 The structure on PsDistS 

In this section we consider the structure discussed in the previous section in the pseudo-

setting, where the strict monoidal structure is replaced by something more complex. 

First we take a 2-category C and consider the 2-category Ps-Endo(C) 'of pseudo-

endofunctors on C, pseudo-natural transformations between them, and modifications 

between them. This category does not have a strict monoidal structure like Endo(e) 

in the previous section; moreover, neither does it have monoidal structure, mainly 

because of the pseudo-ness. The structure can be called a bimonoidal structure, the 

precise meaning of which we detail later in the section. The 2-categories PsDistS  and 

LftPssA1g have the same structures on them, which are preserved by the equivalence 

pseudo-functors c1  and W in Chapter 5, making a diagram similar to (6.2) commute.The 

definition of bimonoidal bicategory can be found in Section 2.5. 
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6.2.1 The 2-category of pseudo-endofunctors Ps-Endo(C) 

We first have a look at the structure on the 2-category Ps-Endo(C) to describe how 

the strict monoidal structure in the ordinary (non-pseudo) case is replaced by the bi-

monoidal structure in the pseudo-case. The category Ps-Endo(C) is a 2-category with 

the composition of 1-cells in Ps-Endo(C) given by the vertical composition of pseudo-

natural transformations, which is well-defined up to an equality because the composi-

tion of 1-cells in the 2-category C is defined up to an equality and is associative, and 

also because the pasting of 2-cells in C is associative. For 2-cells in Ps-Endo(C), i.e., 

modifications in C, both the horizontal and vertical compositions are well-defined 

There exists a tensor on Ps-Endo(C), 

®: Ps-Endo(C) x Ps-Endo(C) -+ Ps-Endo(C), 

which is a pseudo-functor rather than a functor. The 0-cell part of this tensor is given 

by the composition of pseudo-endofunctors, just as the case in Endo(e), and its asso-

ciativity is guaranteed by the coherence axiom of pseudo-functors. However, this is 

not the case for the 1-cells. The arrow part of the tensor ® on Endo(C) is given by 

the horizontal composition of natural transformations, which is obviously associative. 

But that is not true for Ps-Endo(C). For Ps-Endo(C), the 1-cells in Ps-Endo(C) are 

pseudo-natural transformations, for which horizontal composition is defined only up 

to an invertible modification. Let a : H -+ H' and 13: K —* K' to be pseudo-natural 

transformations between pseudo-endofunctors on C. 

	

H 	K 

C 

Then, the arrow part of the tensor a® 13: KH -+ K'H' can be defined as 13H' o Ka or 

K'ao 13H, which are equal only up to an invertible modification 

Ka 

	

KH 	KH' 

13H 	43X 	f3Ff' 

	

K'H 	K'H'. 
K'a 
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Let us now assume that we choose 13H' oKct to be the 1-cell part of the tensor. (In fact, 

it does not affect the later discussion what choice we make.) Suppose we also have a 

pseudo-natural transformation y: L —* L', with L, L' : C —+ C. Then the diagram 

® x Id 
(13H'oKa)®y 

ldx® 1 	I® 
a®(yK'oLt3) 	 ? 

need not be commutative because (yK' o L13)H'  o LKa and yK'H' o L(j3H' o Ka) are 

equal only up to an invertible 2-cell because the functonality of pseudo-functors hold 

only up to invertible 2-cells. The situation is similar for units, as we have an equality 

for one of the unit holds, but not for the other: for 1-cells a: H —+ H', jdH : H -4 H and 

idH' : H' —* H', one only has idH®a aHoHidjq, but has a®idH' = idHlH'oHa. 

Proposition 6.5. The following data defines a pseudo-functor 

0: Ps-Endo(C) x Ps-Endo(C) -+ Ps-Endo(C) 

. given a pair H and K of 0-cells, the value H 0K is defined to be KH, 

• given a pair a : H —* K and 13: H' -~ K' of 1-cells, choose 13H' o Ka as the value 

a®13. 

• given ç:a-+a':H-+Kand:13-+13':H'-+K',theValUec®a®134 a'®13 

is given by the horizontal composition H' 0 Kt. 

This is not a Gray-monoid because here we are dealing with pseudo-functors rather 

than 2-functors: in order to be a Gray-monoid, one would need — OH to be a 2-functor, 

but in general, it is not. We do not need to develop a precise general statement of the 

structure for the purpose of the thesis, i.e., the development of pseudo-distributive laws, 

but for completeness, we state the following. The definition of bimonoidal bicategory 

appears as Definition 2.28. Here, a bimonoidal 2-category is a bimonoidal bicategory 

whose tensor product is a pseudo-functor and, whose underlying bicategory is a 2-

category. 

Proposition 6.6. Ps-Endo(C) is a bimonoidal 2-category. 

Proof. The proof an immediate consequence of [GPS95]. 	 El 
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6.2.2 The structure on Lftps..s..AIg  

Now we turn to the 2-category LftpssA/g.  This 2-category has a structure that is essen-

tially the same as Ps-Endo(C). The structure is the pseudo-version of that on LftsAl g  

we saw in Section 6.1, but similarly to the case of Ps-Endo(C), owing to the pseudo-

ness we lose not only the strictness but also the equality on the composition of 1-cells: 

the composition of 1-cells in LIftPssA1g  is defined only up to invertible 2-cells as ex-

plained later. Moreover, the similarity between LftPSSA1g  and Ps-Endo(C) extends to 

the fact that, for 0-cells, the structure on LftPSSA1g  is strictly associative because the 

0-cell part of the tensor, which we define below, is defined in terms of the composition 

of pseudo-functors. This is not the case, however, for the structure on the 2-category 

Ps DistS, which we investigate in the next section. 

Define a tensor ® on LftPSSA!g  as a pseudo-functor 

Liftp 5  SAI8 x LftPssAlg  —+ LftP s sAi g , 

such that, for a pair of 0-cells (H, 12) and (K, ), the value (H, 17) ® (K, ) is given by 

the composition of pseudo-endofunctors, i.e. 

(H,12)®(K,k) = (KH,kfl). 

And, given 1-cells (c,a) : (H,iI) —+ (H',!i') and (13,13) : (K,!?) -~ (K',k'), they are 

sent to 

where a®f3 is a pseudo-natural transformation from KH to k'12', which means, firstly, 

for each pseudo-S-algebra (A,a,a,,a1 ), which we abbreviate as (A,a), the compo- 

nent (a® 13)A = (13H' oKa)A constitute a pseudo-algebra map from (KHA,autCH)  to 
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(K'H'A, 	together with the 2-cell (13H'  o K(IL)A,a 

SKHA '- SKH'A '- SK'H'A 
SKcLA I Sf3HIA 

SK1HA SK SK1HIA 4  SNH'A I SK' IIHA 

SKSHA 
SKSaA 

SKSH'A 
SSH!A 

' SKSH'A '- 

k 
HA 

k-1  
aA 

j 
1'A 

lj
!H A (6 . 3) SH'A,n1A 

KSHA 
KSaA 

KSH'A 
SH'A K'SH'A '- 

Kain  4 &aA,a K&H' K' 

KHA 
KcXA 

KH'A 
IH'A K'H'A 

that satisfies the axioms for pseudo-algebra maps. 	Secondly, 13H' o Kc 

should be pseudo-natural as pseudo-algebra maps. Given any pseudo-algebra 

map (fJa,b) : (A,a,a,a1 ) —+ (B,b,b,b 1 ), the second component of the value 

KH (f,7a,b)  is given by the diagram 

SKHA SKHB 
SKHf 

SKIIHA 4 SKri} SK1HB 

SKSHf 
SKSHA SKSHB 

I2HA Af !2HB 

KSHf 
KSHA KSHB 

K21" U. KH(fa,b) Kb" 

KHf 
KHA KHB 

The proof that the axiom (5.5) holds for this 2-cell is given, in the order of application, 

by pseudo-naturality of t3 , that of 13, then by pseudo-naturality of jK  and 13, and then 

by that of r. 

And for the 2-cells, given 2-cells 	(a,a) —+ (a',a' )  : (H,fi) —* (H',i') and 

(K,.k) —+ (K',k'), the value 	is given by the composite 

modification ,H' o K, which obviously lifts from & 0 13 to &1  ® 13'. 
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Putting all these together, 

Proposition 6.7. The data described above define a pseudo-functor 

0: LIftp ssAlg  x LIftp s sAl g 	LIftp s sAlg . 

Proof. Functonality is verified routinely. 	 I 

Our next claim (although we do not really need this for our analysis) is that this 

tensor 0 gives a bimonoidal structure on LftPsSAIg•  On 0-cells the tensor 0 is strictly 

associative, which follows from the fact that the composition of pseudo-endofunctors 

is strictly associative. However, for the 1-cells, the situation is just as the case for 

Ps-Endo(C) and again is not very simple. We have associativity only up to coherent 

invertible 2-cells, thereby failing to make LftPssA1g  a monoidal category. 

Proposition 6.8. LIftPsSAlg  is a bimonoidal 2-category. 

Proof. Follows routinely from above and Proposition 6.6. 	 LI 

6.2.3 The structure on PsDistS 

Similarly to the cases of Ps-Endo(C) and LftpssAlg  we define the tensor 

0 : Ps DistS x  Ps DistS 	Ps DistS ,  

as a pseudo-functor such that, given apairof 0-cells, (H, (oHHf)) and (K, 	TI 

the value (H, 	 (K, (SK,K,fjK))  is defined to be (KH, (6KH,KH,1jKH)), 

where öKH  is a pseudo-natural transformation 

K8'081 H :SKH—*KHS, 

and the invertible modifications gKH  is given by: 

SKH 	SK6H 	8KHS 	KöHS 
S 2KH 	'- SKSH 	- SKHS 	*- KSHS 	KHS 2  

8K ~HZ%k 

KH 	4 JLKH 	KS 2H 	JI. KJ" 	KHi 

KH 

	

KH 	 I 	KH 
SKH 	 KSH 	 -.- KHS 
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and 1KH  by: 
iKH 

KH 	 '-SKH 

KSH 

KHS 

Proposition 6.9. The data (6KH , KH ,  KH) defined as above yields a pseudo-distributive 

law over KH. 

Proof. We need to verify that the two invertible modifications g KH and ffKH  satisfy 

the three axioms for pseudo-distributive laws. The proof that axioms (H-1)-(H-3) hold 

for these two modifications are given by: in the order of application, (H-i) by axiom 

(1) for 6 (twice) and pseudo-naturality of 6, (H-2) by axiom (2) for S (twice) and the 

axiom for modification Ti, and (H-3) by pseudo-naturality of 5, axiom (3) (twice) and 

the modification axiom for A. LEI 

Now we are left to define the 1-cell and 2-cell parts of the tensor ® on P s DistS. 

Given a pair of 1-cells, 

- — (aa*) : (H,(SH  ,tH  ,ii H  )) -~ (HI ,(SH' ,i ' ,ff ' )), 

and 
(1313*): (K,(S',jt,f'<)) —f (KI , (SK' , J!',f<')), 

we define (a, (x*) ® (13, 13) = (a® 13, ((x® 13)*), where a® 13 is f3H' o Ka, and the 

invertible modification ((x® 13)* is defined as 

KH KH 
SKH '- KSH KHS 

SKa .1J. E KSa 4 K a* KaS 

KH/ K6'  
11 

SKH' - KSH' KH'S 

SI3H' 43*HI I3SH' -1J. 13H'S 

6K'HF KH' 
SK'H' K'SH' K'H'S 
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Lemma 6.10. The invertible modification ((x® 13)* defined in the diagram above is a 

pseudo-distributive law of S over a® 13 with respect to 6KH  and ". 

Proof. It is easy to see that the above diagram defines a modification. We now need 

to verify that (a®13)* satisfies axioms (a*1)  and  (a*2).  For  (a*1),  the proof is 

routinely given by using the axioms for pseudo-distributive laws a*  and 13*, and for 

modifications —H K H and yiK. D 

Finally, for 2-cells: given 2-cells ,: ((x, a*) 	(a', (x/ *) and : ( 13, 13*) 	
(13113/*) 

the value C ® E, is defined to be EJ-I' o K, which is easily seen to satisfy the condition 

that S distribute over it with respect to a® 13 and a' ® 13'. 
Now we can state the following: 

Proposition 6.11. The data described above defines a pseudo-functor 

®: Ps DistS x Ps-Dist9  --+ PsDistS. 

Now we consider the bimonoidal structure on P s DistS. Recall that both on Ps-Endo(C) 

and LftPssA1g the tensor is strictly associative on 0-cells. However, for the case of 

Ps DistS, since the 0-cells are defined in terms of pseudo-natural transformations, the 

tensor is associative only up to invertible 2-cells. The situation for 1-cells and 2-cells 

are similar to the others. 

Proposition 6.12. Ps-Dist9  is a bi,nonoidal 2-category. 

6.3 Equivalence of bimonoidal categories 

Proposition 6.13. The pseudo-functors 1 and 'I' constructed in Chapter 5 

PsDistS 	LiftpsAl8 

preserve the bimonoidal structures (not strictly), or in other words, there exist coherent 

isomorphisms 

qJ(_)®W() q'(—®—) 	 (6.4) 

ct(_) 0 c1(—) 	(- 0  -). 	 (6.5) 
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Proof. ForW: assume we are given pseudo-distnbutive laws (8HJI1,11K)  and (ö,iiK,fK). 

We need to show that there exists a pseudo-natural isomorphism 

qJ(H ® K) 

between the liftings of KH, which amounts to showing, for each pseudo-S-algebra 

(A,a,a,a1 ), the existence of a pseudo-algebra map which consists of the identity 

map and an invertible 2-cell, satisfying the pseudo-naturality condition Here we show 

the construction of the pseudo-algebra map only. This pseudo-algebra map, from 

	

to W( 	(A,a,a,,a 1 ) is the component at (A,a,a,a1 ) 
of the pseudo-natural isomorphism. If we denote the structure maps of the pseudo- 

algberas W(S")W(")(A, a, a, a 1 ) and P(öKH)  (A, a, a, a1 ) by 	and 

respectively, we can calculate them, from the definition of the pseudo-functor 'I', as; 

fI(K)fJ(H) = J(H) 	= K(HaoS) °6HA 

cK ' qJ(KH) = p(KöH o&cH) 	 H = KHa 0KSA °0HA 

which are equal up to an invertible 2-cell because of the pseudo-functonality of K. The 

pseudo-functoriality is defined in such a way that the conditions for this 2-cell to be a 

pseudo-map are satisfied automatically. 

Similarly, for the opposite direction 1, we only show the construction for the 0-

cells. Given 0-cells (H,H) and (K,K) of LiftPs-S-Algl  we show that there exists an 

invertible 2-cell that serves as a pseudo-distributive law of S over idKH with respect to 

(H) ®cI(k) and cI(i 0K), which provides the pseudo-natural isomorphism between 

cI(l) 04() cI(I®k). By definition, the value on the right hand side is given by 

	

cI(I(&I?) 	KH O SKHl = H oSKJ-J1 

which is, from Theorem 5.23 and the pseudo-naturality, equal up to an invertible 2-cell 

to 

—K 	 - 
jH oSKIJY! oJçjHQjKjq5osKflH5osKH1 

JCJ!' oui'HSoSKSHr oSK1H 

Kl" oKSHI1 o71"HoSKllH 
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On the other hand, we have 

cI(H)Ø(K) = K(H)o(K)H = K(oSH1)o iulKHoSKlH 

which is, again up to the pseudo-functonality, equal to the above. Checking coherence 

is routine but lengthy. 	 LI 

The above discussion leads to the following theorem: 

Ps-Dist5 	 LIttPs sA1g  

\ / 	
(6.6) 

Ps-Endo(C) 
Theorem 6.14. Diagram (6.6) is a commutative diagram of bimonoidal 2-categories 

and 2-strong bimonoidal 2-functors. Moreover, Ui and U2 are strict. 



Chapter 7 

Pseudo-Distributive Laws II 

In this chapter we investigate pseudo-distributive laws and liftings where the pseudo-

endofunctor H has the structure of a pseudo-monad. A pseudo-distributive law over 

a pseudo-monad is defined to be one over a pseudo-endofunctor that is compatible 

with the extra structure which makes the pseudo-endofunctor a pseudo-monad. Con-

sequently, a pseudo-distributive law over a pseudo-monad consists of two extra 2-cells 

for the multiplication and the unit of the second pseudo-monad, and seven extra coher-

ence axioms involving them and the rest of the data, in addition to those three for the 

pseudo-distributive laws over a pseudo-endofunctor. 

We also define a lifting of a pseudo-monad T on a 2-category C to a pseudo-monad 

on Ps-S-Alg: recall how liftings of pseudo-natural transformations and modifications 

are defined in Chapter 5. For a pseudo-monad to lift to a pseudo-monad, we require 

that not only the pseudo-endofunctor itself but also all other components of the pseudo-

monad, i.e., the two pseudo-natural transformations and three invertible modifications, 

lift. 

Section 7.3 is the pseudo-version of Section 3.7.2. The definitions given in Sec-

tion 7.1 and Section 7.2 define the 2-category PSDIStsmonad  of pseudo-distributive 

laws over pseudo-monads and the 2-category of Lift of liftings to pseudo-

monads. We show that these two are equivalent by combining the results of the previ-

ous two chapters. We prove that the 2-functors c1 and I' we constructed to prove the 

equivalence between PsDistS  and LftPSSA1g  in Section 5.5 naturally define an equiva-

lence between PSDStsmonad  and Lift S  The proof of this relies on the result in 

121 
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Chapter 6 about the bimonoidal structures on both 2-categories. 

In Section 7.4 we investigate the property of the composite pseudo-functor TS 

under the existence of a pseudo-distributive law ST -+ TS; this is the pseudo-version 

of Section 3.8 and, similarly to the discussion there on ordinary functors, the pseudo-

functor TS has the structure of a pseudo-monad induced by the pseudo-distributive 

law 

7.1 Pseudo-distributive laws over pseudo-monads 

A pseudo-distributive law of a pseudo-monad over a pseudo-monad is similar to a 

distributive law of an ordinary monad over an ordinary monad. And just as the latter is 

given by combining distributive laws of a monad over an endofunctor and over a natural 

transformation, the former is given by combining pseudo-distributive laws of a pseudo-

monad over a pseudo-endofunctors, pseudo-natural transformations and modifications, 

except that in the pseudo-case the commutative axioms are replaced by invertible 2-

cells, together with a number of coherence axioms that they need to satisfy. 

Definition 7.1. Given pseudo-monads (5, p, S, S
,  S ,  pS) and (T, it T , 1 T ,  tT XT , p T) 

on a 2-category C, a pseudo-distributive law (S, AS ,  T ,  S T) of S over T consists of 

. a pseudo-natural transformation S: ST -~ TS, 

. invertible modifications AS  and ffS 

S 2 T 	STS 	TS 

ST1 	
TAS 

 

TS 
S 

. invertible modifications pT  and T 

T 

ST 	TS 

ST 	TS 
ST 2 	 '- STS 	T 2 S 

S[LT I 

ST 	 TS 
S 

S 

YJ 

ST 	TS 

(7.1) 
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subject to the ten coherence axioms as below. In [Mar99], Marmolejo gave nine co-

herent axioms for a pseudo-distributive law. However, they seem not to be complete, 

as some dual axioms are missing. Moreover, the presentation of diagrams in that paper 

makes calculation difficult, in particular in checking what axioms follow from them. 

Here we give a more structured presentation, including the apparently missing axiom. 

The first axiom involves —TI S  and 1T,  and is self-dual. This is the same as the first 

axiom in [Mar99]. 

_____ SiT 
(T-1) 	Idc 	 ST 

= 

Tils  

ldc 	
S1 	ST 

\\ 

 /s 

__ 

T 	TS 
Trj5  

Axiom (T-2) and (T-3) are coherence between il s /fts and X or pS•  (T-2) is equiv-

alent to (coh 2) in [Mar99], but (T-3) is missing there. 

S 2 T 
so

STS 	TS2  

/XST1

IiST T  

_______ 
ST ST TS 

idST 

SO 	OS 
S2 T 	STS 	TS 2  

T 

/4PST! ______ 
ST 	ST 	 TS 

idST  

SO 	OS 
S 2 T 	STS 	TS 2  

- Si5T TSi5 - A -  \Xs 
ST 	 TS 	TS 

0 	 idTS 

SO 	OS 
S2 T 	STS 	TS 2  

= 	Ji5ST 	 T1 

TpS 
SS 

ST 	 TS 	TS 
0 	 idTS 

Axiom (T-4) and (T-5) are similar to (T-2) and (T-3) (dual, in a sense) and they 

involve TI T / T  and AT  or pT•  These are equivalent to the (coh 8) and (coh 7) of [Mar99] 

respectively. 

(T-4) 	ST2 
OT 

TST 
TO '-  TS 

/SAT I _______ I 

ST 	ST 	 TS 
jdST  

OT 	TO 
ST 2 	TST 	T 2 S 

= 	
IST1T 

T1TS \r 

XTS \ 
ST 	 TS 	TS 

0 	 idTS 
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(T-5) 	ST2 ST '- TST 
TS

TS 

S / 
/SPT I _______ I 

ST. id 
	

ST 	 TS
ST 	 S  

ST 	TS 
ST 2 	TST 	. TS 

S1TT 	

/ 
	 TS = 

/ 
ST 	 TS 	TS 

S 	 idTS 

Axioms (T-6) and (T-7) involve AS,tS  and pT,tT  respectively and are dual to each 

other. These correspond to (coh 4) and (coh 9) in [Mar99]. 

sS 
2 TS 	STS2 SS TS3  - (T-6) 	ST— S 

/~~ I S[tST 4S[—Ls  ST/2 	I TS 

S2T J.tT S2T 	
SS 	

STS 
SS

' TS 
\\ 

! ILST 	 ITS 
S 

ST 	 TS 

S 3 T 

II 

S 2 TS 	STS2 
52 
- TS 3  

(LSST IiS TS 	4 11S S 	T /LSS "N 

S2 T 
55 	_____ 	

TS 2 4 Tcs  TS 2  STS 

ST!

TfJ  

ST •TS 
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(T-7) 	ST
3T2 

 TST2 	
T2ö 

	

'- TST 	F T3S 

S/iTT! 	
-TT 

 /iTSTI 	
T 

4T\ 
ST2 	

To 
.- TST 	T 2S JL ¶T5  T2S 

S/iTj 	 /iT 	 'UIS/ 

ST 	 F1'S 

11 

ST3 
0T2 

 TST2 
TOT 	T 28 

	

T 2ST 	FT 

TS /' ST !LT 	 TS 	JTT 

/ TO 
ST 2  jj T  ST 2 	TST 	 '- T 2S 

TS  

0 
ST 	 - TS 

Axioms (T-8) and (T-9) are dual to each other, involving S,f1T  and 11T ,  yiS respec-

tively. These are equivalent to the (coh 3) and (coh 5) of [Mar99] respectively. 

(T-8) 	S 2 T 

l iz  
ST 	J 5 TS 2  

IT/is 

S 	 FTS 

S 2 T 

ST 
SS 	

TS 1 T52 

I TAS 

S 	 FTS 

(T-9) 	ST 2  

7 l/i 
TST ? 

T2 	ST 	T 	T 2 S = 

	

1 
	 JATS 

TFTS 
Tr  

ST 2  

%sT 
TST 

T 2 	 TS 
T 2r j izrs 

T 	 FTS 
Ti 5  

The last axiom involves gs and pT  and is self dual. This is a reformatted version of 
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(coh 6) in [Mar99]. 

SST 	STh 	2 6TS 	TöS 

	

(T-1 0) S 2 T2  - STST 	ST S - TSTS -. T 2S 2  

S2T! 
	I SA TS 
	

TS 	I T52 

S2 T 	 .- STS 	 - TS 2  
So 

ST 	
0 	

TS 

II 

ST 2S 

bcp  s2 T2 	ZE 2T 1TSTS T 2S2  STS S 

/ 	S2 	AT 	
!T/z5T ITJ5 T2tLS! 

\s\ 

/ 
S2 T 	S T 2 	 TST 	 T2S 	TS 2  

\  S T 	

TO 

TS1 A 
ST 	 TS 

0 

The order in which the axioms are listed here is based on the duality, but there are 

other perspectives on them. The axioms (T-2), (T-3) and (T-6) correspond to the fact 

that S is a pseudo-distributive law of S over an pseudo-endofunctor. Also note that 

some of the axioms imply that the two invertible modifications A T  and iT  in (7.1) are 

pseudo-distributive laws of S over it T  and 1T  respectively: the axiom (T-10) is that of 

(cC-i) for 11T,  and (T-9) is that of(a*2).  Similarly, (T-8) is that of (cC-i) forT,  and 

(T-1) is that of (a*2) 

We now define a 2-category PSDSts.moflads  as a variant of PsDistS  consisting only 

of data involving pseudo-monads; 

Proposition 7.2. The following data constitute a 2-category P5-DiStsmonads:  the 0- 

cells are pairs (T,ST)  of a pseudo-monad T = (T , T , rlT , tT , XT , pT) and a pseudo-

distributive law 5T of S over the pseudo-monad. Suppressing 

the 2-cell data, the 1-cells in PSDI5tmoflad$  from (T, ST)  to (T', 5T')  are those in 
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Ps Dis tS consisting of pseudo-monad morphisms from T to V. And finally, the 2-

cells in PSDlSt smonads  are those in Ps-Dist5  that are defined between pseudo-monad 

morphisms and preserve the pseudo-monad structure (compatible with the 2-cell corn-

ponents of pseudo-monad morphisms.) 

7.2 Lifting a pseudo-monad to Ps-S -Aig 

Just as in the case of ordinary (non-pseudo) monads, a lifting of a pseudo-monad is a 

lifting of an endofunctor with some extra conditions, ensuring that the components of 

the pseudo-monad lift to Ps-S -Alg. 

Definition 7.3. Given pseudo-monads (S, ,S ,  S ,  S ,  xs, pS) and (T, A T ,  1T, tT ,  XT, pT) 

on a 2-category C, a lifting ofT to Ps-S-Alg is a pseudo-monad ? = (?,, 71 T , T 
T , X, pT) 

for which 

UT=TU; 	 (7.2a) 

U /iT =,2TU Uy IT 	 (7.2b) 

Ut1 = TTU UXI = XU UpT = pTU . 	 (7.2c) 

hold, where U is the forgetful pseudo-functor from Ps-S-Alg to C. 

The condition 7.2a means that T is a lifting of T as a pseudo-endofunctor. Hence 

(5.3a), (5.3b), and (5.3c) hold for T. The conditions 7.2b require that A T  should be a 

lifting of 11T  to Ps-S-Alg with respect to ?2  and T, and 1T  that of Tj T  with respect to 

Idps 5A15  and T. (Note that ?2  is a lifting of T 2  as an endofunctor.) This means that, 

for each pseudo-algebra (A, a, a, a1 ), there exist invertible 2-cells 

T S 
SA 	'A STA ST2A SA 

T 

STA 

I2T  a 	A a 	a 

T 2A 	TA 

such that the axioms for pseudo-algebra maps hold, and that the pseudo-naturality of 

/iT and 1T extend to that of 12T  and T. 
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And the conditions (7.2c) mean that the liftings ?, AT and 11T  are defined so that 

the modifications tT , XT , pT also lift to Ps-S-Alg and satisfy the axiom (5.6), serving 

as tT , XT,pT. For the case of rT  it amounts to saying that the following holds: 

ST.i SAA 
ST 3A 	STA 	STA 

af 	
JTLa 	

2
aT 

T 3A 	T 2  A 	'TA 
T 

T 2  A 

ST 2A 

SIA 

ST 3A 	ST 2A 

j 2  
a 	I2TA 	a 

T 3A 	T 2  A 
ITA 

STA cjT 
AA 

T 
'IA,a 	a 

TA 

Proposition 7.4. The liftings of pseudo-monads yield a 2-category Lift°Jr: the 0- ppsl 

cells are pairs (T, T), where T is a pseudo-monad and T is a lifting of T as a pseudo-

monad. A 1-cell from (T,T) to (T', T') is a pair ((x, ) of a pseudo-monad morphism 

a: T —* T' and its lifting afrom T to T'. And a 2-cell from (a,a) to (13,13) is a 

modification of pseudo-monad morphisms that lifts from 6E to 13. 

7.3 Equivalence for the pseudo-monad case 

In Section 5.5 we proved that the 2-functors ct' and W define an equivalence between 

the 2-categories P s DistS and LIfIPSSAIg•  In this section, we prove that the 2-functors 

c1 and W naturally induce 2-functors between PSDSt SmOnadS  and Lift s again 

defining an equivalence between those 2-categories. 

Proposition 7.5. The pseudo-functor CI in Proposition 5.18 induces a pseudo-functor 
.,ps-monads 

from LIILPssA1g to P&DI5t smonads . 

Proof. We show that is defined in such a way that it preserves the pseudo-monad 

structure, hence is a pseudo-functor from 
LftP monads to PSDSt smonads . Ps-S -Aig 

For 0-cells, given a 0-cell ((T , pLT , lT),T) of Lftp5m0r' 	we first need to show Ps-S -Aig 
= ((T, T , TlT) , t(T)) is a 0-cell in PSDSt SmOnadS , i.e., t(?) is a 
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pseudo-distributive law over a pseudo-monad rather than a pseudo-endofunctor. What 

we need to do is to define canonically the extra data (7.1) for pseudo-distributive 

laws for monads, that is, invertible modifications pT  and 	Then we need to ver- 

ify those modifications satisfy the coherence axioms. Since (pT,pT) : 	—p ? is a 

1-cell in L i ftPs -S -Algl  there exists a pseudo-distributive law ct(jT) : 11(?2) 	() over 

/It  Meanwhile, the equality 1(T 2 ) 	(? ®?) holds by definition of 0, and, from 

Proposition 6.13, we also have 

Again by definition of 0 in PsDistS  we have 

= TcI(T)o(T)T, 

which altogether means that there exists a pseudo-distributive law  

ST 2 	TST 
T(T) 

 T2S 

SILT 1 

	

4
IILT5 

ST 	 - 	 TS 
(T) 

over it T.  We define this invertible 2-cell to be TET  for 1(?). On the other hand, for 1T, 

the discussion is slightly simpler than the above; we only need to consider the fact that 
(1T,1T) : Idp s gA/ g  —~ T is a 1-cell in LftpssA1g.  This implies that c1(11T) : ct(Id) —~ 

is a pseudo-distributive law over 

ids  = (t'(idps sAl g ) 

STI 	 T 
iSA 

ST 	- 	 TS 
(T) 

which provides the invertible 2-cell we define to be 1T 

For the 1-cells and the 2-cells, it is immediate from the definition of Ct in Proposi-

tion 5.18 that it preserves pseudo-monad morphisms and modifications between them. 
monads . Therefore, C1 is a pseudo-functor from Lift PPSAIg  to SDSt smonads . 	 El 
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Proposition 7.6. The pseudo-fwictor T in Proposition 5.22 induces a pseudo-functor 
., 1ps-monads 

from P5 DI5t smonads  to LIItPs sAlg  

t Proof. Given a 0-cell ((T , I.LT , llT),oT) in PSDS. s S mOnadS, we consider the value 

W((T , T , rlT) , 8T) = ((TjT , lT) , W(T)) .  

We claim that the value is a 0-cell in Lift7S,  i.e., the lifting P(öT)  of T is that 

of a pseudo-monad. In order to prove this claim, we need to show that, for the 

pseudo-monad T = (T,tt  there exist canonical liftings of pseudo-

natural transformations 1T  and r1T,  and the modificationscT, XT and  pT  lift to Ps-S -Aig, 

all from suitable domains to codomains generated by ip(T).  For the pseudo-natural 

transformations AT  and 1T,  since the invertible modifications J1T  and TiT  in (7.1) are 

pseudo-distributive laws over itT  and 1T,  the values W(it T ,i T ) and W(1T if) are, by 

definition of W, liftings of ,T  and as required. And, for the modifications tT AT 

and T,  the fact that S distribute over them with respect to suitable pseudo-distributive 

laws over suitable pseudo-natural transformations means that they also lift to Ps-S -Aig. 

Therefore P(ST)  is a lifting of a pseudo-monad. 

Finally, for the 1-cells and the 2-cells, it is immediate from the definition of 'P 

in Proposition 5.22 that it preserves pseudo-monad morphisms and modifications be-

tween them. Therefore, 'P is a pseudo-functor from PSDStsmonads  to LIft7S. 

.,ps-monads 
Corollary 7.7. The 2-categories IILPssA1g  and P5DIStsmonads  are equivalent. 

7.4 Composite pseudo-monad TS 

We now consider pseudo-distributive laws and the composite pseudo-monads they in-

duce. Such composite pseudo-monads play a central role in the discussion of substitu-

tion monoidal structure given in the next chapter. 

This section is the pseudo-version of Section 3.8. Given two pseudo-monads S and 

T and a pseudo-distributive law ST —+ TS, we show that the composite pseudo-functor 

TS has the structure of a pseudo-monad. We give a proof to this, which is the pseudo-

version of Proposition 3.30. The rest of the results in Theorem 3.36 also extend to the 
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pseudo-setting: we state the corresponding theorem as Theorem 7.9 at the end of the 

section. 

Proposition 7.8. Given pseudo-monads (S, Its, S ,  S ,  )S ,  pS) and (T, A T , 1 T ,  tT ,  AT, pT) 

on a 2-category C, and a pseudo-distributive law 8: ST —* TS, the composite pseudo-

functor TS acquires the structure for a pseudo-monad on C, with multiplication given 

by 
T6 	 TS 

	

TSTS 	TTSS 	TS 

Proof. The composite of pseudo-functors is a pseudo-functor. Then we need to con-

struct the remaining data for a pseudo-monad (TS, 11T5 , 1 Ts ,  tT ,  XTS, pTS) 

We define the multiplication 12TS  and the unit 1TS  as the following pseudo-natural 

transformations: 

TS: TSTS 
ThS 

 TTSS 
TTlis 

 TTS 
iTS 

 TS 

TI 
TS : Idc TIS  S 	 TS 

Next we define rTas  in the following diagram: 

TSTSTS 
TST6S 

TST 2 S2  
TST 2/r 

TST 2 S 
TS ILTS 

TSTS 

ThSTS 1,L T68s  T8 

1' 
TS2  4 TOS 

1 
ATS 

T 2S2 TS T 2 STS 2  TSTS 4 TJr'S TOS 
T2 SOS T 2 STp 

T 2 0S 2  

1' 
4 T 2 Os T 2 OS 

T 2p.TS .,L T 2115S T 3 S 3  T 3 S 2  '- T 2 S 
T 3 S/1 T iTS2  

T 3pS 4 T 3r T3jL S  4 TIIS T25 
tL 

T2STS '- T 3 S2  .- T 3 S T 2 S 
T 2 OS T 3 p5  I T,TS 

TSTS 11STS  !LTTS2 4  AT A, ,LTTS #TT S 

TSTS - T 2 S 2  T 2S TS 
TOS T2L 
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The left unit XTS  and the right unit pTs  are defined as: for XTS 

and pTS: 

TS15 	 TS1TS 
TS 	 '- TS 	 - TSTS 

I TSS  

Tlis  4 Ti 	T 2 S 2  

	

TS 	7, 77  r 

N T2 S 

Ts 

TS 

	

____________ 	TSTS 
TS 	 -.- STS 	TSTS 

TS 
1TTS2 T2S2 

	

i1 	TöS 

	

Ttts  4 TI TTP, 	I T 2 Its 

TS 	T 2 S 

N 	JTS 

TS 

It is routine to verify that these definitions satisfy the coherence axioms for pseudo-

monads shown in Section 2.3. 	 LI 

The proposition above is the pseudo-version of Proposition 3.30. The rest of the 

results in Theorem 3.36 also extend to the pseudo-setting: 

Theorem 7.9. Given pseudo-monads (S, its, s ,  S ,  Xs, pS) and (T, T ,  T ,  tT ,  XT pT) 

on a 2-category Cat, and a pseudo-distributive law ö: ST —* TS, 

the composite pseudo-functor TS acquires the structure for a pseudo-monad. 

• Ps-TS-Alg is canonically equivalent to Ps-'()-Alg 

• the object TS1 has both canonical pseudo-S-algebra and pseudo- T -algebra struc-

tures on it. 



Chapter 8 

An Application: Substitution 

Monoidal Structure 

In this chapter, we study the intended main application of the theoretical development 

in this thesis. Every pseudo-distributive laws yields a composite pseudo-monad TS, 

and hence, a monoidal structure on TS1 if T and S are pseudo-monads on Cat. We 

demonstrate that the models of substitution described in [FPT99] and [TanOO] are ex-

amples of the monoidal structures thereby induced by pseudo-distributive laws. 

We start by looking at examples of pseudo-monads and their pseudo-algebras that 

interest us in Section 8.1. These pseudo-monads are of two types: the first (Exam-

pie 8.1, 8.2 and others) is the pseudo-monads on Cat that yield the structures for mod-

eling contexts, such as Tf for finite product structure or T 1  for symmetric monoidal 

structure. The second type is the (partial) pseudo-monad on Cat for free cocompletion 

(Example 8.7). We also address the size issue related to this pseudo-monad briefly. 

In particular, given a strongly inaccessible (or even just regular) cardinals K, one can 

consider the free cocompletion under colimits of size less then K, and that technically 

may be used to address the size issues. 

Section 8.2 gives examples of pseudo-distributive laws between the pseudo-monads 

described in Section 8.1. We explain why there exist pseudo-distributive laws of each 

of the pseudo-monads for contexts over the pseudo-monad of free cocompletion, based 

on the result in Chapter 7 on liftings and that in [1K86]. 

133 
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In the following three sections, we show that an arbitrary pseudo-monad T on 

Cat yields a canonical monoidal structure on the category Ti. The significance of 

that monoidal structure is that when T is the pseudo-monad T 0 Tj, it yields precisely 

Fiore et al.'s substitution monoidal stucture, and likewise for Tanaka when T is TcocTsm. 

Moreover, at the level of generality proposed here, we can follow the main line of 

development of both pieces of work. The monoidal structure on Ti we obtain in this 

way is the central result here. 

We start again from a general discussion for the ordinary (non-pseudo) case in Sec-

tion 8.3 : given a monoidal category (, ®, 1) (to recall the definition, see Chapter 2) 

and a monad (T, t, 11) on it, we give the definition of strength of T. We also show that, 

given a strong monad T, the object Ti in e has a canonical monoid structure induced 

by the strength. 

This discussion extends naturally to the pseudo-setting: first, in Section 8.4, we 

define the notion of pseudo-strength of pseudo-monads: we list ten coherence axioms, 

which bear quite a lot of similarity to those of pseudo-distributive laws, although, for 

pseudo-strength, it may be possible that one of the ten axioms (axiom (t-9)) is actually 

redundant. In Section 8.5 we then show that, given a pseudo-monad T with a pseudo-

strength on the 2-category Cat, the category Ti, where 1 is the terminal object in Cat, 

has a canonical monoidal structure. This monoidal structure is the main structure for 

modelling substitution in our examples. 

The last section (Section 8.6) then combines the above discussion with that on 

pseudo-distributive laws from Chapter 7 and demonstrates the substitution monoidal 

structures for the pseudo-distributive laws given as examples in Section 8.2. We have 

seen that, given a pseudo-distributive law 8 : ST -* TS, the composite TS has the 

structure of a pseudo-monad (Section 7.4). The monoidal structure TS1 induced by 

this composite pseudo-monad is what we use to model substitution. Those of the 

pseudo-monads T1 and Tsrn  are precisely the structures of Fiore et al. [FPT99] and 

Tanaka [TanOO]. This chapter is mainly based on the papers [PT04a, PT04b]. 
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8.1 Examples: Pseudo-monads and pseudo-algebras 

In this section we give several examples of pseudo-monads on Cat and the categories 

of their pseudo-algebras. 

Example 8.1. Let T1 denote the pseudo-monad on Cat for small categories with finite 

products. The 2-category Ps-Tj-A1g has objects given by small categories with finite 

products, arrows given by functors that preserve finite products up to coherent isomor-

phism (non-strict), and 2-cells by all natural transformations. This is the well-studied 

2-category FP of all small categories with finite products. For any small category C, 

T(e) is given by the (bi)free object of FP, i.e., the free category with finite products, 

on C. Taking C = 1, the category T11 is given, up to equivalence, by Set7, which is 

denoted by PP by Fiore et al. [FPT99]. 

Example 8.2. Let Tsm denote the pseudo-monad on Cat for small symmetric monoidal 

categories. The 2-category Ps-T-Alg has objects given by small symmetric monoidal 

categories, arrows given by strong symmetric monoidal functors, i.e., functors together 

with data and axioms that makes them preserve the symmetric monoidal structure up to 

coherent isomorphism, and 2-cells by all symmetric monoidal natural transformations, 

i.e., those natural transformations that respect the symmetric monoidal structure. This 

is the well-studied 2-category SM of small symmetric monoidal categories. Again, 

T1(C) is the (bi)free object of SM, i.e, the free symmetric monoidal category on C. 

Taking C = 1, it follows, up to equivalence, that T,1 (X) is the category PP of finite 

sets and permutations used by Tanaka [TanOO]. 

Example 8.3. Lying between the above two examples is the pseudo-monad 	on 

Cat for small symmetric monoidal categories whose unit is the terminal object. The 2-

category Ps-Tsrn i -Aig has objects given by small symmetric monoidal categories whose 

unit is the terminal object, arrows given by strong symmetric monoidal functors, and 2-

cells by all symmetric monoidal natural transformations. Taking C = 1, it follows that 

Tsmi( 1 ) is given by Inj°P, where Inj denotes the category of finite sets and injections. 

This category has been used by O'Heam and Tennent, among others, to model local 

state [0T97]. 
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Example 8.4. Combining the first two examples, specifically by taking the sum of 

pseudo-monads, we may consider the pseudo-monad TB! defined on Cat for small sym-

metric monoidal categories with finite products. The 2-category Ps-T J-Alg has objects 

given by small symmetric monoidal categories with finite products, arrows given by 

strong symmetric monoidal functors that preserve finite products, and 2-cells by all 

symmetric monoidal natural transformations. This structure is used in the Logic of 

Bunched Implication [Pym02]. The objects of TBJ(e) where e = 1 are precisely the 

bunches of Bunched Implications. 

The above examples of pseudo-monads allow us to model variable manipulation 

for untyped variable binding, which will play the role of S in a pseudo-distributive law 

ST —+ TS later. We now turn to a (partial) pseudo-monad for cocomplete categories, 

which will play the role of T. 

The notion of free cocompletion is defined as follows: 

Definition 8.5 (free cocompletion). Given a small category C, the free cocompletion 

of C consists of a locally small cocomplete category C and a functor J: C —+ e such 

that, for any locally small cocomplete category D, the composition with J induces an 

equivalence of categories from Cocomp(C, 'D) to [C, 'D]. 

The next Theorem states that we can always construct such a cocompletion for any 

small C 

Theorem 8.6 ([Ke182]). For any small category C, the free cocompletion e exists and 

is given by the category [C°P, Set] together with Yoneda embedding : C —+ [C°P, Set] 

For size reasons, there is no interesting monad on Cat for cocomplete categories: 

small cocomplete categories are necessarily preorders, and the construction of the free 

(locally small) cocomplete category does not have codomain in Cat. Therefore, co-

complete categories do not quite yield a monad or pseudo-monad on Cat. But there 

are well-studied techniques to deal with that concern, essentially by applying size con-

straints carefully. For instance, assume the existence of a strongly inaccessible cardinal 

K. and suppose Set has cardinality K. Now let CAT be a universe that contains Set (and 

therefore also Cat) as an object. Then the 2-category K-cocomp of categories that are 
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small with respect to CAT and are cocomplete for all diagrams of size less than K is 

pseudo-monadic over CAT and the pseudo-monad restricts to the above construction 

on Cat regarded as a full sub-2-category of CAT. Therefore, the construction of the 

free cocompletion by the Yoneda embedding extends to a pseudo-monad on CAT. For 

further details see for example [AR94]. 

Example 8.7. From the above discussion we can safely ignore the size concern. Based 

on that, there is a (partial) pseudo-monad T 0  for cocomplete categories. To the extent 

to which T 0  is a pseudo-monad, Ps-T 0 -Alg is the 2-category of cocomplete cate-

gories, colimit preserving functors, and all natural transformations between them. If 

follows from Theorem 8.6 that for any small category C, the category T 0 (C) is given 

by the presheaf category [C°", Set]. This construction is fundamental to all of Fiore 

et al., Tanaka, and Pym [FPT99, Pym02, TanOO]. For variable binding, its universal 

property has not been considered, but it does provide the key to why their various con-

structions, in particular their substitution monoidal structures, are definitive, and how 

they relate to their other structures. 

6.2 Examples: Pseudo-distributive laws 

In Section 8.1, we gave four examples of pseudo-monads for variable manipulation 

and one for cocomplete categories. If, in each case, we can give a pseudo-distributive 

law, it would follow from Theorem 7.9 that the combination of each of the first four 

pseudo-monads with the fifth would yield a composite pseudo-monad. In fact, pseudo-

distributive laws do exist for each of these combinations, by the following argument, 

based on the main result of [1K86]: 

Theorem 8.8. For a small symmetric monoidal category C, the category [C°P, Set] 

with the convolution symmetric monoidal structure is the free symmetric monoidal 

cocompletion of C with unit given by the Yoneda embedding. 

For an arbitrary small symmetric monoidal category C, the convolution symmetric 

monoidal structure on [C°P,Set] at (X,Y) is given by the coend 

x®=f
l,J  

XixYjxC(—,i®j), (8.1) 
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where, on the right hand side of the equation, ® denotes the symmetric monoidal 

structure of C, and on the left hand side, ® denotes the extension to [COP  ,Set]. The unit 

for the convolution symmetric monoidal structure is C(—,I), where I is the unit of the 

symmetric monoidal structure of C. 

Corollary 8.9. T 0  lifts from Cat to Ps-T m -Alg. 

Proof. To show that T 0  lifts, we need to show that for any small symmetric monoidal 

category C, the category T 0 C has a symmetric monoidal structure, with the unit r and 

the multiplication it strong symmetric monoidal functors. But by Theorem 8.8, the cat-

egory T 0 C = [C°!', Set] with the convolution symmetric monoidal structure is the free 

symmetric monoidal cocompletion of C. Moreover, the unit ile is given by the Yoneda 

embedding, which is strong symmetric monoidal. Again by Theorem 8.8, the category 

TCOCTCOCC, with the convolution symmetric monoidal structure, is the free symmetric 

monoidal cocompletion of T 0 C, except for the size concern that we are ignoring. So, 

up to coherent isomorphism, the identity functor on T 0 C, which is strong symmet-

ric monoidal, uniquely extends along the Yoneda embedding to a colimit-preserving 

strong symmetric monoidal functor from TCOCTCOCC to T 0 C. But the multiplication Ite 

is, up to coherent isomorphism, the unique extension of the identity map along 1TCOCC  to 

a T 0 -structure-preserving functor. So our extension of the identity functor must agree, 

up to isomorphism, with j, forcing the latter to be strong symmetric monoidal. LI 

Example 8.10. It is routine to verify that Corollary 8.9 restricts from symmetric monoidal 

categories to categories with finite products, i.e., from T51  to Tf. By Corollary 7.7, 

we therefore have a pseudo-distributive law of Tj over Tcoc . Applying Theorem 7.9 to 

T1 and Tco, one obtains the pseudo-monad T 0 T1 with T 0 Tj(1) being equivalent 

to [lF,Set], which was Fiore et al.'s category for variable binding [FPT99]. One can 

readily check that the symmetric monoidal structure (8.1) is the finite product struc-

ture on [F, Set], which is calculated point-wise. The unit for the finite product structure, 

i.e., the terminal object, is given by IF(—, 1). 

Example 8.11. By Corollary 8.9 and Corollary 7.7, there is a canonical pseudo-distributive 

law of Tsm over Tcoc . Applying Theorem 7.9 to Tsm  and Tco, one obtains the pseudo-

monad Tcoc Tsm with Tcoc Tsm (l) equivalent to [F, Set], which was Tanaka's category for 
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linear variable binding. The symmetric monoidal structure on [F, Set] is given by the 

tensor (8.1), which may be expressed as follows: 

X®Y(n)= LI X171IxYln2x8n/— 

n=mI +m2 

where S, is the symmetric group on n elements. Note that Sn = IF(n,n). The equiva-

lence relation is generated by the relation 

(x,y,o(o I +2)) 	((X l )x,(Y2)y,). 	 (8.2) 

where x and y are elements of Xmi and Ym2, and cy, (Yj and CY2  are permutations on n, 

mi and m (ml +m2 = n), respectively. Some simple calculations show that lF(—,O) is 

both the left and right unit for ®. 

Example 8.12. Applying a similar discussion to T1i and T 0  yields another com- 

posite pseudo-monad with T 0 T,,1 i(1) given by [Inj,Set], as used by O'Heam and 

Tennent [0T9711. 

Example 8.13. Applying a similar discussion to TB!  and T 0  yields a composite pseudo-

monad with T 0  TB! (1) given by the functor category [(T81 1 )OP,  Set]. The combination 

of TB!  and T 0  is implicit in the Logic of Bunched Implications; presheaf categories 

such as [(TB!1) ° ',Set] appear explicitly there [Pym02]. 

8.3 Strength and monoid structure 

In the following three sections, we study a property of a pseudo-monad with pseudo-

strength on Cat that it induces a monoidal structure on Ti. This monoidal structure is 

the one used both in [FPT99] and [TanOO] to construct substitution monoidal structures. 

As we have done so far, we first study the non-pseudo version of this in this section, 

which we then extend to the pseudo-version in Section 8.4 and Section 8.5. 

Definition 8.14. Given a cartesian closed category (, x, 1), a e-enriched monad 

(T,jz,1) onC is given by a function 

ObT: ObC —* ObC 
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together with arrows 

T,y : [X,Y] —4 [TX,TY] 

in C, where [X, Y] denotes the internal horn, satisfying commutativity of the diagrams: 

[Y,Z]x[X,Y] 	-'- [X,Z] 
	

1 	Ut[XX] 

Ty,XT,y 	 T,z 
	

TXX 

	

[TY,TZ] x [TX,TY] — [TX,TZ] 
	

[TX ,TX I 

together with C-natural transformations p: T 2  —+ T and q: 1 —* T satisfying the usual 

three conditions for a rnonad. 

Definition 8.15. A strength for a monad (T,JL,1) on a cartesian closed category C 

consists of a natural transformation with components 

tx,y:TXXY—+T(XXY) 

such that the following diagrams commute: suppressing the associativity isomorphisms 

of C 

tX y x id 
TXxYxZ '.-T(XxY)xZ 

tX x Y,Z 

T(X x Y x Z) 

T 2X x Y 	
(TX,Y 	

T(TX x Y) 
Ttx,y 

T 2 (X x Y) 

,xid 

TXxY 	 T(XxY) 
tX ,Y  

TX TTXX1 

id 	 tX,i 

TX 	T(Xx1) 

XxY 

x id 

TXxY 	T(XxY) 
tX,y 

Theorem 8.16. To give a C-enriched monad on a cartesian closed category C is equiv-

alent to giving a strong monad on C. 

A strong monad is a monad together with a strength. The next theorem states its 

property whose pseudo-version gives us the structure we need to model substitution. 
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Theorem 8.17. Given a strong monad T on a cartesian closed (more generally a 

monoidal closed) category (, x, 1), the object Ti of e has a canonical monoid struc-

ture with multiplication given by 

_____ 
Ti x Ti 

tl,T1 - T(1 x Ti) 	Ti _______ Ti 

and with unit given by 

11: 1 —+ Ti 

Moreover, the multiplication. : Ti x Ti —+ Ti is a T-algebra map in its first variable, 

i.e., 

tTI,T1 	 T. 
T 2 1 x Ti 	- T(Ti x Ti) 	T2 i 

xid1 

TixTi 	 Ti 

commutes. 

Sketch of.  pro of We give a construction for the associativity axiom required for Ti to 

be a monoid. The rest follows from a similar calculation. It is verified by the following 

diagram: 

T1xT1xT1 
T1XtI,T1 

T1xT(1 xTl) 
TIxTI 

T1xT2 1 
TixUT 

T1xT1 

tl,T1 x T  (t) tl,T( lxTI) (t) t1T21 (t) tl,TI 

T(ixTl)xTl T(lxT1xTi) 
tlxTI,TI 

T(1xT(1xT1)) T(lxT 2 i) T(lxTi) 
T(lXtI,T1) T(lxTln) T(lxtif) 

TITI X Ti (t) 	T(ITI X Ti) (1) TI T ( 1  xTI) I(1) 	 Tl i  (1) T1j 

T 2 1 x Ti T(T1 x Ti) T 2 (i x Ti) T 3 1 
Tttf 

T 2 i 
T 2 1TI tT1,T1 Ttl,TI I 

14 x Ti () + 
IAT 

TixTi T(ixTi) T2 1 Ti 
TIT! T 

tI,T1 

which commutes, for the triangle at the top and the pentagon at the bottom, by the 

axioms for the strength, for the square at the right bottom corner, by the associativity 

axiom for the monad T, and, for the rest of the squares, by the naturality of the natural 

transformations appearing in the labelling in each square. Note that the second vertical 
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arrow from the left in the middle row of squares labelled as "T(ITI x Ti)" is equal to 

T(1T1TI) up to the associativity isomorphism, because e is a monoidal category. D 

A 2-monad is a Cat-enriched monad. Therefore a 2-monad T on Cat has a strength, 

and induces a monoid structure on Ti, i.e., Ti is a strict monoidal category. However, 

when we have a pseudo-monad rather than a 2-monad, the situation is more complex. 

We need the notion of pseudo-strength, which we introduce in the next section, and it 

is monoidal structure rather than strict one that a pseudo-monad with a pseudo-strength 

induces on Ti. 

8.4 Pseudo strength 

We seek to generalise the situation for ordinary monads to pseudo-monads on Cat. 

So we need the notion of a pseudo-strength of a pseudo-monad. It is not true that 

a pseudo-strength is equivalent to a notion of pseudo-enrichment, as we shall explain 

later, but a pseudo-monad on Cat does yield a pseudo-strength, which is all we require. 

And that in turn yields a monoidal structure on Ti. 

Definition 8.18. A pseudo-strength for a pseudo-monad (T, ji, i, 't, A, p) on a bimonoidal 

2-category C = (C, ®, I, (x, A, p) consists of a pseudo-natural transformation with corn-

ponents 

tX,y : TX®Y —+ T(X®Y) 

and four invertible modifications, whose components are given by the diagrams below: 

tx,y®idz 	 t 
(TX®Y)®Z 	T(X®Y)®Z 	T((X(&Y)®Z) 	TX 

IX aj 	
ITa 	

PTX 

_____ I  \'~ 

TX®(Y®Z) 	 T(Xø(Y®Z)) TX®I— T(X(9I) 
tX,y®Z 	 tX,i 

T 2X®Y 	T(TX®Y) 
Ttx ,y

T 2 (X(&Y) 

ttøid 

TX®Y 	 .- T(XØY) 
tX,y 

X®Y 

TXØY —  T(X®Y) 
tx,y 
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subject to the following ten axioms: 

The axioms from (t-1) to (t-3) and (t-10) are for the coherence between the above 
four invertible modifications. These correspond to (T-1), (T-8), (T-9) and (T-10), 

respectively, of the axioms for pseudo-distributive laws over pseudo-monads. 

lix 
TX 

Prx 
 TX®! 

\\
10 	 ItX,i = 

I 

X®1 	T(X®!) 
1lxøi  

X 	
lix TX 
	

PTX 	TXOI 

	

p 	 tX,J 

	

X®I 	T(X®i) 
llx®i 

(t-2) 	T 2X 

)/TPTX 
TX  
TX 

T2X®I - T(TX®I) - T(X(&l) 
tTX,I 	 Ttx,i 

TX®! 	 T(X®I) 
tX,i  

T 2X 

AX 7 

	

= T 2 X ® I 	TX 	T 2 (X ® I) 

x®id / 	1®' 

	

TX®! 	 w T(X(9I) 
tX,i 

(t-3) 	(X®Y)®Z 

id 

(TX®Y)®Z 	T(X®Y)®Z - T((X(&Y)®Z) 
t®zd 

a 	 a 

TX®(Y®Z) T(X®(Y®Z)) 
tX,yøZ 

(X®Y)®Z 

69 

	

= X®(Y(DZ) 	(x®Y)®Z 	T((X®Y)(&Z) I  (X 
 

	

TX®(Y®Z) 	 T(X®(Y®Z)) 
tX,y®Z 

Axioms (t-4) to (t-6) involve the invertible modifications i 3 and i, which are the data 
for the pseudo-strength and the multiplication and the unit for the pseudo-monad T. 

These axioms are for the coherence between these two invertible modifications and 
those from the data of the pseudo-monad T. (t-4) is the axiom for the left unit X, (t-5) 
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for the right unit p, and (t-6) for the multiplication 'r of the pseudo-monad. 

	

(t-4) 	 T2X®Y 
tTX,Y 

T(TXØY) 
Ttx,y 

 T2(X(DY) 

j®idY 

XØid 

	

TX®Y 	 TX®Y 	 .- T(X®Y) 
id 	 tx,y 

tTX,Y 	 Tt, 
T2X®Y 	

y 
T(TXØY) 	T 2 (XØY) 

	

Tflx 0 idy 	 TlL 
2N I 4 XXØY 

	

TX®Y 	 T(X®Y) 	
o

T(X®Y) 

	

tx,y 	 id 

(t-5) 	 T 2X®Y 	T(TX(DY) Tt T2(X0Y) 

p®idy ROY 

	

TX®Y 	 TX®Y 	 T(XOY)
id 	 tX,y 

	

T2X®Y 	 T(TXOY) 
Tt 

 T2(X®Y) 

	

lrx®zdy J 	- 

	

n 	T(X®Y)J N:;;:;N 

	

TX®Y 	 T(XOY) 	T(XOY) 

	

tx,y 	 id 
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(t-6) 	 T3X®Y tT2X,y T(T2X0Y) 
TtTX 

T2(TX(9Y) 
T2t,y 

 T3(x®Y) 

Tpx®id 4 tA, 	T(p®id) !TILX®Y 

T 2X®Y 4 txØid 	T2X®Y T(TX(9Y) T 2 (X®Y) 
tTX,Y Tt,y 

i y  ROY 

TXØY T(X®Y) 

T3X®Y 
tT2x,y 	

T(T2X(gY) I- 

11 
TtTX 	

T2(TX(9Y) 
 T2t,y 

T3(X(9Y) 

PTX 0 id 4x,y PTXY 	4111 

+ 
T2XOY 

tTX,Y 
T(TX(DY) T 2 (X®Y) 	tXøy T 2 (X®Y) 

Tt,y 

px®id 

TX®Y 
tX,y 

T(X®Y) 

Axioms (t-7), (t-8) and (t-9) are for the invertible modification i and 12,  which in-

volve the isomorphisms a and p of the bimonoidal structure on C. The axiom (t-7) is 

for the coherence between 1  and the constraint for the associativity isomorphism a, 

while (t-8) is for that between 1', 12  and the constraint for the left and right unit X, p 
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isomorphisms. 
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The axiom (t-9) is for the coherence of the derived constraint for the right unit isomor-
phism p. It is likely, that this is actually redundant, given the fact that the constraint 
is a derived one, the proof of which should provide the main part of the proof of its 

redundancy. 

tX,i 0 idy 	 tX®f,y 
(t-8) 	 (Tx®l)®Y 	 - 	 T((X®I)OY) 

*T/ 	
ja 

TXOY 	 - TX®(i®Y) 	 - T(X0(I(9Y)) 
idTX ®Ay 	 tX,10)' 

tx,jOidy 	 tx 
(TXOI)®Y 	 T(x®I)oY 	

®")' 
T((X0J)(9Y) 

_,.®&i 	 f 

PTX®idYI 	
T(px®idy) 

TXOY 	 T(X®Y) 
T(idx 	

T(X0(!OY)) 
x,y 	 ®Y  ®Ay 

 ty 

TX®(IOY) 

tx,y 0 idj 	 tØy,1 	
T((XOY)®I) (t-9) 	(TxOY)®1 	 - T(xoY)oi 

Ia 	 jTa 

TXOY  
idTx O py 	 tX,y®i 

TXO(Y01) 	 T(Xo(Y01)) 

tx,yOidi 	 t 
(TXOY)oJ 	 - T(XOY)0I

XOY ' 1
T((XOY)01) 

PTXOY I 
TXOY 	 T(XOY) 	'- T(X0(Y0l)) 

1 zaxpy 

O  
tX,y t 

Py 	
% Of 

TXO(Y(D1) 
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One can formulate a coherence theorem for pseudo-strengths that shows the defini-

tiveness of the axioms up to provable equality. It is a mild diversion to investigate it 

here, but we shall state the result for completeness. 

Proposition 8.19. Given a pseudo-strength t for a pseudo-monad T on a 2-category 

C, and given any parallel pair of pseudo-natural transformations constructed from 

copies oft, , and r, there is a unique modification between them constructed from the 

modifications in the data for a pseudo-monad and a pseudo-strength. 

Theorem 8.20. Every pseudo-monad on Cat gives rise to a pseudo-strength. 

Proof. Define tx , y by Currying 

Y 	[X,XxY] T [TX ,T(XxY)] 

The rest of the data for pseudo-naturality arises from pseudo-functoriality of T, as do 

the first two structural modifications. The latter two structural modifications arise from 

the pseudo-naturality of z and il. Verification of the axioms is routine. 	 LII 

The reason one does not have a meaningful equivalence between the notions of 

pseudo-monad and pseudo-strength is because a pseudo-monad may have an underly-

ing pseudo-functor that is not an ordinary functor. 

8.5 Monoidal structure on Ti 

Now we state the pseudo-version of Theorem 8.17. We give the theorem without a 

proof. The verification is lengthy but routine. 

Theorem 8.21. Given a pseudo-monad T on Cat, the category Ti has a canonical 

monoidal structure with composition defined by using the pseudo-strength induced by 

T as follows: 

tl,T1 	_____ 	________ 
T1xT1T(1xT1) 	T21 	

AI 
____ 	'- Ti 

and with unit given by 

11: 1 -+ Ti 
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The associativily and unit isomorphisms are generated by those for the multiplication 

and unit of T together with those of the pseudo-strength. Moreover, the multiplication 

Ti x Ti —+ Ti is a pseudo-map of T-algebras in its first variable, i.e., there is a 

coherent isomorphism 

tTl,T1 	 T. 
T2 1xTI 	T(T1xTI) 	T 2 1 

it 
xid1 

T1xT1 	 Ti 

8.6 Examples: Substitution monoidal structures 

Applying this result to the pseudo-monad TS obtained from Theorem 7.9, TS1 is a 

monoidal category, i.e., a monoid in Cat, with the multiplication.. 

Calculating the value X • Y for objects X and Y of Ti is not easy in general, but the 

final clause of Theorem 8.21 makes life easier. Typically, an object of Ti is given by 

a sophisticated sort of word of copies of 1. But 1 • Y must always be isomorphic to Y. 

So the final clause of the theorem tells us that, if we express X as a word of copies of 

1, the object X • Y is given by replacing each copy of 1 in that word by an occurrence 

of Y. This fact, together with that T is given by T0S in our cases, enable the tensor. 

to be readily calculated. 

Example 8.22. Consider the pseudo-monad T 0 Tj on Cat. We have already seen that 

T 0 Tj(i) is equivalent to [F, Set]. So, by the theorem, [F, Set] acquires a canonical 

monoidal structure. By the last line of the theorem, for every object X of [IF, Set], 

the functor — . Y : [IF, Set] —* [IF, Set] is a pseudo-map of T 0 Tj-algebras, and so 

preserves both colimits and finite products. Since every functor X : IF —* Set is a 

colimit of representables, and every object of IF°" is a finite product of copies of the 

generating object 1, which in turn is the unit of., it follows that we can calculate X • Y 

as a canonical coequaliser of the form 

(X.Y)m= ll(xn x (Ym)' 1 )/".' 

nEN 

yielding exactly Fiore et al.'s construction of a substitution monoidal structure. 
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Example 8.23. Consider the pseudo-monad 	on Cat. We have already seen 

that TcocTsrn(l) is equivalent to [P, Set]. Applying the same argument as in the previous 

example, we can calculate X • Y and check that it agrees with Tanaka's construction of 

a substitution monoidal structure, namely 

(X • Y)m = llxn x (Y (')m)/".' 
nEN 

where y(n)  denotes the n-fold tensor product in [IF, Set] of Y, using the convolution 

symmetric monoidal product of [IF, Set]: that convolution symmetric monoidal product 

is exactly the lifting to [IF, Set] of the canonical symmetric monoidal product of IP, 

which is, in turn, the free symmetric monoidal category on 1, i.e., Tsm (1). The reason 

one still sees a product in this formula is because, conceptually, it plays the role of the 

Xn-fold sum of copies of Y(')m here rather than that of a product. 

Example 8.24. Considering T0 TB!, one can make a similar calculation: every functor 

X: (TB!) °1' —+ Set is a colimit of representables, and each representable is a bunch of 

copies of 1. So, if one takes a formula for X as a colimit of bunches of copies of 1 and 

replaces each occurrences of 1 by Y, one obtains a formula for X • Y of the form 

T B !! 

(X.Y)b= f 
YE 

 Xb' x (y(b'))b 

where y(')  represents a b'-bunches of copies of the object Y of [(TBJ)°",Set]. This 

integral may be calculated as 

(X.Y)b= fl (XbFx(Y(b'))b)/ 

b' e TB/i 

for an equivalence relation generated similarly to those of Examples 8.22 and 8.23 

One can also apply the same style of analysis to the other examples, yielding canon-

ical substitution monoidal structures for, for instance, affine binders. It follows in 

general, from the fact that we always consider that our generalised substitution 

monoidal structure is always closed. That closedness appears in Fiore et al.'s work, 

in Tanaka's work, and in the work on Bunched Implications. Moreover, we know 

from the previous section that, given any pseudo-distributive law, TS( 1) always has 
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a pseudo-S-algebra structure. That agrees with the finite product structure of Fiore et 

al. and it agrees with the corresponding symmetric monoidal structure of Tanaka as 

remarked in the last example above. 



Chapter 9 

Conclusions and Further work 

9.1 Conclusions 

In this thesis we have investigated the properties of pseudo-distributive laws of pseudo-

monads over pseudo-monads, and, as an application of the investigation, we con-

structed a framework that provides the structures for modeling substitution for terms 

in contexts with different structural properties. This is a structure that unifies the 

category-theoretic formulations of substitution in higher order abstract syntax dis-

cussed in Fiore et al. [FPT99] and also in [TanOO]. 

The definition of pseudo-distributive laws of pseudo-monads over pseudo-monads 

was given together with its ten coherence axioms. These coherence axioms arise from 

the facts that such pseudo-distributive laws should let each datum of pseudo-monads 

(pseudo-natural transformations and modifications) naturally be endowed with suitable 

distributivity. We believe that this definition of pseudo-distributive laws of pseudo-

monads over pseudo-monads is definitive in the sense that the axioms are complete 

and elegant. Moreover, we introduced the notions of pseudo-distributivity generally; 

definitions of the pseudo-distributivity of a pseudo-monad over pseudo-natural trans-

formations and over modifications were given alongside the pseudo-distributive laws 

of a pseudo-monad over pseudo-endofunctors, allowing the application of these defi-

nitions for combinations of such structures, for instance, the case of comonads, as in 

the work of Winskel in modelling bisimilarity. 

153 
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In the analysis of the properties of a pseudo-distributive law of a pseudo-monad S 

over a pseudo-endofunctor H, we introduced the notion of lifting of H to the 2-category 

of pseudo-S-algebras. We then provided a proof that the notions of pseudo-distributive 

laws and of liftings are equivalent in the sense that they define equivalent 2-categories. 

We also proved, not in the pseudo-setting but in terms of ordinary categories and func-

tors, that, in a sense, a "dual" to this also holds, in that a distributive law of an end-

ofunctor H over a monad T is equivalent to an extension of H to the Kleisli category 

K1(T) of T, which is easily extended to the pseudo-case. In moving from pseudo-

distributive laws over pseudo-endofunctors to those over pseudo-monads, we investi-

gated the bimonoidal structures on Ps-Endo(C), PsDistS  and LIftPSSA1g which pro-

vide the canonical composition both of liftings and of pseudo-distributive laws. This 

fact is essential in the proof of equivalence between the 2-categories PSDISt SmOnadS  

of pseudo-distributive laws over pseudo-monads and Lift r of liftings of pseudo-

monads to pseudo-monads on Ps-S -Aig. Another important property of pseudo-distributive 

laws of a pseudo-monad S over a pseudo-monad T is that when there exists such a 

pseudo-distributive law, the composite pseudo-functor TS acquires the structure of a 

pseudo-monad. We proved this in Section 7.4. 

As the main examples of our analysis we consider two different types of pseudo-

monads: the first of them are the pseudo-monads that give categories that are used to 

model various different types of contexts, such as the pseudo-monad for finite product 

structure and that for symmetric monoidal structure. The other type of pseudo-monad 

is that for the free cocompletion, modulo the size issue, which, for a small category C, 

gives its free cocompletion [C, Set]. We explained why there exist pseudo-distributive 

laws for combinations of one of the pseudo-monads for contexts and that of free co-

completion, which follows using Im and Kelly's work in [1K86]. 

Moving back from the examples to the discussion of general structure, we then con-

sidered the monoidal structure induced by the notion of pseudo-strength. Similarly to 

the case of an ordinary strength and a monad, we have the fact that any pseudo-monad 

T on Cat has a pseudo-strength. From there we showed that there exists a monoidal 

structure on the object Ti in Cat induced by the pseudo-strength. We consider pseudo-

monads of the form TS, where T is the cocompletion pseudo-monad and S is one of 
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the pseudo-monads for contexts. The category TS1 has the form [(S1)°P, Set] and the 

tensor for the monoidal structure induced by the pseudo-strength for this category is 

calculated as a coend, due to the fact that T is the free cocompletion monad. 

9.2 Further work 

There are many possibilities for the future work of this thesis. The most important 

is the further investigation of the syntactical aspects of the unifying framework. A 

definition of binding signatures for generic contexts should be given in such a way that 

the signatures defined in [FPT99] and [TanOO] are included as instances and also the 

functor that is associated to such a signature should have a strength with respect to the 

tensor for substitution discussed in Chapter 8. 

9.2.1 Syntactic aspects 

The definitions of binding signature given in both [FPT99] and [TanOO] are in fact 

identical: 

Definition 9.1 ([FPT99],[TanOO]). A binding signature I = (0, a) consists of a set of 

operations 0 and an arity function a: 0 —* N*. 

An operator o of arity (nl, . . . , n,) has k arguments and binds n, variables in the i-th 

argument (1 < i < n1 ). The terms associated to a signature I over a set of variables 

ranged over by x are given by the grammar: 

t E T ::=x I o((x1,...,xflI).t1, ... ,(x  .... ,xzk) .tk) 

where o is in 0 and a(o) = (ni,. . .,nk). The notions of free/bound variables and a-

equivalence are defined in the obvious way. 

In the linear case, each variable to be bound by a binder has exactly one occurrence 

in the term, where as in the ordinary case there is no such restriction. However, such 

facts do not surface in the definition of signatures itself. The distinction is introduced 

when one considers the notion of binding algebra on the suitable presheaf category. 
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In order to interpret an operation o of anty (ni,. , n,), the algebra on a presheaf X 

associated to this operation has the forms 

(E/'X)x ... x(SflkX)+X 

for ordinary binders and 

(af1x)® ... ®(a 'kx) -+X 

for linear binders, where 8X and aX are defined to be X(1 + -) with the operation + 

interpreted in F and IF' respectively. Both ö and a are used to give a mathematical for -

mulation of the idea of binding over one variable. The definition for ordinary binders 

uses the finite product structure of both EPP (finite products in PP are finite coproducts 

in F) and [F, Set], together with the object 1 of F. As we have seen in earlier chapters, 

that is all elegantly expressible as structure generated by the 2-monad Tj-. The same 

is true for linear binders, in which case the definition X(1 + -) of aX is given not by 

the coproduct but by the symmetric monoidal structure on F. Moreover, the symmetric 

monoidal structure on [IF, Set] is used instead of the product. This is again a structure 

generated by the 2-monad T51 . 

But this definition of binding signature in [FPT99] and [TanOO], although fine for 

their purposes, is insufficient in more complex binding situations, where more than 

two kinds of binders may be present in the signature, for instance, that of Bunched Im-

plications. In Bunched Implications, one has two sorts of binders: a linear binder and 

a non-linear binder. So we need to be able to specify the kind of binding an operator 

employs to bind a particular argument. A finite sequence of natural numbers is not 

precise enough to specify which sort of binder is to be used, and in what combination 

the binders are to be used. 

So, in order to capture such examples in which one has more than one binder, one 

needs a more refined general notion of binding signature. We do not have a definitive 

general account of that yet, so we shall not develop that idea here beyond mentioning 

that it definitely is possible to unify these examples and extend them to situations such 

as that of Bunched Implications as explained in [Pow03], the only question being how 

elegantly one can do so and with what degree of definitiveness. 

The above definition of binding signature essentially contains two pieces of data: 

for each i, each n 1  tells you how many times to apply X(1 + -), and k tells you how 
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many such X(n,+ -) (= ö"X or a'1 X) need to be multiplied. More generally, we need 

to allow more freedom than that, so that, for the cases such as Bunched Implications, 

we may specify words of products and tensors, with the n 1  and the k only telling us how 

long those words are. In fact, in the general setting of 2-monads on Cat, the notion of 

a Lawvere 2-theory [Pow99] supports such a general notion of signature. We do not 

go into the details, but it supports the following definition. 

Let S denote one of the 2-monads for the structures that model contexts. Recall 

that, in general, given a 2-monad S and a pseudo-distributive law of S over the 

pseudo-monad for free cocompletion, the category [(51)01, Set], which is equivalent to 

T 0 S1, has the structure of a pseudo-S-algebra (Theorem 7.9). Therefore, an object a 

of Sk induces a functor of the form 

: [(S1)0k0 , Set]l -+ [(S1)°'',Set] 

given by the composite of 

[k,[(S1)°",Set]] - 	[Sk,S[(S1)°',Set]] 	S[(S1)°",Set] 

with the algebra structure 

S[(S1) °',Set] -+ [(Si)°", Set] 

This is a routine extension of the idea that every model of an equational theory sup-

ports a semantics for every operation of the theory: T 0 S1 is a pseudo-S-algebra, so 

it supports every S-operation; a k-ary S-operation amounts to an object of 5k; and the 

displayed formula spells out explicitly how such an operation is canonically modelled 

on a pseudo-S-algebra. 

Similarly, but more easily, as Si also possesses an S-algebra structure, an object 13  
of 52 yields a functor 

This, by composition, yields a functor 

13l(1 , ) : S1 

Putting the above altogether we have the following definition: 
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Definition 9.2 (generic binding signature). For a 2-monad S, a binding signature 

E = (0, a) is a set of operations 0 together with an arity function a: 0 -+ Ars where 

an element (k, a, (0)1 ik) of Ars consists of a natural number k, an object a of the 

category Sk, and, for 1 <i < k, an object a1  of the category S2 together with a strength 

X(c4(1, -)) • Y —+ (X . Y)(a(1, -)) over pointed objects Y, i.e., functors Y with a 

specified element of Y(1) 

The algebra on a presheaf X associated to an operation of arity (k, a, ((X)1 <i<k) is 

-x. 

This definition suffices for our purposes, yielding the level of generality we seek. But 

obviously, in due course, we should prefer a definition that does not involve the condi-

tion at the end: such a definition should be readily obtainable as the condition does not 

appear explicitly in Fiore et al. or Tanaka's work, and it is clear how to avoid it in all 

the leading examples; but it is not clear yet what is the best condition that implies it in 

general. 

9.2.2 Other possibilities 

As a syntactic development in another direction, in [MS03], Miculan and Scagnetto, 

and also Fiore in [Fio02], gave a typed version of the work in [FPT99]. The category 

used in the paper [MS03] is S = [U, Set], where U is the category of typed contexts 

and defined to be the comma category in .4. U of the inclusion functor in : F -+ Set 

and the set U of variable types. Extending the framework presented in this thesis to a 

version for typed variables is one obvious direction for further study. The construction 

in [MS03] should involve a pseudo-distributive law for 2-monads on Cat'. 

Another interesting possibility is to fit the direction chosen initially by Gabbay and 

Pitts in their paper [GP99] and followed by Miculan and others in [GMlvI03b] into 

the framework presented in this thesis. They use the presheaf category on ff, where 

II is the category of natural numbers and injections, and also the notion of Fraenkel-

Mostowski set theory, which is equivalent to what is called the Schanuel topos, a par-

ticular full subcategory of [11, Set]. These structures are also related to permutation 

algebras [GMIM03a]. Gabbay and Pitts' line of work is considered to be one of the two 
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main directions of category-theoretic research on higher order abstract syntax, both 

of which coincidentally appeared in the LICS'99 conference [FPT99, GP99, Hof99], 

but it seems that the two directions can be unified in terms of our framework as the 

category theoretic construction shown in [GMM03b] seems to fit nicely. Specifically, 

the Schanuel topos is the free cocompletion on 110P  that respects pushouts. So, one 

could start by replacing Cat by the category of small categories with pushouts, and by 

attempting to emulate the line of argument of this thesis there. 

There are other topics where the analysis on pseudo-distributive laws in this thesis 

can be applied. Investigating such applications is certainly a major direction of further 

research. One such publicly available is the study of concurrency and bisimulation 

by Winskel and Cattani [WC04] using open maps and profunctors; the structure used 

there involves pseudo-comonads and Kleisli constructions. The analysis of pseudo-

distributive laws in this thesis can be easily applied to the case of pseudo-comonads. 

It is also useful to provide a detailed account of the relation between the Kleisli con-

struction and pseudo-distributive laws. 
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